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Many important therapeutic agents are associated with significant undesired side 

effects which often limit treatment duration and dosing.  Specifically, most major classes 

of antitumor chemotherapeutics have deleterious effects on cell division and DNA 

synthesis throughout the body due to systemic biodistribution.  Engineering systems for 

controlled drug delivery allows for improved quality of life during treatment; as well as 

higher localized therapeutic concentrations by isolating toxic drugs used in many diseases 

to specific physiological compartments.   

An important drug delivery strategy for controlled release of therapeutics is based 

on responsive polymer matrices, which undergo swelling transitions in response to 

environmental stimuli.  Biologically relevant factors which may trigger the release of 

therapeutics from responsive polymers include pH, ionic strength, and temperature.  

Temperature responsive polymers integrated into a composite system with metal 

nanoparticles allow for on demand drug release via an externally-applied optical or 

magnetic energy source.  The intent of this work was to develop a temperature-responsive 

drug delivery platform for controlled therapeutic release, as well to expand the toolbox 

for rational design of responsive hydrogel nanoparticles intended for therapeutic delivery.  
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Temperature-responsive hydrogels were synthesized and examined in the form of 

nanoparticles and bulk polymer networks.  These materials are based on interpenetrating 

polymer networks (IPNs) of polyacrylamide (PAAm) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), 

which exhibit a positive volume swelling response with respect to temperature.  Since 

this system responds to pH, ionic strength, and temperature, these IPNs were 

characterized over a wide range of solution conditions.  Critical synthesis parameters 

needed to optimize thermal responses for specific solution conditions were identified, as 

were the specific effects of pH and ionic strength on network swelling and stability.   

The reverse emulsion process used to synthesize IPN nanoparticles was 

characterized to determine how particle growth proceeds during preparation.  To enhance 

biocompatibility, IPN nanoparticles were surface-modified with a corona of 

poly(ethylene glycol) to reduce protein adsorption, a common strategy to improve in vivo 

performance.  Due to the large amounts of surfactants employed in the preparation of IPN 

nanoparticles, purification methods needed to improve safety of IPN nanoparticles were 

optimized, and studied in vitro to ensure cellular compatibility.   
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 

Many effective drugs, especially chemotherapeutic agents used in the treatment of 

cancer often cause adverse side effects including nausea, emesis, alopecia, neutropenia, 

anemia, infertility, and fatigue; the severity and frequency of which are usually directly 

correlated to dosage, and vary between patients.[1-3]  Side effects with especially 

cytotoxic drugs are often caused primarily by systemic biodistribution of the drug agent, 

or by its accumulation at specific but undesired anatomical locations.  Since the desirable 

effects of most drugs are also typically related to dosing (up to a certain level), a key 

challenge with many therapeutics is administering sufficient quantities to maximize the 

clinical benefit, while not exceeding an often low threshold for significant toxic effects 

due to systemic distribution.  A promising approach to this problem is through controlled 

release systems, where the distribution of drugs is spatiotemporally regulated to specific 

cells, tissues, and/or organs where desired.  This not only allows for better regulation 

within the therapeutic band for a given drug, but it also potentially allows for otherwise 

unachievably high levels of therapeutic doses exactly where needed.[4-6] 

The primary means for focusing the delivery of drugs to specific physiological 

compartments is through carrier-based drug delivery systems.  Carrier-based drug 

delivery would include parenterally-administered particulate systems such as liposomes, 

nanoparticles, and nanocapsules.  Additionally, implanted drug reservoirs can be used to 

focus therapeutic delivery to specific anatomical compartments depending on the 

physiological structure of the region where deposited.[7]  With injected and implanted 

drug delivery systems, hydrogels are often used as the structural foundation because of 

several inherent advantages.  Specific attributes of hydrogels that encourage their use in 

drug delivery systems include biocompatibility, responsive swelling characteristics, 
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design flexibility, established chemistry, ease of modification, variety of synthesis 

techniques, potential for scale-up, and tunable chemical compatibility with solutes.   

Therapeutic delivery from hydrogel carrier systems relies on either passive 

diffusion of solutes from an inert carrier; or on specific changes within the structure of 

the carrier, such as solvent penetration, response-triggered swelling, or biodegradation.  

In responsive hydrogel drug carriers, a volumetric swelling change is actuated by a 

stimulus such as pH, ionic strength, or temperature.[8]   

Hydrogels that exhibit a response based on temperature-driven swelling 

transitions will often undergo swelling changes at either an upper critical solution 

temperature (USCT), for positively-thermoresponsive polymers, or at a lower critical 

solution temperature (LCST), for negatively-thermoresponsive polymers.  These 

responses are illustrated in Figure 1-1. Both response mechanisms are dictated by 

molecular structure and non-covalent interactions of the hydrogel with itself and a 

surrounding solvent.[9]  As a drug delivery mechanism, these swelling responses can be 

triggered externally by integration with inorganic nanomaterials.[10-18]  By embedding 

superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles or gold nanomaterials within UCST- or 

LCST-responsive hydrogels, a heating response may be externally-initiated once the 

carrier has accumulated in the tissue of interest.  This triggering is carried out by the 

administration of energy from an external alternating magnetic field (iron oxide) or light 

source (gold).  Additionally, integration of such materials into a composite potentially 

allows for several system enhancements, such as image-guided therapeutics, external 

control over hydrogel degradation, hyperthermic treatment, and spatial control of drug 

carriers within the body.[19-21] 

Temperature-responsive hydrogels based on LCST responses release drugs by 

squeezing solutes out of the solvated polymer matrix once a critical temperature is 
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exceeded.  These systems are typically based on poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 

(PNIPAAm), though systems based on cellulose ethers and poly(vinyl-methyl-ether) have 

also been developed.[22]  With PNIPAAm, the gel network is neutrally charged and 

exhibits an overall temperature response largely unaffected by pH and ionic strength 

conditions, except for small inflection point shifts due to changes in the hydration shell of 

water with dissolved salts.[23]   

Systems that exhibit UCST responses typically incorporate poly(acrylic acid) 

(PAA) or one of its derivatives into their structure.  In contrast to thermally-responsive 

LCST PNIPAAm-based systems, which are suited well for more hydrophobic 

therapeutics, PAA-based hydrogels can be used to deliver hydrophilic solutes upon 

heating.  The UCST response, which is observed with much greater rarity in hydrogels, 

and does not occur to the same magnitude as PNIPAAm swelling transitions, can release 

drugs by changes in its diffusional landscape due to a molecular mesh expansion within 

the gel resulting from increased temperature.  In both LSCT- and UCST-responsive 

hydrogels, drug release during repetitive thermal swelling cycles has been shown to cause 

repeated bursts in drug delivery rate when the swelling response is switched ‘on’ and 

‘off’ during temperature changes.[9, 24-26] 

However, since acrylic acid is anionic, its temperature response is both pH and 

ionic strength dependent.  Designing drug release systems relying on PAA must be 

examined for how pH, ionic strength and temperature all coordinate to initiate swelling 

changes.  In previous work with UCST interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) of 

polyacrylamide (PAAm) and PAA, the exact effects of pH and ionic strength on the 

ionization of PAA within the IPN, as well as the impact of formulation parameters and 

solution conditions on thermal responses, have not been extensively studied.[26-31]  

Further, since the polyacrylamide portions of these gels are sensitive to chemical change 
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by acid-catalyzed hydrolysis, it is critical to determine the potential changes occurring in 

PAAm / PAA IPN hydrogels resulting from preparation and heating. 

Synthesis of IPN nanoparticles intended for drug delivery is typically carried out 

by free-radical reverse emulsion (microemulsion) polymerization, which requires very 

high surfactant levels to maintain thermodynamic stability of the microemulsion.[32-34]  

In order ensure these nanoparticles are not themselves toxic, efficient and thorough 

purification strategies are needed to remove stabilizing surfactants following nanoparticle 

synthesis.  Additionally, for IPN nanoparticles to be used in vivo, surface modifications 

are necessary to minimize the opsonization and subsequent removal of nanoparticles by 

the mononuclear phagocyte system.[35]  A typical strategy for improving compatibility 

and reducing protein adsorption in vivo is through surface attachment of a poly(ethylene 

glycol) corona to the particle’s exterior.  This also increases colloidal stability without 

stabilizing surfactants or excessive surface charge, and dramatically improves circulation 

residence time in the body.[36]  Figure 1-2 shows an illustration of a surface-modified 

IPN nanoparticle composite experiencing a swelling transition induced by external 

triggering to release entrapped therapeutics.   
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Figure 1-1 Volumetric swelling changes based on UCST and LCST transitions 
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Figure 1-2 Characteristic UCST nanocomposite, undergoing expansion via external 

triggering, which allows for solute release by enhanced diffusion.    
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2 Chapter 2: Background 

2.1 APPLICATIONS FOR NANOPARTICLE DRUG DELIVERY 

One of the most important applications for advanced drug delivery systems 

(DDS) is in the treatment of malignant neoplasms.  The major classes of traditional 

chemotherapeutic agents, including alkylating agents (MW ~ 150–400 Da), 

antimetabolites (MW ~ 100–450 Da), anthracyclines (MW ~ 500-750), and 

topoisomerase inhibitors (MW ~ 400-700) are all associated with unwanted, non-specific 

effects on cell division or DNA synthesis.[1]  In many ways, cancer is the primary 

candidate for carrier-based therapeutics due to its seriousness, anatomical variation, 

tendency for delocalization, severity of side effects with chemotherapeutic agents, and 

the advantageous passive accumulation of particulates through neovasculature (EPR 

effect).  

In addition to cancer therapeutics, another important potential application for 

localized nanoparticle drug carriers is for antiviral delivery in post-exposure prophylaxis 

(PEP) scenarios to treat potential exposures to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). 

For this application, antiviral chemical intervention is used to prevent seroconversion and 

subsequent chronic infection in patients who are recently exposed (or potentially 

exposed) to the virus by a known means of transmission.  Therapeutic intervention, if 

administered within 24-72 hours of exposure, has been shown to significantly reduce the 

likelihood of chronic HIV disease.[2]  It is essential to note that HIV cannot be detected 

in plasma and cell-lysates of peripheral mononuclear cells by polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) until around 5 days following exposure.  Given the sensitivity of PCR, it follows 

that the systemic dissemination of detectable virus fragments has not occurred during this 

so-called ‘window period’.[3]  Furthermore, animal studies on the dynamics of 

lentiviruses, (the genus that includes HIV) immediately following SIV inoculation have 
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shown rapid lymphatic involvement with detectable virus found in lymphoid tissues 

within hours of exposure.[4]  Thus, it is likely that the virus is fairly confined to localized 

lymphatic tissues during the earliest stages of infection and thus potentially susceptible to 

targeted therapeutics. 

Like anticancer chemotherapeutics, the typical drugs used for anti-HIV 

prophylaxis, including reverse transcriptase inhibitors (MW ~ 200 – 600 Da), protease 

inhibitors (MW ~ 600 Da), fusion inhibitors (MW ~ 500 – 4500 Da), and antiviral 

proteins (MW ~ 8000 – 20000 Da), are all associated with significant side effects. Thus, 

it is currently very important for physicians and patients to carefully weigh the risks of 

using these drugs in light of the relatively low occurrence of chronic infection in patients 

who remain untreated.[2]  A nanogel system could therefore potentially lessen the burden 

of this decision to use PEP by offering improved effectiveness with minimal systemic 

side effects.   

 

2.2 RATIONALE FOR POLYMERS IN DRUG DELIVERY 

For more than 50 years, techniques such as compression, spray and dip coating, 

and encapsulation have been used in the pharmaceutical industry to incorporate bioactive 

agents with polymers.  Such polymers have largely included cellulose derivatives, 

poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone).[5]  More recently, polymers 

have been used to regulate drug delivery kinetics by tuning specific properties of the 

polymer matrix.  Polymer devices for drug delivery can be broadly categorized as 

diffusion-controlled (monolithic devices), solvent-activated (swelling- or osmotically-

controlled devices), chemically controlled (biodegradable), or environmentally-triggered 

systems (e.g., pH, temperature).[6]  Diffusion-controlled, solvent activated, 
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biodegradable, and environmentally-triggered systems are discussed in the sections that 

follow.  An excellent review treating osmotically-controlled systems is available.[7]   

 

2.3 PHARMACOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DRUG DELIVERY 

The prime objective of a delivery system is to release therapeutics at a desired 

anatomical site and to maintain the drug concentration within a therapeutic band for a 

desired duration.  This response is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Whether a drug is absorbed orally, parenterally, or by other means, such as 

inhalation or transdermal patches, bioavailability by absorption into bloodstream allows 

for distribution to virtually all bodily tissues.  Once in blood, drugs disseminate to all or 

most tissues by crossing endothelial barriers or by draining through endothelial gaps in 

tissues with “leaky” vasculature.  Additionally, active targeting mechanisms may be 

employed by the polymer carrier, a polymer-drug conjugate, or the drug itself to 

disproportionally partition itself into the tissue of interest. 

2.3.1 Physiology of Oral Drug Delivery 

Oral formulations represent the most common platform for drug delivery.  In 

conventional pharmaceutical formulations, such as those employing tablets and capsules, 

delivery of relatively small organic molecules via the gastrointestinal (GI) tract occurs by 

means of passive absorption down a concentration gradient on the intestinal surfaces as 

determined by three primary factors: extent of ionization, molecular weight (MW), and 

oil/water partition coefficient of the drug.[8]  Just as in the absorption of nutrients and 

ions, drugs generally pass through several physical barriers during transcytosis before 

entering intestinal capillaries or central lacteals, as shown in Figure 2.2.  The boundaries, 

beginning with the lumen of the intestine, are a mucous layer, the brush border 
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(microvilli), the epithelial apical membrane, the cytoplasm, the basal membrane, the 

basement membrane, and finally the lamina propria, where substances can either enter 

capillaries by diffusing through endothelial cells or pass into the central lacteal for transit 

into the lymphatic system, thereby avoiding first-pass metabolism.  Except for extremely 

large molecules or molecules that partition heavily into chylomicrons, the vast majority 

of absorbed substances take the capillary exit from the intestine owing to the substantial 

perfusion of blood vessels. 

It is important to emphasize that effective release of a therapeutic agent in the 

vicinity of the mucous layer does not imply sufficient bioavailability.  Significant 

fractions of a drug that diffuses into the mucous membranes may be effluxed back into 

the intestinal lumen, metabolized in the intestinal mucosa, or removed by the hepatic 

portal system during first-pass metabolism. 

2.3.2 Physiology of Parenteral Drug Delivery  

Many therapeutic agents, such as proteins, lack the stability or absorption 

characteristics necessary for uptake in the GI tract.  Large, poorly absorbed, or unstable 

therapeutic agents, as well as drugs with very narrow therapeutic windows, those having 

urgent timing, or drugs requiring anatomical localization must be administered 

parenterally, either by injection or reservoir implantation.  Parenteral delivery bypasses 

the GI tract by direct injection, usually intravenously or interstitially, has near 100% 

bioavailability, and is far more predictable and generally more rapid than oral delivery.  

Intravenous injection results in immediate drug availability, which is advantageous in 

many cases, but it also generally results in shorter drug circulation owing to rapid access 

to excretory mechanisms.  Also, it can make overdoses nearly impossible to counteract. 
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Drugs and polymer carriers for intravenous delivery must generally be dispersible 

in aqueous environments.  With subcutaneous and intramuscular routes, a drug bolus is 

temporarily implanted by injection into an interstitial environment and subsequently 

cleared from the site by absorption into the vasculature or drainage into the lymphatic 

system.  This mechanism allows for slower absorption of the drug and may be used for 

oily substances.  Molecular weight determines whether an injection site will be cleared by 

the tissue capillaries or lymphatics.  As in the central lacteals of the intestine, substances 

with higher molecular weights (or greater hydrodynamic diameters) enter lymphatic 

capillaries and subsequently systemic circulation by drainage at the thoracic duct.  

Because tissue perfusion is substantial, absorption vastly dominates lymphatic draining 

with molecules of less than 5 kDa.[9] 

Particulate-based carriers, such as liposomes, self-assembled nanocapsules, and 

polymer nanoparticles can be used to effect migration from the administration site to 

targeted tissues or cells.  For targeted carriers, size is the most important determining 

pharmacokinetic parameter.  With intravenously injected systems, particle sizes can 

stretch into the micron region and be utilized for intravascular targets, however particles 

larger than 2 microns become mechanically trapped by the capillary beds of the liver and 

spleen, and by the lungs if larger than about 7 microns.[10]  With regard to the lower 

limit for circulating particles, fenestrations in the endothelium of many tissues (especially 

lymphatic, hepatic, renal) causes passive accumulation in specific organs depending on 

the size of membrane discontinuity.  Endothelial linings of the pancreas, intestines, and 

kidneys can have gaps between 50-60 nm and between 100–200 nm in the liver, spleen, 

and bone marrow.[11]  Removal from circulation is additionally size-dependent, with 

clearance by renal filtration occurring for substances with a molecular weight up to about 

20 kDa, or less than around 1-3 nm in hydrodynamic radius.  For particles between 2-
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2000 nm, removal occurs by means of opsonization and phagocytosis by the 

reticuloendothelial system (RES), which results in the accumulation of particles in the 

phagocytic macrophages of the liver and spleen until degraded or metabolized.  

Opsonization is known to occur more quickly as particle size is increased, but can be 

offset somewhat by passivation of its surface.  Therefore, the target particle size for 

circulating particles would be close to around 100 nm to minimize unwanted leakage into 

renal or hepatic tissues, with larger particles having payload advantages, but also be as 

small as possible to reduce opsonin tagging as much as possible and enhance circulation 

half-life.    

For parenteral administration based on the deposition of a drug bolus in interstitial 

space, either by intramuscular, subcutaneous, or intraperitoneal injection, size constraints 

for particulate carriers are different from the limitations described for intravenous 

delivery.  For molecules larger than 5 kDa, and all particulate carriers, interstitial flow 

and lymphatic uptake are the primary routes for bolus and/or carrier transport.  Interstitial 

convection pushes negatively charged or neutral carriers with hydrodynamic diameters 

below around 40 nm efficiently through the extracellular matrix.[12]  Uptake from 

interstitium into draining lymphatics has been shown to occur for liposomes less than 

about 100 nm in hydrodynamic diameter.[13]  Movement through lymphatics deposits 

particles into lymph nodes, where pinocytosis may occur if the size is sufficiently small.  

Lymphatic flow eventually carries particulates into general circulation via the thoracic 

duct where they are subject to the size-based outcomes described above.  

In terms of particle carrier uptake in tumors by enhanced permeability and 

retention (EPR) effect, values reported in the literature vary substantially, likely due to 

the extreme variability of pathogenic morphologies in different tumors.[14, 15]  In work 

by Hobbs and Jain, particle uptake into tumors exhibited a cutoff of between 380 nm and 
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780 nm.[16]  Liposomes in certain tumors have been shown to have particle size cutoff 

values of around 500 nm.[17]  Other values for particle sizes allowing tumor uptake by 

EPR are reportedly as small as 30 – 50 nm.[18]   

Based on the physiological constraints described above for blood circulation 

and/or lymphatic transport, 40-80 nm and 100 - 200 nm for lymphatic and circulatory 

systems respectively would be appropriate for nanoparticle carrier design, depending on 

intended delivery route.  Though, due to the reported variability in uptake by EPR, it 

would be beneficial to have tunable synthesis in terms of particle size, so that 

biodistribution and particle uptake into both targeted (diseased) tissue and non-targeted 

(healthy) organs and tissue can be determined and adjusted for different applications.   

 

2.4 HYDROGELS AS DRUG CARRIERS 

Hydrogels, due to their compatibility with aqueous environments, are excellent 

polymeric building blocks for use in drug delivery systems or other biomaterials 

applications.[19-24]  Structurally, hydrogels are three-dimensional networks formed from 

hydrophilic homopolymers, copolymers, or macromers (preformed macromolecular 

chains) crosslinked to form insoluble polymer matrices.  These soft, elastic polymers, 

which are typically used above their glass transition temperature (Tg), exhibit high 

thermodynamic compatibility with water and have found use in many biomedical 

applications.[25]  Synthetic monomers used to synthesize biomaterials include, among 

others, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), and polyacrylates such 

as poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA). Biological hydrogels have been formed 

from agarose, alginate, chitosan, hyaluronan, fibrin, and collagen, as well as many 

others.[26, 27]  
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2.4.1 Physical Structure 

In general, the crosslinked structure of hydrogels is characterized by junctions or 

tie points, which may be formed from strong chemical linkages (such as covalent and 

ionic bonds), permanent or temporary physical entanglements, microcrystallite formation, 

and weak interactions (such as hydrogen bonding).[20]  Depending on method of 

preparation, hydrogels can range in size over eight orders of magnitude, from 10
-8

 to 10
0
 

meters.  For crosslinking and network formation, several options for preparation have 

been developed.  For example, homopolymers and their combinations may be chemically 

crosslinked with glutaraldehyde to form PVA networks or ethylene glycol dimethacrylate 

(EGDMA) to form poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) hydrogels.  Polymers can be prepared and 

combined in the form of blends, copolymers, and interpenetrating networks (IPNs).  

Hydrogels based on blends, for example, have been prepared via a freeze–thaw process 

where the uncrosslinked polymer is repeatedly frozen and thawed in cycles to form a 

crosslinked network.[28, 29]  IPNs may be synthesized by sequentially polymerizing and 

crosslinking a monomer in the presence of an already crosslinked polymer network or, 

simultaneously, if two polymer chains are polymerized by significantly different 

processes. Ultimate network morphology of a hydrogel can be amorphous, 

semicrystalline, H-bonded, supramolecular, or consisting of hydrocolloidal 

aggregates.[20] The chains comprising the network may be based on natural, synthetic, or 

hybrid combinations of these materials.  The physical structure and characteristics of 

hydrogels depend upon starting monomers and macromers, synthesis and fabrication 

methods, solvent conditions, degradation, and mechanical loading history.  

In terms of ionic charge, hydrogels can be neutral, cationic, anionic, or 

ampholytic as determined by pendant groups incorporated into the gel backbone.  Ionic 

gels (whether cationic, anionic, or amphoteric) are generally charged to some extent in 
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aqueous solvents, unless the pH of the solvent is at an extreme value.  Hydrogels that 

deprotonate in the imbibed solvent are anionic, while hydrogels that protonate are 

cationic.  In anionic gels, the quantity of deprotonated, negatively-charged pendant 

groups begins to exceed uncharged pendant groups as the pH of the solvent is brought 

above the pKa of the polyacid (commonly carboxylic acids).  Cationic gels, on the other 

hand, have positively-charged, protonated pendant groups in higher relative 

concentrations than neutral pendant groups as the pH is lowered below the pKa of the 

conjugate polyacid (commonly protonated amines).   

Several quantitative parameters can be used to describe the network structure of 

hydrogels.  These include υ2,s, the polymer volume fraction in the swollen state (the 

amount of polymer within the gel);    ̅̅ ̅̅̅ the average molecular weight between crosslinks; 

and ξ, the related measure of distance between crosslinks (i.e., mesh size).  The two 

prominent theoretical treatments used to describe the network structure of hydrogels and 

to determine these parameters are derived from equilibrium swelling theory and rubber 

elasticity theory.[30] 

2.4.2 Equilibrium Swelling Theory and Network Characteristics 

With neutral gels, Flory–Rehner theory is useful for analysis.[31]  This theory 

describes swelling by stating that crosslinked polymers will reach equilibrium in a fluidic 

environment by the thermodynamic force to reduce entropy via mixing as balanced by 

the elastic or retractile force of the polymer chains themselves to contract.  Analytically, 

this is shown with Gibbs free energy, shown in Equation 2.1 below. 

                            Equation 2.1 
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With ionic gels, the situation is further complicated by the addition of a term to 

account for the total free energy contribution due to the ionic properties of the network. 

This modification is shown in Equation 2.2. 

 

                                     Equation 2.2 

 

In these equations, the mixing term, ΔGmixing, is a quantitative description of the 

compatibility between the polymer and solvent, water in the case of hydrogels, and is 

often expressed as the polymer–solvent interaction parameter, χ1.  Differentiation with 

respect to the moles of solvent molecules at constant temperature and pressure results in 

expressions of Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 in terms of chemical potentials (not 

shown).  At equilibrium conditions, the net chemical potential between the solvent within 

the gel and the surrounding solution is zero.  This zero net chemical potential equates the 

elastic and mixing potentials.  Flory–Rehner theory leads to an expression for molecular 

weight between crosslinks,   ̅̅ ̅̅ , if the hydrogel is prepared in the absence of a solvent. 

This expression is shown in Equation 2.3. 

Peppas and Merrill modified this theory, as shown in Equation 4, for hydrogels 

prepared in the presence of a solvent by considering changes in the elastic potential due 

to the solvent.[32] 
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 Here,   ̅̅ ̅̅   is the average molecular weight of the polymer chains prepared in the absence 

of a crosslinker.  V1 is the molar volume of the solvent (water) and   ̅  is the specific 

volume of the water.  The terms      and      denote the polymer volume fraction in the 

“relaxed” and “swollen” states, denoted by the subscripts r and s shown in these terms.  

The relaxed state refers to state of the polymer immediately after crosslinking, but before 

any additional swelling occurs.  It should be noted that if the gel is prepared in the 

absence of a solvent, the polymer volume fraction in the relaxed state becomes unity (     

= 1), which causes Equation 2.4 to simplify to Equation 2.3.  The swollen state fraction, 

    , in both equations refers to the polymer volume fraction when the hydrogel is fully 

swollen in the presence of pure water.  

For ionic gels, Brannon-Peppas and Peppas derived a more complex equation that 

results in two separate, but equivalent expressions for anionic and cationic gels, as shown 

in Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6, respectively.[33]  Utilization of these equations for 

average molecular weight between crosslinks additionally requires ionic strength, I, and 

dissociation constants, Ka and Kb.  Mr is the molecular weight of the repeat unit,  ̅ is the 

specific volume of the polymer. 
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Equation 2.5 
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Equation 2.6 

For solute transport, an important measure for determining the maximum size of 

solutes that can diffuse through a gel is porosity, which can be described by the mesh 

size, ξ (i.e., correlation length).  This parameter quantifies the average linear distance 

between crosslinks.  If the root-mean-square end-to-end distance of the polymer chains 

between crosslinks (free of long-range interactions), also referred to as the unperturbed 

distance, (  
 
)
 
 ⁄
 is known, then Equation 2.7 can be utilized to determine mesh size.[34]  

In this equation, the unperturbed distance is the ratio of mesh size to the extension ratio. 

The extension ratio, α, can be determined from the swollen polymer volume fraction, 

υ2,s, as shown in Equation 2.8 

 

    (  
 
)
 
 ⁄
 Equation 2.7 
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 ⁄  Equation 2.8 

 

 

To predict mesh size without the unperturbed distance, Equation 2.9 may be used 

if the following parameters can be determined: bond length of the polymer backbone, l, 

which is often 1.54 Å; the characteristic ratio, CN, (ratio of the square of the unperturbed 

distance to the square of the random flight end-to-end distance), which is available for 

many polymers; the average molecular weight between crosslinks,   ̅̅ ̅̅ ; the swollen 

polymer volume fraction, υ2,s; and Mr, or the molecular weight of the repeat units.[21, 35] 
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   Equation 2.9 

 

In most biomedical hydrogel applications, the mesh size requires determination 

under physiologically-relevant conditions (i.e. in solutions containing, ions, proteins, 

nutrients, etc.)  Therefore, it must be noted here that when determining the mesh size in 

real systems, the swollen polymer volume fraction, υ2,s, as used in Equation 2.8 must be 

determined in the physiological solution in which the gel is swollen, not pure water. 

2.4.3 Rubber Elasticity 

Hydrogels under mechanical stress can exhibit a range of responses from rapid, 

elastic recovery following applied stress or strain, to a time-dependent recovery 

approaching viscous behavior.  At temperatures below the Tg, a transition away from the 

rubbery state tends to drive the behavior of the gel toward viscoelasticity due to a slow 
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rearrangement of polymer segments under deformation.  In this regime, mechanical 

considerations such as creep, stress relaxation, and dynamic loading may become 

important.[36]  Hydrogels, being typically water-swollen, are plasticized by an aqueous 

penetrant, which causes a reduction in the glass transition temperature of the polymer.  

Plasticization normally decreases the Tg to well below 37 °C, and thus hydrogels used as 

human biomaterials or drug delivery vehicles have experienced a transition from the 

glassy state to the rubbery, elastic state upon wetting.  

Peppas and Merrill[32] modified the original theories for polymer elasticity 

developed by Flory[37], to account for hydrogels prepared in the presence of a solvent.  

Shown in Equation 2.10, τ is the applied stress as a function of elongation, where ρ is the 

polymer density, R is the universal gas constant, and T is absolute temperature.  This 

offers an alternative means to determine the average molecular weight between 

crosslinks,   ̅̅ ̅̅ , by measurement of the applied stress, τ, using a test specimen.  As with 

mesh size calculations, the swollen polymer volume fraction refers to the solution in 

which the gel is swollen. 
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 Equation 2.10 

 

Since both equilibrium swelling theory and rubber elasticity theory rely on 

experimentally determined gel properties to determine average molecular weight between 

crosslinks, these models are useful for noncovalently crosslinked hydrogels as well. 

Aside from covalent crosslinking, hydrogels may often have physical entanglements, 

microcrystallites, or hydrogen-bonded structures.  These theories may be extended to 
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systems of this type by treating the junctions or tie points that cause gel formation as 

physical crosslinks with equivalent behavior as the covalent crosslinks intended in these 

theories.  Typically, the same equations are used, but the   ̅̅ ̅̅  term is replaced by the 

terms   ̅̅ ̅ or   ̅̅ ̅̅  to indicate the gel is not covalently crosslinked.  Here,   ̅̅ ̅ is the number 

average molecular weight between junctions, and    ̅̅ ̅̅  is the number average molecular 

weight between entanglements.  Figure 2.3 illustrates the structural similarities between 

physical and chemical crosslinks in gel networks.  It must be noted however that gels 

containing extensive crystallites represent a significant deviation from the rubber 

elasticity assumptions used to derive the theories.  

2.4.4 Solute Transport in Hydrogels 

Understanding solute transport is probably the single most important design 

parameter for hydrogels meant as drug carriers.  Except in hydrogels with very large 

micropores or forced flow conditions, convection usually does not play a significant role 

in the movement of solutes through hydrogel matrices.  Diffusion alone is regarded as the 

driving transport phenomenon.  Analysis of drug and protein diffusion by Ende et al. in 

ionic gels revealed that mesh size and environmental conditions, including pH and 

temperature, are all critically important in solute diffusion.[38]  They further concluded 

that hydrogels might be tailor-made for the release of a specific drug, protein, or peptide. 

Other studies showing the effect of pH on drug transport from ionized hydrogels done by 

Brannon-Peppas and Peppas showed that pH-dependent hydrogels could be prepared to 

exhibit zero-order or near zero-order release, an important benchmark for many drug 

delivery systems.[39]  

With biological systems, where both the polymer and the solute are frequently 

ionized, the interactions between the polymer and solute themselves become an important 
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factor in determining transport behavior.  Collins and Ramirez studied this relationship 

directly and showed that polymer–solute interactions tend to decrease transport of solute 

molecules.[40]  Further work by Gudeman and Peppas examined these interactions in 

well-characterized IPNs of PVA and PAA by varying the ionic content in the membrane 

(by varying the amount of PAA) and then testing transport at pH values above and below 

the pKa of the ionic component.[41]  This work further confirmed the effect of polymer–

solute interactions and demonstrated that permeation is controlled by size exclusion.  

Because virtually all solute transport models involving hydrogels are based 

primarily on diffusion, computational analysis utilizes Fick’s law as shown in the general 

vector form below.[42, 43]  In Equation 2.11, ci is the concentration of species i and Dig 

is the concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient of species i in the gel.  

 

 
   
  
   (   (  )   ) Equation 2.11 

 

Since water-swollen hydrogels would typically be in the rubbery regime due to a 

reduction in glass transition temperature, Fickian diffusion is applicable for most 

applications.  This analysis is insufficient if the gel is significantly heterogeneous with 

regard to structural discontinuities (such as localized crystallization or phase separations), 

nonswollen glassy regions, interpenetrating structures, or composite formations (such as 

fibrous inclusions).   

Some of the earliest work in solute transport through hydrogels that compared 

experimental observation to theoretical prediction was done by Renkin, who studied 

solute diffusion through porous cellulose membranes based on Fick’s law for a diffusion 

rate in one dimension, as shown in Equation 2.12.[44] 
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Here 
   

  
  is the solute diffusion rate for a given species i, D is the diffusion 

coefficient, A is the apparent diffusion area, and 
   

  
 is the concentration gradient across 

the membrane.  In Renkin’s diffusion experiments, the rate of diffusion for a variety of 

solutes was measured through inert porous membranes.  His experimental results were 

found to be in close agreement with the theory proposed earlier by Pappenheimer.[45]  

This was one the first demonstrations of solute diffusion as a function of pore and solute 

size. 

Early theoretical models used to describe transport in microporous systems (with 

pore diameters of r ≤ 1 µm). Anderson and Quinn studied the hydrodynamic equations 

governing transport to account for Brownian motion and steric restrictions.[46]  They 

showed that a one-dimensional diffusion–convection analysis could be used for such 

systems, and they developed a series of equations to account for the effect of the pore 

wall itself on the solute–solvent drag. 

Peppas and Reinhart developed a model based on free volume theory for a three-

component system of water, solute, and polymer.[47]  This model predicted the 

dependence of the solute diffusion coefficient on solute size, mesh size, degree of 

swelling, and other structural characteristics of the hydrogels.  
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As shown in Equation 2.13, DSM and DSW are the diffusion coefficients of the 

solutes in the membrane and water respectively, and this ratio is referred to as the 

normalized diffusion coefficient.  The other terms in this equation not previously defined 

are k1 and k2, which are structural parameters of the polymer–water complex;   
 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, which 

is the average critical molecular weight between crosslinks at which diffusion is 

precluded; rs, which is the Stokes hydrodynamic radius of the solute; and QM, which is 

the degree of swelling of the membrane.  This theory was developed for diffusion in 

highly swollen membranes.  Well-characterized, amorphous PVA membranes later 

validated this theory with experimental data.[48] 

Prausnitz and collaborators used Monte Carlo simulations to develop a modified 

size exclusion theory based on the statistical distribution of chains in the network.[49]  

This theory, however, does not consider ionic interactions or the effects of side groups on 

the structure, but instead focuses on chains in a large region of free space.  The intention 

of their theory was to provide a general understanding of partially ionized 

polyelectrolytes so that other theories could be built upon it. 

Solute diffusion through PAA has been described in terms of pH, and solute 

diffusion through PVA/PAA membranes has been shown to be a function of ionic 

strength and pH of the swelling agent.[41, 50]  Reviews by Amsden,[51] Muhr and 

Blanshard,[52] and Meadows and Peppas[53] have compared and characterized many of 

the models developed for diffusion coefficients by gel type and the underlying modeling 

techniques utilized.  
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2.5 DRUG TRANSPORT IN POLYMERS 

The movement of solutes through polymer matrices depends on several 

parameters to the solute, the polymer, and the environmental solvent in which the 

polymer-drug system is swelling. The various solute factors that affect its transport 

characteristics in a polymer are essential based on the size and charge of the molecule, as 

well as its solubility in the polymer and solvent, which is nearly always aqueous in drug 

delivery applications.  The effect of the polymer is dependent on the type of drug delivery 

system in use.  Polymers as drug delivery systems are typically classified as either 

diffusion-control, solvent activated, biodegradable, or responsive 

2.5.1 Diffusion-Controlled Systems 

Most diffusion-controlled carriers are simple and monolithic in nature.  In these 

systems, a drug is dissolved (or dispersed if the concentration exceeds the polymer’s 

solubility limit) in a nonswellable or fully swollen matrix that does not degrade during its 

therapeutic life.  For water-swollen, dissolved systems, degradation does not have a 

significant effect on diffusion behavior.  In dissolved systems (C0 < CS), C0 is the initial 

loading concentration and CS is the saturation concentration.  Fick’s second law (for slab 

geometry), shown in Equation 2.14 can be solved under the appropriate boundary 

conditions to obtain an expression for concentration Ci(x,t).  Di is the diffusivity of the 

solute in the polymer matrix, and Ci is the concentration of species i.  Equations for 

calculating Di for porous, microporous, and nonporous hydrogels have been 

tabulated.[54]  Differentiating Ci(x,t) with respect to x allows for substitution of this 

result into Fick’s first law, as shown by Equation 2.15.  
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This expression can then be integrated under the appropriate boundary conditions 

at the interface, x, to develop Equation 2.16 for Mt, where Mt is the cumulative mass or 

moles released from the system.[42]  
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   Equation 2.16 

 

With dispersed systems (C0 > CS), the situation is more complex as the 

precipitated regions are considered nondiffusing and disappear as a function of drug 

release to create a moving boundary problem.  The well-known Higuchi equation (for 

planar geometry) provides a simple model for release by treating the problem as a 

pseudosteady state.[55]  In this expression, shown in Equation 2.17, S represents the 

surface area available for drug release.  

 

     √(      )     Equation 2.17 

 

Expansions to this model have produced expressions for spherical geometries and 

to account for drug concentrations near the solubility limit for the polymer.[56, 57] 
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2.5.2 Solvent-Activated Systems 

In traditional swellable systems, drugs are loaded into dehydrated hydrophilic 

polymers or hydrogels by simply packing the two substances together.  In the absence of 

a plasticizing aqueous solvent, these systems are usually well below their glass transition 

temperature, Tg, and are thus glassy with very low diffusivities.  Once exposed to an 

aqueous environment, hydrogels imbibe water and swell.  If the polymer is not 

chemically crosslinked (or crystalline), then dissolution creates an erosion front.  Drug 

delivery devices that operate as swelling-controlled systems undergo a transition from the 

glassy to rubbery state during solvent swelling, which relaxes polymer chains and 

dissolves dispersed drug deposits.  This process creates two simultaneously moving 

fronts, diffusion and swelling, in addition to the erosion front if present.  This has been 

shown dramatically using cylindrical hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) sections 

loaded with buflomedil pyridoxal phosphate.[58]  The diffusion front is created at the 

dissolved-dispersed drug boundary where the localized solvent volume fraction is higher 

than at the core of the polymer-matrix.  The swelling front is created as water is imbibed 

into the matrix, thus increasing chain motility.  Starting in the center of a polymer matrix, 

a negative gradient in polymer volume fraction and entanglement exists relative to the 

outside surfaces.  The dispersion-dissolution and erosion boundaries are continuously 

moving relative to each other, and the associated diffusion lengths are constantly 

changing.  A popular empirical model that can be used to describe transport for swellable 

systems is based on the power-law expression shown in Equation 2.18.[59]  In this 

equation, M∞ is the total mass loaded into the polymer, and k and n are the constants of 

the power-law expression. 
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     Equation 2.18 

 

This equation expresses the fractional mass released from a polymer matrix as a 

function of time.  The value for n is dependent on the type of transport, geometry, and 

polydispersity.  Case I or Fickian diffusion describes the condition in which diffusion is 

slow compared with the rate of chain relaxation.  This condition is correlated to n = 0.50 

for thin film geometries.  For cylindrical and spherical geometries, the characteristic n 

values are 0.45 and 0.43, respectively.[60, 61]  For Case II diffusion, the system is 

relaxation-controlled because the chain relaxation rate is the kinetically-limiting 

component, thus n = 1.  Systems with values of n such that 0.43 < n < 1 experience 

anomalous transport and indicate that diffusion and relaxation mechanisms are similar in 

rate.  This model has been expanded to account for lag times in release and burst effect, 

as well as for separating diffusion and case II contributions into separate terms.[62-64]  

In-depth reviews of several mathematical models of polymer drug release are 

available.[65, 66]  

2.5.3 Biodegradable Systems 

Biodegradable and bioerodible polymers represent an important class of materials 

for drug delivery.  Although often used interchangeably, degradation and erosion differ in 

that covalent bond cleavage by chemical reactions occurs in degradation.  Erosion occurs 

by the dissolution of chain fragments in uncrosslinked systems without chemical 

alterations to the molecular structure.  For dissolution to occur, the polymer must absorb 

the surrounding aqueous solvent and must interact with water via charge interactions 

(such as with polyacids and polybases), hydrogen bonding mechanisms, or other weak 
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interactions allowing for solvent-polymer compatibility.  In terms of solute transport, 

drugs are released In degradable systems the structure of the polymer matrix is lost, and 

may be in addition to the mechanisms for drug release as diffusion-controlled, solvent-

activated, and/or responsive. 

Both degradation and erosion can occur as surface or bulk processes.  In surface 

degradation, the polymer matrix is progressively removed from the surface, but the 

polymer volume fraction remains fairly unchanged.  Conversely in bulk degradation, no 

significant change occurs in the physical size of the polymer carrier until it is almost fully 

degraded or eroded, but the fraction of polymer remaining in the carrier decreases over 

time.  The dominant process is determined by the relative rates of solvent penetration into 

the polymer, diffusion of the degradation product, and degradation or dissolution of the 

macromolecular structure.[67]  These rate considerations are especially important in 

designing biodegradable hydrogels because they are often polymerized in the presence of 

an aqueous solvent. 

To be chemically degradable, polymers require hydrolytically or proteolytically 

labile bonds in their backbone or crosslinker.  Typical degradable linkages in 

macromolecules include esters, ortho esters, amino esters, anhydrides, disulfides, and 

oligopeptides, among others.[68, 69]  Though, the majority of biodegradable synthetic 

polymers rely on hydrolytic cleavage of ester bonds or ester derivatives such as 

poly(lactic/glycolic acid) and poly(ε-caprolactone).  In addition to ester derivatives, 

hydrolysis, also acts on polyanhydrides, polyorthoesters, polyphosphoesters, 

polyphosphazenes, and polycyanoacrylate derivatives.[68, 69]  Degradation and 

dissolution processes can often auto-accelerate because degradation mechanisms may 

release an acid product that catalyzes further degradation, or by ionizing an initially 

hydrophobic structure that encourages the matrix to further imbibe water, for example by 
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hydrolyzing pendant anhydrides on poly(methyl acrylate).  Recently, thermal 

degradability was demonstrated by incorporating a thermally-liable macromer into a 

crosslinked hydrogel nanocomposite, capable of being heated externally.[70]  This result 

is of special importance in temperature-responsive hydrogels as a proof of concept, since 

the same materials and equipment used to heat the particles externally can be employed 

to induce a combination release based on temperature-driven volume transitions and 

externally-actuated biodegradation.  Further, this allows a mechanism to clear the carrier 

by breaking it down into smaller oligomers after its therapeutic utility is exhausted. 

A well-known issue with biodegradable polymers, though, is uncertainty with 

regard to the safety of degradation products.[71]  Because degradation often results in a 

distribution of fragment sizes, toxicity is challenging to determine experimentally, and is 

often dependent on molecular weight.  Poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) toxicity has been shown 

to decrease as molecular weight decreases, indicating that if the highest molecular weight 

for this polymer type that is incorporated into a hydrophobic drug carrier is shown to be 

safe, then likely all smaller molecular weights can additionally be regarded as safe.[72]  

Though, a complicating factor would be determining the safety of intermediate states, 

which in a crosslinked polymer may comprise branched polymer structures, which may 

have a different toxicity profile.  With poly(ethylene glycol), on the other hand, has 

shown with small molecular weights, increased toxicity is observed due to metabolism by 

oxidation caused by alcohol dehydrogenase.[73]  Ideal degradation behavior could be 

achieved with parenterally-administered polymers that either break into small, metabolic 

compounds known to be nontoxic and small enough for natural clearance mechanisms, or 

otherwise only degrade into a monodisperse molecular weight population after complete 

chemical breakdown occurs in vivo, which would allow for a specific study for 

degradation product safety. 
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2.5.4 Responsive Hydrogels 

With small particulate carriers, inert (non-swelling) and simple solvent-

penetrating polymers described previously are not feasible since the small scale of the 

carrier and large surface to volume ratio will likely result in rapid diffusion kinetics and 

release of any loaded therapeutics before reaching the intended anatomical targets.  

Therefore, systems must be capable of retaining drug molecules in such a way that 

solvent penetration or drug release does not significantly occur until desired 

physiological conditions or external triggering allow for a morphological change such as 

a volume transition to occur, and thus deploy loaded therapeutic solutes.  Retention and 

release mechanisms in swelling hydrogels are based on drastic expansions that occur 

between individual chains of the hydrogel’s backbone, which is chemically or physically 

crosslinked to form a molecular mesh.  Upon environmental triggering, the size of this 

mesh increases from an initial state smaller than the loaded drug molecules to a state 

larger than the drug, thereby allowing diffusion of the incorporated drugs.  This behavior 

allows for a simple loading mechanism as well, since reversible swelling transitions in 

the carrier system allow for drug loading through equilibrium partitioning, and 

entrapment by polymer network collapse. 

Due to their chemical and structural adjustability, hydrogels can be made to 

undergo volume transitions in response to a variety of environmental stimuli.  Factors 

which can trigger a volume response in hydrogels are most commonly pH, ionic strength, 

and temperature.[74-94]  However, other response stimuli have been used to induce 

volume swelling responses in gels, including electric and magnetic fields, sound waves, 

analytes and biomarkers, ionizing radiation, pressure, and redox potential.[19, 75, 76, 95-

103]  With many of the chemical and energy-based response pathways for hydrogels, the 

ultimate stimulus is really pH, ionic strength, temperature and/or degradation, but 
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actuation occurs through a secondary means—commonly by integration with a composite 

material or chemical structure—which allows for a novel triggering mechanism.  

 

2.6 RESPONSIVE HYDROGEL ANALYSIS IN THIS WORK 

The focus of this work is on hydrogel systems intended for drug delivery 

applications that are both temperature and pH sensitive.  The hydrogel types examined in 

this work are based on polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid) as interpenetrating polymer 

networks (IPNs) in the form of nanoparticles and films.  These hydrogels exhibit a 

volume swelling transition with increasing temperature.  Since these polymer networks 

contain poly(acrylic acid), they are sensitive to pH and ionic strength as well as 

temperature.  As a result, the electrolytic conditions in solution have a direct impact on 

the temperature responsive characteristics in these hydrogels.  The analysis of 

environmental responses on polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid) IPN hydrogels in this 

work examines ionic considerations on both IPN swelling response, as well as the 

tendency of acidic and basic conditions to cause chemical changes in the IPN gel network 

as temperature is increased.  Ionic conditions examined include both pH and ionic 

strength, since both variables affect the swelling state of the polymer in solution, in 

addition to temperature.  The analysis of temperature on changes in polymer swelling was 

examined as a function of polymer formulation, ionic strength, and pH.  The quantitative 

measure used to determine hydrogel swelling responses in the work was mass swelling 

ratio, and is referred here to as relative swelling mass (RSM).  This term is defined as the 

ratio of the swollen hydrogel network weight to its dry weight, and is the mass equivalent 

to the volume swelling ratio, Q.  In drug delivery applications, responsive polymers as 

nanoparticles allow for localized drug delivery as discussed in Section 2.4.2.  Explored in 
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the work are techniques to effectively synthesize IPN nanoparticles as temperature- and 

pH-responsive hydrogels for physiological applications.    
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Figure 2.1 Therapeutic band showing the impact of burst release, pulsatile release, and 

controlled release relative to effective and toxic concentrations.[19] 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of the diffusional boundaries on a microvillus to 

draining capillary networks and lacteals.[19] 
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Figure 2.3 Hydrogel network structures.  A.) Structure of a crosslinked hydrogel 

network.  B.) Structure of an interpenetrating polymer network, with two entangled, 

independently crosslinked networks.  C.) Structure of a polymer gel showing the various 

different types of linkages and chain morphologies found in hydrogel networks. 
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Chapter 3: Objectives 

The objectives of this Ph.D. thesis were to (i) synthesize solution- and 

microemulsion-polymerized hydrogels based on interpenetrating polymer networks 

(IPNs) of polyacrylamide (PAAm) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA); (ii) characterize 

temperature responses of IPNs across formulations as a function of solution ionic 

conditions; (iii) determine the effects of heat, pH, and ionic strength on the chemical 

composition and physical structure of IPN hydrogels; (iv) optimize IPN nanoparticle 

synthesis, and examine the microemulsion polymerization of IPN nanoparticles to 

explore how synthesis parameters control particle morphology; (v) surface modify IPN 

nanoparticles with poly(ethylene glycol), and (vi) optimize and characterize purification 

of IPN nanoparticles, as well as examine their toxicity in vitro. 

The aim of the studies in Chapter 4 was to determine how pH and ionic strength 

affect ionization of poly(acrylic acid) in IPNs, as well as to determine how acid or base 

exposures, including by acrylic acid itself, impact polyacrylamide composition within 

IPN hydrogels.  Viscometry, turbidimetry, and potentiometric titration were used to study 

interactions within and between linear polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid) to examine 

complexation behavior dependence on pH, ionic strength, and temperature.  Further, the 

ionization behavior of poly(acrylic acid) based on ionic strength, pH, and temperature 

was modeled, and verified with potentiometric titration.  Finally, hydrolysis of linear 

PAAm was quantified under the specific combinations of pH, ionic strength, and 

temperature that these IPN hydrogels reasonably experience during synthesis and 

purification, as well as during their potential use as biomaterials or drug carriers. 

The aim of the studies in Chapter 5 was to characterize the specific temperature-

triggered volumetric swelling responses experienced by IPN hydrogels dependent on 
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ionic solution conditions and formulation parameters.  Since crosslinked polyacrylamide 

is the initial network in the IPN, it was characterized with a fractional factorial design 

over synthesis parameters to optimize swelling behavior and verify resistance to 

hydrolysis under typical exposure conditions.  Specific synthesis parameters included 

monomer, initiator, and crosslinker concentration, as well as siliconization of reaction 

surfaces.  IPN networks were formulated based on a fractional factorial design, and 

examined for thermal swelling responses in specific pH and ionic strength conditions as 

determined in Chapter 4.  The formulation parameters examined in IPN synthesis were 

relative acrylic acid concentration, initiator and crosslinker concentration, as well as ionic 

strength during synthesis.  Gravimetric swelling studies were used to characterize 

responses. 

The aim of the studies in Chapter 6 was to synthesize IPN nanoparticles and 

explore the impact of synthesis and purification parameters on final nanoparticle 

morphology.  IPN nanoparticles were synthesized by reverse emulsion polymerization, 

and examined with dynamic light scattering and electron microscopy.  The impact of 

surfactant levels on monomer droplet size during synthesis was examined across the 

relative ranges of surfactant, water, and oil phases in the microemulsion.  Surfactant 

removal through a variety of purification methods was examined, including 

sedimentation, dialysis, tangential flow filtration, liquid-liquid extraction, and ionomer 

purification to determine the optimal methodology to remove high concentrations of 

contaminant surfactants.  IPN nanoparticles were examined in vitro to characterize safety 

following purification.  Finally, IPN nanoparticles were surface-modified with 

poly(ethylene glycol) to enhance their biocompatibility. 
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 Chapter 4: Simulation and Characterization of the Impact of 

Solution Conditions on Poly(acrylic acid) and Polyacrylamide  

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Synthetic and natural ionic polymers are used as a fundamental material for many 

biomedical applications utilizing hydrogels.[1-6]  The critical factor in determining the 

solvent response behavior of a crosslinked ionic hydrogel is the electrolytic composition 

of the solvent environment in which the hydrogel in placed.[7-9]  Conversely, with non-

ionic gels such as polyacrylamide (PAAm), swelling behavior is unaffected by the 

presence of salts, acids, and/or base molecules present in the swelling penetrant, unless 

the exposure is sufficient to elicit a chemical change with the amide, as will be discussed 

in this chapter.  Both acid and base catalyzed hydrolysis mechanisms for polyacrylamide 

are covered here since some acid and base exposures do occur with these hydrogels, 

either during preparation, purification, or in their final use as biomaterials or drug 

delivery devices. 

With anionic polymers, solution conditions have a major effect on ionic state of 

the acidic portions of the polymer chains.  In turn, ionization of the hydrogel network 

affects the ion distribution in the solvent, dependent on the concentration of pendent acid 

structures and other counterions dissolved in solution.  The interaction of polymer chains, 

constrained ions bound to polymer chains, counterions in solution, and the solvent in 

which the polymer is dissolved affects many properties related to the solvation state or 

swelling state of the polymer.  The impact of the electrolytic state of the solution on 

polymer properties can be observed by changes in viscosity, pH response, swelling 

behavior, mechanical properties, solute transport, and light scattering, which in turn 

affect how these polymers serve as building blocks for biomaterials.[10-14]  In 

crosslinked networks, polymer dissolution refers to the degree of volumetric swelling. 
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With crosslinked hydrogels, which are reacted to form a solvated molecular mesh, 

the swelling state is largely determined by ion distribution within the gel and the 

surrounding aqueous solution.  This is illustrated in Figure 4-1 for a variety of solution 

conditions.  In all examples depicted in Figure 4-1, the volumes of the hydrogel network 

and surrounding solution are assumed to be identical to simplify ion accounting.  Figure 

4-1-A shows the state of a crosslinked gel network dissolved in deionized (DI) water.  

Ionized carboxylic acids (COO
-
) are physically restricted to the interior of the hydrogel 

network.  Freely dissolved protons (H
+
), as hydronium ions, are dispersed in the gel but 

confined to the gel interior despite the concentration gradient relative to the surrounding 

solution environment.  This serves to maintain a near net zero charge within the gel, in 

keeping with Gibbs-Donnan effect.[10, 15, 16]  Maintaining charge equilibrium due to 

immobile ions on the polymer chains results in a molar concentration differences in all 

cases between the gel interior and exterior for mobile ionic species.  Figure 4-1-B 

illustrates the change in network swelling due to a basic environment.  With dissolved 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in solution, Na
+
 and OH

-
 ions diffuse into the gel to equalize 

molar concentrations.  The increasing pH further deprotonates the hydrogel mesh, which 

results in increased swelling due to ionic repulsion between like charges on the chain, and 

increased osmotic pressure relative to the gel exterior.  Driven by auto-ionization 

equilibrium criteria with water, the bulk of the incoming hydroxide ions are consumed by 

liberated protons from the polymer carboxylic acids.  This causes opposing concentration 

gradients of sodium and hydroxide ions between the gel interior and exterior.  In acidic 

conditions, as shown in Figure 4-1-C, hydrochloric acid (HCl) ions penetrate the gel, and 

substantially protonate the anionic meshwork.  As the number of immobilized, charged 

species decreases, ionic repulsion and osmotic pressure differences are both reduced, 

allowing gel collapse in DI water.  If an anionic hydrogel is placed in a sodium chloride 
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(NaCl) solution, Figure 4-1-D, gel collapse is observed.  Na
+
 and Cl

-
 ions diffuse into the 

gel meshwork and change the swelling state of the gel.  A major driving force for 

swelling change is due to excess ions dissolved in solution, which mask the electric fields 

on the immobilized polymer anions or cations, thus minimizing the electric repulsions 

that force chains apart.  A second effect, examined carefully in this work, is the 

dependence of the acidic equilibrium constant, pKa, of the polyanionic gel on ionic 

strength.  Increased ionic strength reduces the pKa of polymer carboxylic acids, causing 

more ion formation.  While the excess immobilized ions causes an opposing effect on 

swelling, and would typically result in increased gel swelling due to osmotic pressure and 

repulsion, the repulsive component is masked at least partially by the counterions, and 

may be countered by intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, allowed by 

charge shielding.  Despite the persistence of a concentration gradient, some protons will 

diffuse from the gel into the surrounding solution, causing a measured drop in pH if a salt 

is added to a solution containing an anionic hydrogel.   

With a greater number of ions on both interior to and outside of a hydrogel, the 

overall osmotic pressure difference drops relative to DI water in identical acidity 

conditions.  This is illustrated in Equation 4.1, where μ is the chemical potential for 

solvent k within each side of a crosslinked gel network, represented by i, and j.  P is the 

external pressure, π is the osmotic pressure, and x is the mole fraction of solvent k.  Here, 

the j side of the gel contains the impermeable ions, which would be bound charges along 

the polymer chains.     

 

   
 (     )    

 (       ) 
Equation 4.1 
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Expanding the relation in Equation 4.1, results in Equation 4.2, which can be further 

reduced to Equation 4.3.  The mole fraction terms, xj,k, in Equation 4.3 represent the total 

fraction of solvent molecules on each side of the gel.  In the presence of an excess of 

permeable ions, freely permeable to both sides of the gel, this would be expected to 

reduce the mole fraction of the solvent equally in both phases.  However, since the j 

phase (gel interior volume) initially had an excess of ions relative to the i phase (gel 

exterior volume), then the effect of reducing the mole fraction of the solvent on the j 

phase is diminished when compared to the reduction experienced to the mole fraction in 

the j phase.  

 

   
 ( )      (   )    

 ( )      (   )        
Equation 4.2 

 

    
  

    
  (

   
   
) Equation 4.3 

 

The overall impact of this on equilibrium gel swelling would normally be expected to be 

minimal however, since the fraction of solvent molecules is much greater than the 

molecules of dissolved salts in reasonable solvent conditions. 

Charge screening, pKa changes, and overall osmotic pressure gradients are all 

factors that contribute to the swelling state of a polyelectrolyte in acidic and basic 

conditions as well, so in solutions with both NaCl or another inert salt, and in either 

acidic or basic conditions, hydrogel swelling tends to be lower than it would be otherwise 

at an identical pH, but at a lower ionic strength. 
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Combining the preceding ionic description of polyelectrolytes, the electrolytic 

factors which affect equilibrium volume swelling are osmotic pressure and ionic 

repulsion within the hydrogel mesh.  Osmotic pressure is driven by degree of ionization 

of the polymer network, α, net charge equilibrium, and the baseline concentration of ions 

within the gel and surrounding solution.  Repulsion between chains is affected by the 

dielectric strength of the solvent, concentration of dissolved counterions, as well as their 

charge, and degree of ionization.  The degree of ionization is a function of pH, with a 

variable pKa that additionally depends on ionization degree and ionic strength, and is 

examined in this chapter.  Finally, the ionization state directly impacts the fraction of 

bound protons which can participate in hydrogel bonding with hydrogen bond acceptors 

on other sections of the polymer network. 

This description adds to the description of non-ionic gels in Chapter 2, where the 

factors that determine hydrogel equilibrium swelling state can be described with a Gibbs 

Energy relation, which included elasticity and mixing.  Another major component to the 

equilibrium swelling description is based on intermolecular forces within crosslinked 

hydrogels.  The IPN swelling description in particular is based on hydrogen-bonding 

interactions within the network of the gel.[17-20]  The degree of ionization and ionic 

strength both critically drive the formation of these bonds since the number of hydrogen 

bond donors on poly(acrylic acid) is determined by equilibrium ionization with protons in 

solution.  Additionally, the ability for partially charged macromolecules of poly(acrylic 

acid) to approach one another to align for hydrogen bond formation is dependent on the 

extent of repulsion between acidic polymer sections.  Polyacrylamide, being neutral, can 

approach and participate in hydrogen bonding with a partially charged poly(acrylic acid) 

(PAA) chain, but the flexibility of the poly(acrylic acid) chain may be reduced if 

extensively ionized without sufficient counterions, thus impeding bond formation 
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between the amides and carboxylic acids.[11]  Additionally, ionic repulsion may keep 

interlocked chains of poly(acrylic acid) and polyacrylamide suspended in solution.  With 

no charging, formation of the carboxylic acid-carboxylic acid dimer would be favored 

due to its strong hydrogen bonding complex.[21, 22]  This results in precipitation of 

interlocked poly(acrylic acid) chains by the hydrophobic effect since the solubility of the 

polymers, due in part to changes in pendent structure polarity, is reduced.[23]   

The acid dissociation constant, pKa, describes the equilibrium behavior for 

ionization of a weak acid in response to pH.  With anionic polymers, the pKa has been 

shown to be variable in response to ionic strength, I, and degree of ionization, α.[9, 24-

26]  The way in which pKa is affected by ionic strength and degree of ionization is 

dependent on polyanion structure, and specifically tacticity and chain flexibility, as it 

relates to the difficulty in liberating protons as expected under given solution 

conditions.[26]  Since PAA in the temperature-responsive IPN experiences hydrogen 

bonding with PAAm, the variable pKa behavior was measured in the presence of PAAm 

to determine how participation in hydrogen bonding impacts pKa variability.  Since 

hydrogen bonding occurs to lower overall enthalpy, these studies would have possibly 

shown an additional barrier to proton liberation in PAA for a given set of solution 

conditions if PAAm is present.  There experiments were carried out over a range of 

PAA/PAAm blend combinations, and at several temperatures. 

 Other techniques which reveal polymer behavior in various ionic states include 

viscometry and turbidity studies.  Due to the polyelectrolyte effect, ionic polymers show 

high intrinsic viscosities in low ionic solutions, and at low mass concentrations.[11, 12, 

27]  In the presence of modest counterion concentrations, intrinsic viscosity is 

dramatically reduced as the polymer chain structure undergoes a transition from rigid and 

rod-like to a flexible chain, exhibiting the 3D random self-avoiding walk characterized by 
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neutral polymers in a good solvent.[11]  The solutions have a major effect on viscosity, 

and properties about polymers in solution can be determined from how viscosity changes 

for linear polymers in ionic solutions.  Studying viscosity of linear polyelectrolytes in 

various solutions also allows optimization of ionic conditions for further studies, 

including titration and turbidity.  Turbidity can reveal to what extent polymers are 

interacting with each other since strong interactions will result in complexation or 

reduced solubility, both of which result in increased light scattering.   

Since ionic conditions play such a substantial role in polymer swelling behavior, 

the possibility of conversion of polyacrylamide to poly(acrylic acid) was carefully 

examined so that any conditions the poly(acrylic acid) / polyacrylamide interpenetrating 

polymer network (IPN) experiences can be evaluated for potential to shift the balance in 

proportion of the two polymers.  The two mechanisms for polyacrylamide hydrolysis are 

described in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3.   

In both hydrolysis mechanisms for PAAm, an amine is generated along with the 

final hydrolyzed carboxylic acid product.[28]  In acid-catalyzed hydrolysis, protonation 

of the amide produces a more electrophilic carbonyl, in a resonant structure.  Nucleophile 

attack by a water molecule then forms an intermediate tetrahedral with an oxonium ion, 

which deprotonates, thus protonating an amine and allowing it to be pushed off as a 

leaving group, forming a new oxonium ion.  The oxonium ion deprotonates, which forms 

an ammonium ion and a carboxylic acid on the polymer chain in place of the original 

amide.  Basic hydrolysis of PAAm occurs by a nucleophile hydroxyl attack on the 

carbonyl amide, thus creating a tetrahedral intermediate.  Expulsion of the amide ion 

forms the carboxylic acid, which deprotonates in basic conditions, forming an acrylate 

ion and neutral ammonia. 
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Several methods have been used to determine acrylamide hydrolysis, including 

nitrogen detection, calorimetry, potentiometric titration, atomic absorption spectroscopy, 

and nuclear magnetic resonance.[29, 30]  Previous studies on hydrolysis of 

polyacrylamide have shown that long duration, higher temperatures, and more extreme 

pH values determine hydrolysis extent.[29, 31, 32]  In particular, TEMED, which is often 

to catalyze PAAm polymerization at room temperature has been shown to cause 

significant PAAm hydrolysis over sufficient time scales.[29, 32]  Hydrolysis from PAAm 

ageing in basic conditions is known to cause spatial in homogeneities, which in turn can 

affect gel swelling behavior.[33]  Further acidic hydrolysis, and alkaline hydrolysis with 

higher ionic strength, tends to result in uneven distribution of hydrolyzed carboxylic 

acids along the polymer chains.[34]  A secondary chemical change known to occur with 

PAAm results in molecular weight degradation if heated in solution in the presence of 

oxygen, and has been examined at 60 ºC for periods ranging up to 100 days.[35]  In this 

work, up to a 30% reduction of molecular weight is noted within 3 days in the presence 

of oxygen.   

 

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experiments in this chapter were conducted using unbranched, non-crosslinked 

polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid) of known molecular weights, since the solution 

conditions for dissolved linear polymers can be determined exactly.   

4.2.1 Viscosity Measurements 

Polymers used in viscosity studies were obtained commercially, and were all 

linear, non-branched polyacrylates or polyacrylamides.  Specifically, the polymers 

utilized in these experiments were polyacrylamide (MWn 10,000 Da, 50% in water 
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(w/w), Aldrich), polyacrylamide (MW 600,000 – 1,000,000 Da, 10% in water (w/w) 

Polysciences, Inc.), poly(acrylic acid -co- acrylamide) sodium salt (MWn 200,000, 70% 

carboxyl, Polysciences, Inc.), and poly(acrylic acid) (MWn 1,000,000 Da, Polysciences, 

Inc.).  Sodium chloride (NaCl) (Certified ACS, Fisher Scientific) was used to adjust ionic 

strength of sample solutions.  Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) (Standardized 1N, Fisher 

Scientific) was used to deprotonate carboxylic acids on acidic polyelectrolytes.  Water 

used in all experiments was deionized with a Milli-Q Plus Ultrapure Water System 

(Millipore) equipped with a 0.22 μm in-line outlet filter.  

Polymer solutions were prepared by weight to 2 mg/mL in media bottles.  In order 

to transfer the full measured mass of starting polymer, a known volume of water was 

rinsed over weigh boats to wash polymer residues into the media bottles for mixing and 

storage.  When necessary, weigh boats were suspended over media bottles for sufficient 

time to allow the highly viscous, hydrated polymer solution to fully transfer into the 

media bottle.  Polymer solutions were mixed overnight with magnetic stirring. 

Sample solutions for viscosity measurements were mixed volumetrically by 

combining the polymer solutions described above with mixed NaOH / NaCl solutions in 

50/50 (v/v) ratio to 1 mg/mL polymer.  The 2 mg/mL pure polymer solutions were briefly 

mixed prior to sample preparation to reduce concentration variability due to settling.  Salt 

concentrations in sample solutions were adjusted to 0, 0.5, 10, and 20 mmol/L.  Base 

concentrations in sample solutions were adjusted to 0 or 40 mmol/L.  Density 

measurements were made on solutions upon preparation and were used in determination 

of sample viscosity. 

All viscosity measurements were performed on an A&D SV-10 tuning fork 

vibrational viscometer (A&D Company, LTD) at room temperature, calibrated with a 

deionized water standard prior to each measurement.  The displayed dynamic viscosity 
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was converted to actual dynamic viscosity (mPa-S) by dividing the displayed value by 

the true specific gravity of the sample solution as determined during sample preparation.   

4.2.2 Turbidity Measurements 

Turbidity determination was made by combining solutions of acid or base, and 

NaCl, in a pH series starting from 8 mMol NaOH, going through DI water, and then 

down to 8 mMol HCl.  NaCl was varied from DI water to 20 mMol, orthogonally to the 

pH series.  Polymer concentration was 0.5 mg/mL for each polymer type, with a total of 1 

mg/mL in 2X and mixed polymer solutions, for all combinations of acid, base, and/or 

salt.  Samples were made in triplicate in 200 microliter volumes, and read on a plate 

reader at 220, 300, and 340 nm on a Synergy HT multimode microplate spectrometer. 

(BioTek Instruments, Inc.)   

Temperature-dependent turbidity measurements were carried out by equilibrating 

a tape-sealed 96 well plate in an oven until the desired temperature stabilized, as 

determined by measuring the temperature of a 100 mL volume of water simultaneously 

equilibrated within the oven.  The average equilibration time was approximately one 

hour.  The plate reader was preheated to match the plate temperature, and the 

measurement was conducted with a brief lag time to ensure re-equilibration of any heat 

loss occurring due to transferring the plate between the oven and the plate reader.   

4.2.3  Titration Measurements 

Titrations were conducted on samples of linear poly(acrylic acid) (MW 1,000,000 

Da) and polyacrylamide (MW 600,000 Da – 1,000,000 Da) listed in Section 4.2.1.  All 

titrations were conducted by volumetrically adding sodium hydroxide, standardized 

against potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP), to solutions of polymers and NaCl.  These 

experiments were carried out in various ratios, and several temperatures between 9 ºC 
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and 50 ºC in order to characterize pH behaviors and determine the impact of pH and ionic 

strength on equilibrium constants and temperature response.  Additionally, analytical 

titrations were conducted to measure the extent of polyacrylamide conversion to 

poly(acrylic acid) by acid- and base-catalyzed mechanisms, described in Section 4.1, and 

illustrated in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3.  

4.2.4  Titration Simulation 

In all titration experiments, a variation of a MATLAB® program was written to 

interpret titration results.  The unknown being determined in each of the simulations was 

either: extent of carboxylation (from either adding PAA, or as a result of PAAm 

conversion to PAA by hydrolysis), equilibrium constant of the polymeric carboxylic acid, 

pKa, or pH.  Two of these three terms had to be known (or assumed) to run the 

simulation.  Additional useful results yielded in these programs include ionization state of 

the gel, α, and ionic strength of the solution, I.  Other terms used throughout the 

simulation included temperature, T, starting volume, volume of titrant added, molarity of 

titrants, equilibrium constants for all dissolved species, moles of polymer, salt 

concentration, and previous acid and base additions. 

4.2.4.1 Simulation for pKa determination 

Determining pKa behavior for anionic acrylic acid was accomplished by finding 

the concentration of ionized pendant structures in a known amount of polymer at each 

point along a titration curve.  In this case, the only ionizable functional groups are anionic 

carboxylic acids in poly(acrylic acid), or hydrolyzed polyacrylamide assuming acid or 

base degradation has occurred.  In carrying out these titrations, pure solutions of linear 

poly(acrylic acid) and polyacrylamide were used, and the titration was conducted over a 

sufficiently short time scale to prevent degradation of polyacrylamide by acid or base 
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catalyzed hydrolysis.  The sum concentration of ionized and non-ionized carboxylic acids 

was found by dividing the mass concentration of the polymer by the molecular weight of 

the repeat unit in the hydrated polymer solution.   

In order to determine the concentration of ionized acrylic acid repeat units in the 

polymer solution, a charge balance, shown in Equation 4.4, was carried out at each 

titration point.     

 

 

[   
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 ]

  [   
  ]   [   ]    Equation 4.4 

The charge balance includes the ionic species from dissolved carbon dioxide since the 

polymer solutions and titrants open to the atmosphere during titration.  The effects of 

dissolved CO2, and its equilibrium species (HCO3 and CO3) are minimal however, in 

their overall effect on pH measurement due to the relatively high molarity of salt, acidic 

groups, and basic titrants employed in these experiments.  In order to calculate the 

concentration of each ionic species along the titration, the concentration of the non-

ionized / undissolved molecules was accounted for as the titration (and related volume 

dilution) was conducted.  These species include NaCl, NaOH, HCl (if added), PAA, and 

CO2.  NaCl was regarded as being totally dissociated throughout the titration, but strong 

acids and bases—specifically NaOH and HCl—were ionized in accordance with their 

equilibrium constants.  Ionic sodium and chloride concentrations were determined as 

shown in Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6, where the bracketed [NaOH] and [HCl] 

indicate the amount (mol/L) of strong acid or base in a non-dissociated state.  The non-

bracketed, subscripted terms are the sum amounts of acid, base, or salt added initially or 

during the course of the titration. 
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[   ]                         [    ] Equation 4.5 

 [   ]                        [   ] Equation 4.6 

The bracketed [NaOH] and [HCl] concentrations are determined from Equation 4.7 and 

Equation 4.8 shown below.  In these equations, KA and KB are the respective strong acid 

and strong base dissociation constants for HCl and NaOH.  The activity coefficients for 

the ionic species are used in all equations with equilibrium constants, and are indicated 

with subscripts for the named ion, and superscripts for the charge.     
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Equation 4.7 
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Equation 4.8 

 

The Ka (Kb) in all calculations for the pKa solution is based on the form shown in 

Equation 4.9 for equilibrium constants, where [HA] is the concentration of non-ionized 

acid, and [A
-
] is the concentration of conjugate base.  The ai

j
 terms represent the activity 

coefficients for the molecular species, i, with the charge, j.  For Kb equilibrium constants, 

the hydronium ion is replaced by the hydroxyl ion, and the conjugate base [A
-
] is 

replaced by the conjugate acid [B
+
]. 
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 Equation 4.9 

 

The concentration of hydronium ions, [H3O
+
] is determined directly from pH 

measurement.  Since the pH meter measures the activity of the hydronium ion, the 

concentration [H3O
+
] is calculated as shown in Equation 4.10.  Hydroxyl ion 

concentration is determined by the self-ionization constant for water, Kw.  As shown in 

Equation 4.11, the self-ionization constant for water is a function of ionic strength, I, 

temperature, T, and pressure, P.  Kw for water was determined from a curve fit to 

tabularized empirical data.[36] 
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 Equation 4.10 

     (     )   [   
 ][   ]        Equation 4.11 

 

Dissolved CO2 in solution was determined using Henry’s Law, and equilibrated 

with derivative species, H2CO3, HCO3
-
, and CO3

2-
.  The sum of all carbon species is 

indicated by Equation 4.12, solved for dissolved CO2 concentration in mol/L.   
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 [   
  ] Equation 4.12 

Equation 4.13, Equation 4.14, and Equation 4.15 illustrate how to determine the 

concentrations of the other dissolved carbon species needed to solve the charge balance, 

Equation 4.4, for charged carboxylic acid groups, [AA
-
].  The equilibrium constants and 

activities in these equations are indicated by their subscripts. 
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 Equation 4.15 

 

 Activity coefficients for each ionic species were approximated by the Davies 

expansion of Debye-Huckel theory.  Shown in Equation 4.16, the activity coefficient for 

each molecular species, i, is determined as a function of species charge, Zi, ionic strength, 

I, and the coefficient A, which is a temperature-dependent solution parameter.  Ionic 

strength is determined as shown in Equation 4.17. 
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 Equation 4.17 

The simulation is solved for each point along the titration curve, using temperature, 

volume of added titrant, and measured pH as inputs.  The pKa calculator functions by 

making an initial estimation of ionic strength at each point, assuming complete 

dissociation of NaCl, as well as any added strong acid and bases, and the known 

concentrations of ionized water ions determined from the pH measurement.  Activity is 

then initially estimated from Equation 4.16.  Improvements to initial values are made 
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with activity coefficients, and by the methodology described from Equation 4.5 to 

Equation 4.15.  An initial guess for the concentration of ionized carboxylic acids on 

poly(acrylic acid), depicted as [AA
-
], is made with the charge balance shown in Equation 

4.4.  The initial results are then incorporated into a nested iterative solution to further 

improve calculations of individual ion concentrations.  The nested iteration is performed 

around ionic strength, where the process described in the preceding paragraphs is 

recursively repeated with progressive refinements in calculated ionic strength until 

deviation between iterations is within a specified error tolerance (1e-10), and [AA
-
] is 

determined by convergence.  The total number of iterations is generally less than 5 per 

titration point. 

 Using the calculated molar concentration of ionized carboxylic acids, the 

equilibrium dissociation constant, pKa, can be determined for each point along the course 

of the titration.  Alternatively, using a fixed value of pKa for the polymer carboxylic 

acids, or by using empirical data on pKa for poly(acrylic acid) from the literature[24], an 

estimation of percent carboxylation can be determined for each point along the titration 

curve, provided the polymer has been purified prior to performing the titration.  This 

would be useful in determining extent of polyacrylamide hydrolysis, and the value would 

be assumed unchanging along each point in the titration.  This methodology was not 

used, however, to actually determine hydrolysis extent as described below in Section 

4.2.4.3. 

4.2.4.2 pH Response Simulation 

Simulation of pH curves was done to have an initial estimation of where rapid pH 

changes were expected to ease the experimental burden during the actual titration.  Also, 

since essentially the same simulation structure as used in pKa determination would be 
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used in simulation of titration curves, this was an effective strategy to validate the 

modeling approach. 

The primary difference between the simulation program and the pKa calculator is 

that pKa relies on values determined by an empirical curve-fit to literature pKa values of 

poly(acrylic acid) as a function of percent ionization of the carboxylic acids, α, and ionic 

strength.  Also, pH must be solved for at each point in the titration, adding to the 

complexity of the program.  The overall outputs are the same, allowing for ion 

concentrations, percent ionization, α, and ionic strength, I, to be known for each point 

along the simulated titration.  A derivative curve for pH with respect to moles of base 

added is produced as well, providing comparison to actual pH derivative behavior. 

The pH simulation uses identical inputs, but relies on three nested iterations for 

each titration point.  The outermost layer makes guesses about pH, and progresses to the 

true value by convergence of the charge balance depicted in Equation 4.4.  Each pH 

guess relies on satisfying all internal iterative layers to an arbitrary precision, which are 

each set well below their respective relevant precisions.  The middle iterative layer solves 

ionic strength for each pH guess based on the methodology described in Section 4.2.4.1.  

The innermost layer is to calculate pKa of the poly(acrylic acid) based on an empirical fit 

to literature results, validated with the pKa calculator.  Since extent of ionization is an 

input to pKa determination, it required recursion to isolate the solutions simultaneously.  

The typical number of iterations for the inner loop was around 15.  The middle loop 

generally converged within 4 runs, and the outer loop usually converged within 50 runs. 

4.2.4.3 Degradation Measurement Simulation 

Extent of hydrolysis for polyacrylamide was determined by titration of newly 

formed carboxylic acids in the solution.  Using known pKa values from an empirical fit to 
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literature values for poly(acrylic acid)[24], which are based on percent ionization and 

ionic strength, the pKa calculator described previously would suffice to determine the 

percent carboxylation caused by amide hydrolysis.  However, using this methodology 

requires poly(acrylamide -co- acrylic acid) be fully protonated and purified of ammonia 

derivatives prior to analysis.  Since protonation of the partially-hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide requires acidification, potential further hydrolysis and partial purification 

resulting in unknown salt concentrations prevented using the more simple analysis 

method. A better approach would be to simply leave all ionic species present, and 

account for them in the model.  However, modification to the pKa calculator to account 

for newly generated amines is computationally complex since the charge balance would 

have indeterminate values for both carboxylic acids and amines, both of which are in 

partially-ionized states due to their own ionic equilibria.   

For these reasons, a separate simulation, similar to the pH simulation, was created 

to determine extent of amide hydrolysis.  The degradation simulation used a modified 

charge balance shown in Equation 4.18.  The simulation used the three nested iterations 

as described in Section 4.2.4.3.   
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Since basic and acidic hydrolysis both result in amine generation, a total nitrogen 

balance was used with equilibrium relationships, shown in Equation 4.19 and Equation 

4.20.  The total nitrogen (amine) sum is equivalent in molar concentration to the amount 

of carboxylic acid generated, whether by basic or acid hydrolysis.  Temperature-

dependence was accounted for in the equilibrium constant for NH4.  Separate blocks of 
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code were used to account for dissolved ions in the simulation depending on if the 

degradation mechanism was acidic or basic. 
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 Equation 4.20 

 

 Determination of hydrolysis extent was done by progressive refinement of a guess 

for percent carboxylation until transition points aligned between the actual titration data, 

and the simulation, accounting for the presence of both newly generated amines and 

carboxylic acids. 

4.2.5 Titration and Simulation Considerations 

For all titrations, several measures were taken to ensure accuracy.  Firstly, basic 

titrants were standardized with potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP).  Shown in Figure 

4-4, are two titrations overlaid in equimolar concentrations.  Both solutions were made by 

weight to prevent any experimental uncertainty caused by volume dilutions.  In addition 

to allowing standardization, the alignment of both derivative curves validates the 

analytical quantifications of polymer carboxylic groups with NaOH titration. 

All pH and temperature measurements were made in triplicate.  A calibration 

curve for pH standards before and after measurement was used to adjust indicated pH 

values to actual pH values.  Finally, pipette volumes were calibrated by weight with 
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density correction to ensure delivered volumes were accurately represented in the 

experiments. 

For degradation titrations, vessels were sealed during hydrolysis reactions, and 

covered during titrations.  Titrations were performed quickly following hydrolysis 

reactions to minimize ammonia loss due to evaporation.  Further, dissolved ammonia was 

found to be relatively stable in these solutions under the time necessary for the titration, 

even with sonication under reduced pressure.  Further, amine levels were verified 

computationally by the simulation results as described in Section 4.3.6. 

 

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 Viscosity Results 

Several observations are noted from the viscosity results shown in Figure 4-5. 

Polyacrylamide, as expected, in unaffected by ionic strength or addition of base.  The 

viscosity of the larger polyacrylamide (MW = 600,000 – 1,000,000 Da) is slightly higher 

than the 10,000 Da polyacrylamide at the same concentration, in keeping with the Mark-

Houwink-Sakurada relationship between molecular weight and intrinsic viscosity, 

however both polymers were similar to the viscosity of water at all concentrations of 

NaCl and NaOH examined.   

Linear poly(acrylic acid), being slightly deprotonated in pure water, is completely 

transparent in appearance, but highly viscous due to molecular interactions with 

neighboring polymer chains through hydrogen bonding between pairs of protonated 

carboxylic acids, as well as by chain stiffness associated with charging.[11]  As the ionic 

strength is increased in solution, counterion charging shields repulsive forces within 

single polymer chain units, resulting in dispersed, collapsed chains that give the solution 
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a cloudy appearance, and significantly lower viscosity.  In strongly basic solutions, linear 

poly(acrylic acid) is nearly fully deprotonated (charged), thus the appearance is 

substantially clear at all salt concentrations examined, as the polymer is unable to 

collapse to globules due ionic repulsion along the chain units, and the total absence of 

hydrogen bonding between chain units.  Additionally, the addition of the base itself 

increases ionic strength, which allows for some counterion screening and thus viscosity 

reduction.  In the charged samples, viscosity decreases further with increasing ionic 

strength.  Polymer solutions with base added had a NaOH concentration of 40 mmol/L.  

Poly(acrylamide -co- sodium acrylate) (70% carboxyl) initially had an intermediate 

viscosity.  Since the sodium poly(acrylate) subunits form a polysalt of a weak acid and a 

strong base, the solution is weakly basic upon dissolution, protonating some carboxylic 

acids in the linear polyelectrolyte.  Interactions between polymer chains in solution allow 

for a moderate viscosity, which decreases rapidly as ionic strength increases, which is 

due to the polyelectrolyte effect.  In conclusion, the factors that affect viscosity include 

collapsing into dispersed spheres (turbid), interactions with neighboring polymer chains 

by hydrogen bonding, and chain stiffness caused by charging.  These factors are affected 

by base addition since charging and deprotonation increase with an increasing pH.  Salt 

addition helps shield repulsive interactions.  At extremely low pH values, a lack of 

repulsion results in the formation of strong carboxylic acid dimers, typically causing 

precipitation.  The dimer between amides and carboxylic acids is nearly as strong, with 

the added advantage that the acrylamide does not repulsively interact with charged 

acrylic acid units during approach between the macromolecules.  A further consideration 

of the ionic effect on deprotonation of the poly(acrylic acid) is in terms of changes in 

equilibrium dissociation constants which are also a function of ionic strength, as well as 

tacticity along the polymer structure and tacticity as described in the following sections. 
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4.3.2 Turbidity Results 

Figure 4-6 illustrates the effect of turbidity on poly(acrylic acid) and 

polyacrylamide alone, and blended together in pure water and 20 mMol salt solutions.  

The results are normalized to the highest absorbance measured for each formulation, 

which was acrylic acid and acrylamide blended together in a salt solution.  In a no salt 

solution, as described earlier for viscosity measurement, the chain-stiffness for PAA is 

higher and thus doesn’t allow for substantial association to PAAm.  A small change in 

ionization in response to salt is driven by a shift in equilibrium constant, as described in 

the following sections.  Precipitation observed between PAA and PAAm occurs because 

the hydrophilic portions of the chain lock together, exposing the hydrophobic portions of 

the interlocked chain to the solvent, which in the presence of a salt results in complex 

coacervation.     

4.3.3 Temperature-Response Turbidity Results 

Linear polyacrylamide and linear poly(acrylic acid) combined in solutions of HCl, 

NaOH, and NaCl were examined at various temperatures between 25 and 50 ºC.  The 

concentration of all solvated species, including the pendent structures of the repeat units 

were comparable to levels examined in viscosity and titration experiments as described in 

Section 0.  These polymer concentrations correlate to pendent structure concentrations, 

for both amides and carboxylic acids on the polymer chains, to 7 mmol/L.  Sodium 

chloride concentration was varied from 0 to 20 mmol/L.  The molar concentration of 

strong acid and base was examined between 0 and 8 mmol/L. 

The results, shown in Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, and Figure 4-9 for DI, basic 

solutions, and acidic solutions respectively, illustrate that in virtually all solution 

formulations with 50/50 (mol/mol) PAA/PAAm, higher salt level resulted in increased 

turbidity, as expected due to charge screening and changes in AA conformation due to 
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the polyelectrolyte effect.  In basic conditions, the turbidity of all solutions is extremely 

low, and no significant temperature dependency is noted.   

In highly acidic formulations, the turbidity is consistently high due to extensive 

protonation of the carboxylic acid, which both reduces ionic repulsion due to charge 

neutrality, but also allows a high fraction of carboxylic acids to participate in hydrogen 

bonding.  In the solutions with the highest turbidity levels, precipitation was noted in the 

plate wells, indicating complex coacervation between the polymers. 

The most interesting region on the graph was found at levels with low acid 

content, and either DI water or very low salt concentration.  Specifically, a strong 

temperature response is noted between 25 and 30 ºC with 2 mmol/L HCl and either no 

added salt, or 0.5 mmol NaCl/L.  This corresponds to a pH of 2.71 and an ionic strength 

of 2 – 2.5 mmol/L.  Another region of interest is a response between 35 and 40 ºC, in 4 

mmol/L HCl, with either no added salt, or NaCl concentration held at 0.5 mmol/L.  This 

corresponds to a pH of 2.43, and an ionic strength 4 – 4.5 mmol/L.  This strategy is 

critical in yielding a method to rapidly screen polymers in various solution conditions 

that may be shown to illicit a temperature response. 

4.3.4 pH Titration Results 

Titrations performed as described in Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4 were 

performed to determine pKa value as a function of percent ionization.  Figure 4-4 shows 

for the pH behavior in response to NaOH titration between poly(acrylic acid) with a 

variable pKa, and potassium hydrogen phthalate with a fixed pKa of about 5.4.  The 

steepness of the curve due to the variable pKa and compared to a fixed pKa molecular 

species is due to the effect of ionization along progressive portions of the polymer chain.  

The determinate variables for this are ionic strength and percent ionization, α.  Because 
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of hydrogen bonding between carboxylic acids and amides in the polymer chain, 

dependent on protonation state, the enthalpy of these bonds are assumed to potentially 

have an impact on deprotonation since protons participating in hydrogen bonding have to 

overcome an additional loss of enthalpy in breaking hydrogen bonding interaction in 

order to be liberated in the solution.  To study this effect, formulations of various blends 

of linear PAA and PAAm, of comparable molecular weight were combined in molar 

blends from 0% polyacrylamide to 75% polyacrylamide.  It has been reported elsewhere 

in the literature that a 50/50 (mol/mol) blend of these two polymers results in the 

maximum interaction, and thus collapsing, which contributes to the favorable temperature 

response.[20]   

The results of comparing mol ratios and any possible effect on pKa are shown in 

Figure 4-10.  Essentially, no major impact is observed on pKa due to varying the relative 

concentrations of the two polymer types at room temperature.  The upper curve indicates 

the pKa determined by percent ionization, while the lower curve shows how pH varies 

during the experiment.  The only shift that is noted is due to a change in ionic strength 

from the experiment being performed in DI water. 

In addition to mol ratio, temperatures in the observed range of IPN responses 

were also examined.  This data, depicted in Figure 4-11, shows that temperature also has 

a minimal effect on equilibrium constants and measured pH during a titration as a 

function of percent ionization.  Since the percent ionization value is a product of the 

simulation, and not a measured value, Figure 4-12 is included to show the complete pH 

response in both titration experiments as a function of relative molar ratios of titrant and 

dissolved polymer. 
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The result of these experiments is that intermolecular interactions between 

polymer chains have little to no impact over pH behavior throughout the ionization 

domain of poly(acrylic acid). 

4.3.5 pH Simulation Results 

Simulation of pH behavior was carried to verify model accuracy, and to make 

predictions useful in actually conducting experiments.  The results show that both the 

model and the actual titration curve have excellent agreement.  This is depicted in Figure 

4-13, where both HCl and poly(acrylic acid) were dissolved in a 20 mmol/L NaCl 

solution.  Both the titration and derivative curves line up very well, demonstrating that 

the modeling strategy used to analyze the electrolytic behavior in these experiments is 

effective.  A similar validation was carried out for every titration conducted.  In Figure 

4-14, simulations were carried out of the titration response to ionic strength.  The 

simulations were arranged with starting concentrations of NaCl ranging from 0 to 200 

mmol/L.  The starting ionic strength is very similar to this value, due to very low 

ionization levels of other added species.  As the titration proceeds, the ionic strength 

obviously increases due to dissolved sodium hydroxide, but the effect of this ion is less 

with progressively higher salt concentrations.  The effect of changing ionic strength in a 

DI water solution is significant, and results in the local minima behavior observed in the 

0 mmol/L curve for pKa near the start of the titration.  Another important observation is 

the progressively decreased starting pH, and subsequent higher ionizations for 

poly(acrylic acid) for higher salt concentrations.   
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4.3.6 Degradation Results 

Polyacrylamide is susceptible to both acid- and base- catalyzed amide hydrolysis, 

with increasing severity related to degree of acidity or basicity, duration of exposure, 

and/or temperature.  This requires examination since there are several possible routes for 

polyacrylamide to become exposed to acids or bases, at multiple temperatures, and to 

varying degrees of pH and exposure time.  In the polymerization of the IPN, 

polyacrylamide is interspersed with acrylic acid, swollen to an equivalent concentration, 

and heated to 50 ºC for 5 days.  The acidic conditions during this exposure are modest, 

with a pH as low as 2.0, depending on the feed ratio and equilibrium swelling volume of 

the polyacrylamide during preparation.  The effects on polyacrylamide due to this process 

were also examined with actual polyacrylamide polymer discs as discussed in Chapter 4.  

Prolonged exposure between polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid) in heated solutions 

also occurs during swelling studies.  During ionomer washing as discussed in Chapter 5, 

a basic pH excursion is experienced in a mixed solvent to induce precipitation of 

nanoparticles.  The basic hydrolysis, being more aggressive, was important to investigate 

for possible effects of the wash step on nanoparticle chemical structure.  Table 4.1 shows 

the various conditions examined for hydrolysis studies of polyacrylamide.  Aside from 

simulating the expected exposure conditions described above, negative and positive 

controls were added, as well as examining hydrolysis with lower polymer ratios in 

equivalent pH conditions, and studying potential hydrolysis on lower molecular weight 

polyacrylamide (MW ~ 10,000 Da). 

Determining the extent of hydrolysis titration was done by titrating newly 

produced carboxylic acids as described previously.  Since removing the amine species, 

fully protonating the carboxylic acids in the copolymer, and subsequent purification, 

drying, and re-dissolving would have possibly caused further hydrolysis, all polymers 
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were examined with all produced chemical species present.  This was accounted for in 

the degradation-pH simulation.  Conveniently, the extent of hydrolysis can be determined 

using only the shape of the titration curve, so long as all amines are still present during 

the analysis.  This is shown in Figure 4-15.  Examining the results of the simulation, 

which begins by adding excess HCl, the inflection point of all curves overlap, except in 

the case where no ammonia or ammonium is present in solution.  This occurs because for 

every mole of carboxylic acid produced, and equivalent mole of amine is produced, 

which hold the inflection point steady.  If ammonia and ammonium are completely 

removed, then the inflection point of the graph shifts in direct proportion to the amount of 

carboxylic acid present.  Intermediate behavior is observed if ammonia or ammonium are 

partially lost, which is why hydrolysis was conducted under sealed conditions.  

Additionally, all titrations are carried out from acidic conditions.  In this state, virtually 

all amines present would be in their ammonium form, which has a substantially lower 

vapor pressure and would not leave the solution to a significant degree during the course 

of the experiment.  Finally, the upper part of the titration curve, beyond the inflection 

point, appears different if a significant fraction of the amines have been lost during the 

hydrolysis or titration.  Providing shape agreement of both side of the inflection point 

occurs, then using this method to determine percent carboxylation is suitable.   

The results of the hydrolysis titration, shown in Figure 4-16 for basic conditions, 

and Figure 4-17 for acidic conditions illustrate the hydrolysis extents resulting from the 

exposure parameters.  The only significant hydrolysis occurs within the positive controls.  

The positive controls in this case are not set to 100% carboxylation.  They are conditions 

of time, temperature, and pH extreme well beyond any that the IPN or polyacrylamide 

would encounter during synthesis, purification, and/or use.  The basic control, with a pH 

of around 13.5, showed the highest degradation, with a carboxylation extent of around 
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44% for the basic control, and 34% for the acidic control.  Both of these controls were 

held at 50 ºC, however the basic control duration was 2 hours, while the acidic control 

was for 1 week, which illustrates how much more aggressive the base-catalyzed reaction 

is versus the acid catalyzed equivalent.  All other examined potential hydrolysis 

conditions didn’t exceed 5% hydrolysis, which the average being around 3% hydrolysis 

of polyacrylamide.  
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Figure 4-1 Electrolytic states of anionic hydrogels in various solution conditions.  A) 

Distribution of ions with respect to the gel network in deionized water.  B) Distribution of 

ions with respect to the gel network in basic conditions.  C) Distribution of ions with 

respect to the gel network in acidic conditions.  D) Distribution of ions with respect to the 

gel network in sodium chloride solution.  In all cases, the assumption in the illustration is 

that the volume of the gel and the surrounding solution are equivalent.  Relative to DI 

water, anionic gels swell in basic conditions, and collapse in acidic conditions.  Some gel 

collapse also occurs in salt solutions.    
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Figure 4-2 Reaction mechanism for acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of polyacrylamide to 

poly(acrylic acid).  Protonation of the amide creates a more electrophilic carbonyl, shown 

with delocalized electrons in three resonance structures.  Nucleophile attack by a water 

molecule forms an intermediate tetrahedral with an oxonium ion, which deprotonates.  

The amine is protonated, which allows it to be pushed off as a leaving group, and forming 

a new oxonium ion.  The oxonium ion deprotonates, which forms an ammonium ion and 

a carboxylic acid on the polymer chain in place of the original amide.   
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Figure 4-3 Reaction mechanism for base-catalyzed hydrolysis of polyacrylamide to 

poly(acrylic acid).  A nucleophile hydroxyl attacks the carbonyl amide, and creates a 

tetrahedral intermediate.  Expulsion of the amide ion forms the carboxylic acid, which 

deprotonates in basic conditions, forming an acrylate ion and neutral ammonia. 
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Figure 4-4 Equimolar concentrations of poly(acrylic acid) and potassium hydrogen 

phthalate (both shown as blue data points) titrated with a standardized sodium hydroxide 

solution.  The derivatives of pH with respect to number of moles of NaOH for both 

titrations are shown as black lines.  In this experiment, KHP and PAA pendant group 

molar concentrations are equivalent. 
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Figure 4-5 Viscosity of solutions of linear polymers as a function of NaCl 

concentration, and base exposure (40 mmol/L NaOH).  Concentration of polymers in 

solution was 1 mg/mL.  PAA was either a 70% PAA/PAAm copolymer, as sodium 

acrylate on the carbonyls, or pure PAA in the acidic form.  NaCl concentrations were 0, 

0.5, 10, and 20 mmol/L. 
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Figure 4-6 Turbidity of polymer solutions at room temperature.  Incident light is 

absorbed by the carbonyl groups present in PAA and PAAm, regardless of turbidity.  The 

intensity of light scattered by turbidity decreases with increasing wavelength, which 

results in slightly lower measured absorbance values at 340 nm, compared to 300 nm.  

NaCl concentration is 20 mmol/L. 
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Figure 4-7 Absorbance at 300 nm of PAA/PAAm solutions in DI water with varying 

salt concentrations.  At 10 mMol and 20 mMol NaCl, measured turbidity increases 

moderately. 
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Figure 4-8 Absorbance at 300 nm of PAA/PAAm solutions in basic conditions.  

No turbidity or temperature sensitivity is noted.  The difference between the three 

plots is NaOH concentration. 
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Figure 4-9 Turbidity of PAA/PAAm solutions in acidic conditions.  The 

difference between the three plots is HCl concentration. 
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Figure 4-10 pKa and pH behavior vs. percent ionization for several blends of PAA/PAAm.  

Substantial agreement between calculated pKa behavior and measured pKa behavior is observed.   
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Figure 4-11 pKa and pH behavior vs. temperature for 50/50 blends of PAA/PAAm.  

Substantial agreement between calculated pKa behavior and measured pKa behavior is 

observed. 
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Figure 4-13 Titration of PAA and HCl with standardized NaOH (blue line) compared to 

simulation (black line).  The gradual increase to the inflection point of the polyanion 

illustrates the variable pKa over the course of the titration as a function of ionic strength 

and percent ionization.  Excellent model agreement between the simulation and the actual 

titration is observed. 
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Figure 4-14 Simulated results for pH and pKa as a function of ionization and starting 

ionic strength.  Ionic strength increases over ionization state due to added NaOH, 

dissociated, protons, and ionized carboxylic acids. 
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Figure 4-15 Simulation of degradation behavior for hydrolyzed polyacrylamide.  In all 

simulations, the amount of hydrolyzed PAAm, in the form of PAA, is referenced from a 

pure solution of HCl.  Blue lines show titration behavior with amines present.  The purple 

line shows the effect of having all amines removed, where the equivalence point is a 

function of the molar concentration of PAA present. 
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Table 4.1 Hydrolysis conditions for PAAm as a function of time, temperature, pH, and 

polymer molecular weight. 

Sample 
No. 

Temp 
(ºC) 

Time Est. pH 
NaOH:PAAm 

(mol:mol) 
Ionic 

Strength 
Sample Conditions 

1 50 2 hours 13.54 49.82 0.35 
High base hydrolysis     

(positive control) 

2 22 1 hour 13.00 7.12 0.11 
Approx. ionomer wash 

conditions 

3 22 1 hour 13.00 14.23 0.11 
Higher NaOH:PAAm 

ratio 

4 22 1 hour 13.00 7.12 0.11 
PAAm (MW ~ 10,000 

Da) 

5 50 1 week 7.00 0.00 0.00 Wash conditions 

6 22 — 13.12 — 0.15 
No polymer               

(negative control) 

Sample 
No. 

Temp 
(ºC) 

Time Est. pH 
HCl:PAAm 
(mol:mol) 

Ionic 
Strength 

Sample Conditions 

7 50 1 day 0.46 49.82 0.36 
High acid hydrolysis       

(positive control) 

8 22 1 day 1.00 7.12 0.11 Acid attack 

9 22 1 day 1.00 14.23 0.11 Higher HCl:PAAm ratio 

10 10 1 day 1.00 7.12 0.11 IPN soak conditions 

11 50 1 week 2.12 1.07 0.02 
IPN polymerization 

conditions 

12 22 — 0.88 — 0.15 
No polymer               

(negative control) 
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Figure 4-16 Hydrolysis results for basic degradation.  The only sample showing 

appreciable degradation, as recognized by deviation from the centerline, is Sample 1.  

Sample 1 was exposed to a pH of around 13.5 for 2 hours at 50 ºC.  The sample key is 

included in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4-17 Hydrolysis results for acidic degradation.  The only sample showing 

appreciable degradation, as recognized by deviation from the centerline, is Sample 7.  

Sample 7 was exposed to a pH of approximately 0.5 for 24 hours at 50 ºC.  The sample 

key is included in Table 4.1. 
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5 Chapter 5: Preparation and Characterization of PAAm / PAA IPN 

Hydrogels for Drug Delivery 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Thermally-sensitive hydrogels, which exhibit temperature-dependent volumetric 

swelling changes in aqueous environments, can be used as drug release platforms 

actuated by temperature shifts.[1-6]  Temperature changes can occur in the aqueous 

environment in which the hydrogel in placed, or may originate from a heat source within 

the hydrogel matrix.  Temperature responses for polymers in this work refer specifically 

to volumetric swelling responses in hydrogels.   

Two distinct types of thermally-driven swelling transitions are observed with 

temperature-responsive hydrogels: those which result in the polymer expansion and 

solvent intake with increasing temperature; and those which result in polymer retraction 

and solvent expulsion with increasing temperature.   In many cases, transitions are non-

linear, with an inflection occurring near a critical point with respect to equilibrium 

temperature.  A sigmoidal curve shape is observed under conditions where a critical 

transition occurs with respect to temperature.  In the case where the hydrogel exhibits a 

sudden volume collapse, the change is a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 

transition, where the solvent and polymer undergo complex coacervation as temperature 

is decreased below the LCST.  N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) is well known for this 

behavior and is frequently used into hydrogels and composite systems that elicit this 

response.[4, 5, 7-14]  LCST behavior is also exhibited in hydrogels based on cellulose 

ethers and poly(vinyl-methyl-ether).[15]  Conversely, some hydrogels exhibit a 

volumetric expansion or simple coacervation with increasing temperature.  If the 

volumetric expansion occurs with discontinuity or is substantially sigmoidally, the 

temperature of the inflection point is the upper critical solution temperature (UCST).  
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This behavior is observed with greater rarity than the LCST swelling response.  Acrylic 

acid is commonly incorporated into hydrogels and hydrogel composites that exhibit 

UCST transitions.[1, 6, 16-23] 

Both LCST and UCST based hydrogels can be utilized for drug release.  LCST 

gels ‘squeeze’ drugs out at elevated temperatures like a compressed sponge, while UCST 

gels ‘free’ drugs at elevated temperatures much like an expanding cage.  This expansion 

increases the mesh size above the molecular diameter of the entrapped drug molecules to 

facilitate Case-I (Fickian) diffusion.  It should be noted that drug delivery from 

temperature-sensitive polymers may imply release from systems with thermally-liable 

bonds in their network.  These systems demonstrate temperature-dependent drug release 

behavior via thermally-induced degradation of the polymer carrier.[24] 

The operating ranges of temperature, pH, and ionic strength for any hydrogel 

responsive to these stimuli needs mirror to the relevant physiological conditions for the 

specific drug delivery application, which inludes all solution conditions experienced 

while in transit to the intended anatomical target.  In blood plasma, the normal 

environmental conditions relevant to hydrogel swelling are temperature of 37 C; pH of 

7.4; tonicity to NaCl (and similarly ionic strength) of 0.16 mol/L; and osmolarity of 290 

mOsmol/L.[25]  For utility in areas of the body, such as within intracellular 

compartments, the solution conditions vary significantly.[26, 27]  In order to achieve an 

automatic temperature response in vivo, the overall shape of the response curve should be 

sigmoidal, with a near step-like response at the triggering point.  This ensures the 

hydrogel network undergoes the bulk of its switching volume transition over range 

sufficiently narrow for physiological practicality.   

With either temperature response type, metal nanoparticles can be integrated into 

the hydrogel matrix, which provides a means to heat the hydrogels from an external 
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energy source.  Typically, gold nanoparticles/nanorods/nanoshells, or iron oxide 

nanoparticles are embedded within particulate or bulk hydrogel systems.[4, 5, 9, 13, 28]  

Systems based on gold nanoparticles and nanoshells are heated by interactions with the 

particles and light, where light is absorbed into the nanoparticle and causes oscillations 

which cause heating.[4, 29]  With nanoshells, the optical wavelength to interact with the 

metal particle can be tuned to a specific narrow range for excitation, allowing deep-

penetrating near-infrared light to be used as a triggering mechanism.[30]  Magnetically-

triggered nanocomposites are heated by interactions between time-variant magnetic fields 

and superparamagnetic or single domain iron oxide particles.[31-33]  Heat generated by 

the iron oxide particles conducts into the surrounding polymer matrix to cause a swelling 

response that triggers drug delivery.  Fe3O4 iron oxide particles, 20 – 30 nm in diameter, 

are heated very effectively by AC induction heating around 300 kHz.[34]  Figure 5-1 

shows superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) particles loaded into a swollen hydrogel 

disc, imparting a rust-colored appearance in the swollen gel disc.  The IR image in Figure 

5-1 shows the result of heating the SPIO-loaded hydrogel with an externally applied 

alternating magnetic field.  In both optically- and magnetically-actuated nanocomposites, 

heat conducts into a surrounding polymer matrix to induce a swelling response.  Ideally, 

the triggering point for a critical temperature transition should be as close as possible to 

body temperature to prevent an uncontrolled response, but not so far above body 

temperature that excessive heating is required.  Figure 5-2 shows an LCST response, with 

the triggering point adjusted to around 40 ºC by the choice of polymer within the 

hydrogel, in this case poly(N-isopropyl methacrylamide).  The kinetics of the system 

response should be sufficiently rapid to prevent the need for long heating (EM field 

exposure) durations to minimize unwanted tissue damage due to hyperthermia.   
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5.1.1 Poly(acrylic acid) /  Polyacrylamide IPN Thermal Responses 

Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) of poly(acrylic acid) and 

polyacrylamide have been shown to have a dramatic equilibrium volume transition over a 

relatively narrow temperature band.[6]  The cause for this behavior is thought to be due 

to hydrogen bonding complexes between acrylic acid and acrylamide subunits in the 

hydrogel during the collapsed state, ensuring that the aqueous penetrant is “locked-out” 

of the polymer’s intramolecular environment.[6, 35-37]  Swelling is based on 

temperature elevation overwhelming the hydrogen bonding complexes, and creating a 

solvent front which rapidly ‘unzips’ sequential molecular units of hydrogen-bonded 

pendant groups on adjacent chains.  This is illustrated in Figure 5-3.  With random 

copolymers of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and polyacrylamide (PAAm), the temperature 

response is shown to be exponential or linear.  However, sigmoidal transition behavior 

has been demonstrated for copolymers of P(AA-co-AAm).[17, 18]  The difference in 

behavior between random PAAm / PAA copolymers and PAAm / PAA IPNs is 

reportedly due to random placement of monomer units along the polymer backbone in the 

copolymer, which prevents the sequential H-bonding arrangement found in the IPN that 

is crucial for a sigmoidal response.[6]  

   

5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The work in this chapter is based on the synthesis and characterization of 

solution-polymerized thick films, reacted between glass plates using either thermally-

initiated or UV-initiated free-radical polymerization.  In this work, Design of Experiment 

(DOE) methodology was utilized to formulate synthesis conditions for the 

polyacrylamide / poly(acrylic acid) interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) hydrogels, as 

well as the underlying polyacrylamide gels used for the initial matrix in IPN synthesis. 
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5.2.1 Reagents and Chemicals used in Hydrogel Polymerization 

Preparation of polyacrylamide hydrogels, as well as interpenetrating polymer 

networks (IPNs) of polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid), were carried out with 

commercially available monomers, initiators, and reagents.  The monomers used in this 

work were acrylamide (AAm) (electrophoresis grade 99.9%, Fisher Bioreagents) and 

acrylic acid (AA) (99%, stabilized with 180 – 200 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone, 

Aldrich), with N’N’-methylene-bisacrylamide (MBAAm) (99%, Sigma Aldrich) 

incorporated as a crosslinker.  Initiators used for polymerization were ammonium 

persulfate (APS) (98%, ACS grade, Aldrich), benzoyl peroxide (BPO) (Luperox® A98, 

98%, reagent grade, Sigma Aldrich (Arkema)), tert-butylperoxy 2-ethyl-hexyl carbonate 

(TBEC) (Luperox® TBEC, 95%, Aldrich), and (2-Hydroxy-1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy) 

phenyl]-2-methyl-1-propanone) (Igracure® 2959, Ciba Specialty Chemicals). Solvents 

for solution polymerization included both water and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

(certified ACS, Fisher Chemical), with sodium chloride (NaCl) (certified ACS, Fisher 

Chemical) added to adjust ionic strength in water.  Water used in all experiments was 

deionized (DI) with a Milli-Q Plus Ultrapure Water System (Millipore) equipped with a 

0.22 μm in-line outlet filter.  Glass plates specified as siliconized were treated with 

Sigmacote® (Sigma Life Sciences).   

5.2.2 Preparation of Glass Plates for Film Polymerization 

The glass plates were surface treated as specified in Section 5.2.6.  All glass 

plates were soaked in a base bath of (w/w) 86% ethanol / 14% sodium hydroxide solution 

(50% w/w) for 24 hours, which was followed by neutralizing in hydrochloric acid (HCl), 

rinsing in water, and soaking in a 0.2 M nitric acid solution for several minutes.  All 

plates were rinsed and dried again prior to use.  Plates specified as siliconized were 
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exposed to Sigmacote for several minutes, and heated to 100 ºC for 30 minutes to 

increase the durability of the hydrophobic coating. 

5.2.3 Reaction Vessel for Film Polymerization 

For experimental consistency with thermally-initiated free-radical solution 

polymerization, maintaining invariably low oxygen levels during the course of the 

reaction is an important synthesis parameter.  Since the thermally initiated reaction for 

PAAm was carried out for 24 hours at 80 ºC, and for the PAAm / PAA IPN reaction for 5 

days at 50 ºC, these reactions needed to be conducted outside the atmospherically-

controlled glove box.  To synthesize these films, a special reaction vessel was designed 

and fabricated, where several pre-polymer solution formulations could be sealed within 

an enclosed vessel in an inert atmosphere and polymerized in an open air heated bath.  

The sealed reaction vessel design is depicted in Figure 5-4. 

The open-top box was fabricated with ¼” aluminum plates, angle cut at 45 

degrees on all ends to allow for full-penetration welds.  The top of the vessel is a CNC-

machined flange, with a rectangular O-ring groove cut into the top to provide a 

compression seal against the lid.  The lid is a rectangular ¾” thick polycarbonate sheet, 

clamped to the vessel walls using four adjustable Carrlane™ latch-action, U-bolt toggle 

clamps.  The internal dimensions were sized to accommodate up to five simultaneous 

hydrogel film polymerizations, using 6” square glass plates, separated by a 0.5 mm PTFE 

U-shaped spacers.  Metallic bath beads were added to the reaction vessel during plate 

loading to support the reaction plates vertically, and to evenly distribute heat flow. 

5.2.4 Polyacrylamide Hydrogel Preparation 

Crosslinked polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogels examined in this work were 

prepared by thermally-initiated or UV-initiated free radical solution polymerization.  To 
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prepare thermally-initiated, PAAm hydrogels, acrylamide (AAm) and N’N’-methylene-

bisacrylamide (MBAAm) were combined by weight in an amber bottle, and dissolved 

into 14 mL of the polymerization solvent by stirring.  A separate vial with the specified 

amount of initiator was combined with 1 mL of the polymerization solvent, prepared 

separately to prevent premature initiation.  The formulations are specified in Section 

5.2.6.  Following complete dilution, monomer and initiator solutions were sealed with a 

rubber septa seal, and purged on a nitrogen manifold for 30 minutes and 5 minutes 

respectively to displace dissolved O2.  The rubber-septa sealed bottles containing the 

purged reactants were brought into an atmospherically-controlled glove box (Labmaster 

130, MBRAUN), with a custom-modified load-lock to allow for positive-pressure 

nitrogen purging.  The modifications allowed bringing bottles sealed only with rubber 

stoppers into the glove box which could otherwise not withstand load-lock vacuum 

cycles.  In the glove box, polymer solutions were combined with initiator solutions, and 

mixed for approximately 10 – 20 seconds.  The combined pre-polymerization solution 

was rapidly pipetted between 6” glass plates, which were separated by a 0.5 mm 

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) U-shaped spacer.  Each glass plate assembly was 

clamped together with ¾” stainless steel binder clips (McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, IL). 

To control for oxygen levels during polymerization, all glass plate assemblies 

filled with monomer solution were sealed within the reactor vessel described in Section 

5.2.3.  The glass plate assemblies were surrounded by metal bath beads (Lab Armor, 

Elmhurst, IL), and sealed in the reaction vessel while still within the glove box.  The 

atmospheric O2 was monitored throughout the process of filling the plate assemblies, as 

well as sealing them within the reaction vessel.  Atmospheric oxygen was maintained 

below 20 ppm by nitrogen flooding during all stages of reaction preparation.  Upon 

sealing of the reaction vessel within the controlled atmosphere, it was removed from the 
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glove box and placed in a covered hot water bath at 80 ºC for 24 hours to carry out the 

polymerization. 

Following synthesis, the plates were removed from the reaction vessel, and 

separated to allow gentle remove of the crosslinked polymer films.  Polyacrylamide films 

(polymerized in water) were generally transparent in appearance, and physically robust 

enough to allow gentle remove by pulling the hydrogel film from the plate.  Films 

prepared in DMSO were usually white in appearance, and extremely fragile depending on 

initiator.  The upper inch of the hydrogel film was cut away and discarded.  Three discs 

from each film were cut with a 20 mm cork borer, and measured immediately in air and 

heptane.  The remaining film was purified by soaking in a large volume of ultrapure 

water for 6 days, with daily water changes.  DMSO-polymerized samples were stepped 

down from 100% DMSO to 100% water (v/v) in pre-mixed, 25% increments over 5 days, 

followed by 6 days of washing in water.  Following purification, the remaining discs 

were cut from the film with a 20 mm cork borer, and placed in a sealed drying chamber.  

Discs were dried by being placed in a polypropylene storage box, or on a PTFE film 

inside a closed glass petri dish.  With either drying arrangement, a Kimwipe® (Kimberly 

Clark Professional, Roswell, GA) was suspended above the polymer discs with the lid 

closed.  This allowed for slower drying of the discs to prevent excessive curling and 

cracking during drying.  The Kimwipe® was changed several times over many days until 

the discs had sufficiently hardened to allow for completion of drying at 50 ºC over 12 

hours.  Dry discs (polymerized in water) were generally clear and glassy, and with 

minimal curvature. 

Hydrogel films synthesized by UV initiation were similarly prepared, except 

using Igracure® 2959 as an initiator, and reacted to completion under a UV flood source 

(Model 2000 Flood, Dymax Corp.).  The polymerization was conducted within a 
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nitrogen-purged glove box, using 30 minutes of exposure, with plates turned over after 10 

minutes of UV curing.  Measured UV intensity was 18.5 mW/cm
2
 UVB and 14.41 

mW/cm
2
 UVA. 

5.2.5 Polyacrylamide / Poly(acrylic acid) Interpenetrating Polymer Network 

Preparation 

Interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) hydrogel discs of polyacrylamide PAAm 

and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) were synthesized by sequential free radical solution 

polymerization.  PAAm discs, prepared, washed, and dried as described in 5.2.4, were 

soaked in a solution of acrylic acid for 24 hours at 8 ºC.  The acrylic acid solutions were 

composed of monomer (AA), crosslinker (MBAAm), and initiator (APS), with 

formulations as described in Section 5.2.7.  Additionally, sodium chloride was added as 

specified to adjust ionic strength.  All acrylic acid loading solutions were prepared in 

sufficient excess solvent (water) to ensure dried PAAm discs occupied less than about 

5% of the total monomer solution.  Equilibrium swelling studies were conducted with 

representative PAAm discs at 8 ºC prior to monomer loading to ensure discs had 

achieved full swelling equilibrium prior to polymerization.  Swelling durations longer 

than 24 hours were avoided to reduce the likelihood of undesired initiation of 

polymerization prior to removal of the AA-soaked PAAm discs from the AA solution.   

Following 24 hours of soaking, AA solutions with discs were loaded into an 

oxygen deficient glove box as described for PAAm polymerization in Section 5.2.4.  

Solutions were needle purged with nitrogen for 8 minutes within the glove box, while 

excess nitrogen was flooded in to maintain atmospheric oxygen below 20 ppm.  Discs 

were then carefully removed from the monomer solution and placed with even spacing on 

a siliconized glass plate.  Once all discs were transferred to the bottom plate, a 0.6 mm 

PTFE spacer and a top glass plate were added and clamped together to seal the discs 
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gently between the two plates.  The spacer was slightly larger than was used to prepare 

the initial network (PAAm film polymerization) to prevent from significantly 

compressing AA-swollen PAAm discs during IPN synthesis.  The plates were then sealed 

within the reactor vessel as described previously, and the entire reactor vessel was 

removed from the glove box and placed in a heated water bath for 5 days at 50 ºC.   

Following polymerization, the plates were removed from the reaction vessel, and 

separated to allow removal of the crosslinked IPN discs.  The discs ranged in appearance 

from slightly opaque to nearly transparent, and were more robust than the PAAm 

hydrogel used in the initial network of the IPNs.  The discs were then purified by soaking 

in a large volume of ultrapure water for 5 days, with daily water changes.  Some 

formulations had a light coating of PAA, outside the IPN network.  This coating was 

removed simply by gentle scraping with a spatula during wash steps.  Discs were dried by 

being placed in a polypropylene storage box, or on a PTFE film inside a closed glass petri 

dish as described previously for PAAm hydrogel discs.   

5.2.6 Design of Experiment for Polyacrylamide Hydrogels 

Synthesis parameters for PAAm hydrogels were established using a resolution IV, 

2-level fractional factorial design (2
4-1

) with center points.  Four synthesis parameters, 

shown in Table 5-1, were varied within the experiment.  Synthesis factors included 

siliconization of glass plates (factor A), as well as three quantitative parameters: initiator 

to monomer ratio (factor B), mole percent crosslinker (factor C), and acrylamide 

concentration (factor D).  The specific levels for each are depicted in the table.  The 

center point of the experiment represents the control PAAm hydrogel batch, which was 

replicated with and without siliconization.  The levels for the synthesis factors were 

spread enough to allow for determination of major effects and first order interactions with 
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sufficient statistical certainty (95%).  In terms of defining the synthesis factors, the 

initiator to monomer mole ratio represents the number of moles of initiator to the number 

of moles of total monomer (AAm and MBAAm).  The mole percent crosslinker is 

defined as fraction of total monomer in moles that is crosslinker, and is expressed as a 

percentage. 

5.2.7 Design of Experiment for PAAm/PAA IPN hydrogels 

The experimental design for PAAm/PAA IPN hydrogels was carried out similarly 

to the PAAm hydrogel films.  The IPN formulation experiment is also a resolution IV, 2-

level fractional factorial design (2
4-1

) with center points, except all factors are 

quantitative.  The factors and their associated levels are shown in Table 5-2.  The initiator 

to monomer mole ratio, and the mole percent crosslinker are defined identically as 

described in Section 5.2.6.  Both terms refer to acrylic acid in the bulk solution.  Ionic 

strength is added as a synthesis factor.   

Since the final polymer hydrogel is an interpenetrating polymer network, in which 

the second network (AA) is polymerized into the first network (AAm), the concentration 

of the AAc network had to be matched to the concentration of the polyacrylamide 

network swollen in the AAc solution.  Acrylic acid and acrylamide were equilibrated on a 

molar basis for the center point of the fractional factorial design.  Determination of 

acrylamide concentration was done using Equation 5.1.  In this equation, k represents the 

molar concentration of acrylamide in the swollen PAAm hydrogel, expressed as mole 

AAm / g H2O.  The wt% AAm term is the weight fraction of total monomer that is AAm, 

and is usually very close to 1.  MWAAm is the molecular weight of the acrylamide repeat 

unit (71.08 g/mol). 
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Equation 5.1 

Equation 5.1 is based on the assumption that in the swollen polyacrylamide 

network, the total amount of monomer is fully hydrated by the amount of water imbibed 

into the gel network.  The AAm concentration under this assumption can be expressed as 

the moles of AAm divided by the amount of water in the gel, as illustrated in Equation 

5.2.  In this equation, WS is the swollen weight of a characteristic disc, and WD is the dry 

weight of the same disc.   

 

 

 

   
       

     
 

 

Equation 5.2 

It is straightforward to express Equation 5.2 as Equation 5.1 by defining RSM as 

the weight ratio of swollen weight to dry weight, and the wt% AAm as g AAm divided by 

the dry weight, WD.  The actual wt% AAm value used to calculate k can be reasonably 

estimated from the feed ratio of AAm relative to MBAAm in the PAAm network.   

For the fractional factorial design, the AAm concentration, k, was multiplied by a 

scaling factor to adjust acrylic acid concentration relative to the solvated acrylamide 

concentration within the swollen network as a means to vary factor levels.  The scaling 

factor, referred to as C-value in this work, ranged from 0.5 to 1.5, with 1.0 (matched 

concentration) being the center point value for the acrylic acid concentration.    
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5.2.8 Gravimetric Swelling Experiments 

Determination of response variables for the PAAm hydrogels, as well as the IPNs 

based on PAAm and PAA were done primarily through equilibrium swelling studies on 

these hydrogels in aqueous solutions.  PAAm networks were studied in three different 

aqueous solvents over several days at 50 ºC.  Kinetic swelling data was captured over the 

first 144 minutes of swelling, with remaining time points spread out over 5 days.  The 

time scale, temperature, and solvent conditions were selected to study possible changes in 

the networks that potentially arise in crosslinked PAAm networks during the thermally-

initiated polymerization of PAA to form the IPN.  The solvent conditions were: pH 1.0 

with ionic strength of 0.1 (formic acid buffer); pH 2.2 with ionic strength of 0.1 

(phosphate buffer); and pH 2.2 with ionic strength of 0.8 (phosphate buffer).  Typical pH 

during AA polymerization was measured to be around 2.2, and ionic strength was varied 

by sodium chloride addition between 0 and 0.8 during IPN synthesis.  Since AA content 

was varied by a large scaling factor in the fractional factorial design, a lower pH formic 

acid buffer solution was examined as well to verify polyacrylamide stability in more 

acidic environment for the duration of acidic exposure at 50 ºC.   

Determining the response behavior for the polyacrylamide / poly(acrylic acid) 

interpenetrating polymer networks was done using similar methods to those for pure 

polyacrylamide networks.  The penetrating solvents used were selected based on the 

results of pH and ionic strength mapping for temperature responses discussed in Section 

5.2.9.  The aqueous solutions used were deionized water; 1.5 mmol/L NaCl; and 0.5 

mmol/L HCl with 1.0 mmol/L NaCl.  Both solutions containing NaCl had an ionic 

strength of 1.5 mmol/L. 

All swelling studies were conducted in sealed jars, modified to allow solvent to 

penetrate from both the top and bottom surfaces of the disc.  The modified jar is shown in 
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Figure 5-5.  Two C-shaped sections of PVC were inserted into the bottom of the swelling 

jar to provide a support for a polypropylene mesh.  A small anchor ring of PVC was 

placed over the polypropylene mesh to prevent it from floating up in the aqueous 

solution.  The swelling jar was sealed with a PTFE gasket under the cap to prevent any 

potential contamination from the heated water bath into the swelling solutions.   

Polymer swelling behavior experiments were conducted starting from fully dried 

PAAm and PAAm/PAA IPN discs.  All swelling measurements were performed in 

triplicate, with uncertainty being determined as the standard deviation of measurement 

data. 

5.2.9 IPN Swelling Response Mapping 

Interpenetrating polymer networks of PAAm / PAA prepared as described above 

with UV-polymerization were examined at several pH and ionic strength values to isolate 

promising regions for swelling responses.  The overall areas chosen to examine were 

based on temperature-dependent complexation results for linear polyacrylamide and 

poly(acrylic acid) discussed in Chapter 4.  Additionally, more extreme pH values were 

examined to verify the boundaries for swelling responses.  In these experiments, ionic 

strength was varied between 0, and 0.5 mol/L, with most attention toward the lower ionic 

strength values.  pH was varied between 1.6 and 12.7, with more focus on pH values in 

the acidic range.  Characteristic discs were measured at 20 ºC and 50 ºC, while solution 

conditions were varied over a gradient ionic strength and pH.  Ionic strength was adjusted 

with NaCl.  HCL and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were used to adjust low and high pH 

respectively for each temperature point.  Two response parameters were examined in the 

experiment.  The first parameter was the ratio of the swelling response at 50 ºC to 20 ºC, 

indicating the magnitude of the swelling response as a function of temperature.  This 
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parameter is referred to as the temperature swelling ratio in this work.  The second 

parameter studied was the swelling response at 50 ºC relative to the control measurement 

in DI water as a means to map overall swelling magnitude as a function of pH and ionic 

strength. 

 

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.3.1 Polyacrylamide / Poly(acrylic acid) IPN Solvent Mapping 

The results shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 illustrate the ionic and pH regions 

for maximum temperature sensitivity and overall swelling response in PAAm / PAA IPN 

hydrogels.  The hydrogel films studied in this work were PAA / PAAm IPNs in a 50/50 

feed ratio (C-value of 1.0), synthesized with UV initiation and all other reactants set to 

the levels of Formulation 10 in Table 5-1.  Color intensity maps for responses were 

produced from sample data using a 3D mesh algorithm in MATLAB®.  As shown in 

Figure 5-6, the most significant temperature response is observed between pH 3 and pH 

6, and with ionic strength below around 0.01 mol/L.  As discussed in Chapter 4, the 

fraction of protonated carboxyl groups on poly(acrylic acid) is extremely sensitive to pH 

in the range near the pKa for acrylic acid.  At extreme pH values, poly(acrylic acid) is 

either substantially protonated and neutrally-charged (acidic conditions), and ionic 

repulsion does not overcome the formation of strong hydrogen bonding between acrylic 

acid units; or the polymer is substantially deprotonated and charged (basic conditions) 

that the IPN is completely swollen, regardless of temperature.  In either extreme, the 

effects of temperature are overwhelmed by the ionic considerations of the network.  

Figure 5-7 shows the range of pH and ionic strength values where maximal swelling 
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occurs.  Above around pH 10, the polymer discs are extremely swollen, and completely 

lack temperature sensitivity.   

The results show that an IPN hydrogel with an anionic network support the pH 

and ionic strength effect discussed in Chapter 4 for the complexation of polyacrylamide 

and poly(acrylic acid).  The temperature response for these systems is only observed in 

low ionic strength solutions, with pH near the pKa for the anionic monomer.  Further, 

color mapping of polymer swelling responses provides an efficient method for rapidly 

screening pH and ionic strength conditions for electrolyte concentration-dependent 

temperature.  Visualizing the ionic regimes by an interpolated mesh requires relatively 

few data points to illustrate clearly the regions that should be more carefully investigated.  

These results were used to isolate the most promising areas of analysis for the larger IPN 

formulation study discussed in this work. 

5.3.2 Polyacrylamide Hydrogel Swelling Responses 

Polyacrylamide discs formulated as described in Section 5.2.6, and Table 5-1 

were studied by measuring aqueous solvent uptake as a function of time in various pH 

and ionic strength conditions.  Response variables analyzed in these experiments include 

the relative swelling mass for PAAm as a function of time, as well as the RSM at 

equilibrium for three different solution conditions as described in 5.2.8.  Additionally, 

water uptake was examined for up to five days to determine if any chemical changes 

occurred within the PAAm network at 50 ºC over the course of the experiment.  The 

initial dry weight by formulation was also examined.   

Dried and glassy PAAm hydrogel discs consistently reached their full equilibrium 

swelling with the first 144 minutes of swelling in the three separate aqueous solvents at 

50 ºC.  There were no differences observed in swelling behavior within any single 
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formulation for any of the aqueous solvents examined.  PAAm kinetic responses for 

hydrogel discs swollen dry polymer discs were fit to the exponential growth function 

shown by Equation 5.3.     

 

 

                 (   
   ⁄ ) 

 
Equation 5.3 

In this equation, RSMo represent the starting relative swelling mass, and was forced to 1 

in the curve fits since the first value at time t = 0 is with a fully dried disc.  RSMmax is the 

ultimate swelling volume at equilibrium, neglecting long term changes in the network 

due to possible hydrolysis.  The term, t, is the elapsed time in minutes.  The time constant 

term, τ, for the swelling responses was determined across formulations, with the results 

shown in Table 5-1, and Figure 5-12.  The experimental data shows the kinetic swelling 

behavior for polyacrylamide discs is controlled by geometry, and is formulation-

independent.  This suggests that all PAAm formulations were similarly dry and glassy to 

start, and that no structural variations sufficient to have a significant impact on kinetics 

were noted between the formulations.  Thus, the spread of levels for synthesis factors in 

the fractional factorial design for PAAm hydrogels resulted in consistently structured 

gels, where differences were noted only in their overall RSM response.   

Polyacrylamide swelling over five days, for all formulations and in all aqueous 

solvent combinations, is depicted in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10.  The three swelling 

conditions displayed are, pH 1 (ionic strength = 0.1 mol/L), pH 2.2 (ionic strength = 0.1 

mol/L), and pH 2.2 (ionic strength = 0.8).  The time point is indicated by bar color.  In 

virtually all formulations, only the RSM in pH 1 varies during the course of the 

experiment.  The small change in RSM is fairly consistent among all batches examined 
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over 5 days at 50 ºC.  This change, caused by hydrolysis of PAAm as discussed in 

Chapter 4, demonstrates that at 50 ºC, even significantly acidic solution conditions at 50 

ºC result in only minor changes to the PAAm networks.  Importantly, this indicates that 

the PAAm network is stable during the course of AA polymerization, which is the second 

sequential reaction during IPN synthesis.  Additionally, it also indicates that major 

network changes are not expected during short term IPN swelling at high temperatures, as 

are experienced in temperature-triggering of these polymers.   

 The maximum RSM for PAAm swelling is shown in Figure 5-13.  The results 

show that higher levels of both monomer and crosslinker reduce the overall swelling 

response in PAAm.  A minor effect is also observed with initiator.  There is an interaction 

shown between factors AC, however the interaction could be related to interaction AC or 

interaction BD due to aliasing.[38]  The BD interaction is more likely since the AC term 

involves a term which doesn’t have a significant main effect.  The interpretation of a BD 

interaction is that the effect of reducing initiator in the synthesis would affect swelling 

behavior significantly less with higher AAm concentrations.  Thus maximizing PAAm 

RSM would be achieved based on these results through minimal acrylamide 

concentration, crosslinker, and initiator in the pre-polymer solution.  Based on these 

results, Formulation 1 was selected as the initial network to use in PAAm / PAA IPN 

experiments.   

  Selected PAAm formulations were also polymerized in DMSO, using two 

different initiators, benzoyl peroxide (BPO) and Luperox® TBEC (TBEC).  BPO was 

attempted on many batches, however most were too weak and fragile on which to take 

any swelling measurements, and a few did not even last through purification intact.  

Batches 2 and Batch 5 were polymerized with both BPO and TBEC in DMSO, and 

compared to PAAm hydrogels polymerized in water with APS, Figure 5-11.  Formulation 
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2, reacted using both BPO in DMSO, and APS in water, was examined for kinetic and 

overall swelling behavior in water, after purification and drying.  The kinetics of 

hydrogel swelling for both polymer types were similar, however the DMSO-polymerized 

PAAm hydrogels swelled to a larger degree.  There was also substantially more 

variability between samples in the DMSO formulations.  In terms of hydrogel physical 

integrity, the APS hydrogels were the strongest, while BPO hydrogels were the most 

fragile.  PAAm polymerized in water by UV initiation with Igracure® 2959 were nearly 

identical to PAAm hydrogels synthesized by APS with thermal initiation.  The 

formulations for the UV-polymerized PAAm hydrogels were identical to PAAm Batch 5, 

with equal molar concentrations for both initiators in water.   

5.3.3 PAAm / PAA IPN Hydrogel Temperature Responses 

Based on the results of the pH, ionic strength IPN swelling map discussed in 

Section 5.3.1, PAAm / PAA IPN hydrogels formulated according to Table 5-1 and were 

examined in three aqueous solvents to analyze the fractional factorial design for IPNs.  

The aqueous solvents used were deionized water, sodium chloride, and hydrochloric acid.  

The ionic strength of both aqueous solutions containing electrolytes was 1.5 mmol/L, 

adjusted with sodium chloride.  The concentration of hydrochloric acid in the acidic 

solvent was 0.5 mmol/L.  Parameters examined in these studies included maximum 

relative swelling mass (RSM) in all three solvents; the term, b, from Equation 5.4, which 

is a measure of the steepness of the volume change with respect to temperature at the 

inflection point, in all three solvents; and the temperature swelling ratio (Section 5.2.9) in 

all solvents.   

As described in Section 5.1 above, a sudden transition in the equilibrium swelling 

volume above a specific temperature is indicative of a UCST transition for the polymer 
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network and solvent.  IPN hydrogels in this work were studied as a function of 

temperature from 20 ºC to 50 ºC, for each formulation.  The results of these swelling 

experiments are summarized in Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15.  Each graph shows an 

individual formulation, with the swelling behavior depicted by color for each of the three 

swelling solvents.  When separated by solvent, the formulations can be directly 

compared.  This is shown in Figure 5-16, Figure 5-17, and Figure 5-18 for the respective 

swelling solvents.  In these figures, the swelling response is fit to the sigmoid function 

shown in Equation 5.4.    
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Equation 5.4 

This equation is a simplified case of the generalized logistic function.[39]  In this 

equation, the RSMo* term is an approximation on the initial swelling at 20 ºC for the IPN.  

The RSMmax* term, is the carrying capacity for the function, and in this instance 

approximates the maximum RSM at high temperature.  These two terms were not fixed to 

the actual RSMo and RSMmax during the regression since better curve fits were obtained 

by leaving them as free variables.  Additionally, RSMmax isn’t known since there is no 

expectation of a steady maximum swelling value within the temperature range examined, 

particularly in consideration of network changes due hydrolysis that occurs in these 

networks as discussed in Chapter 4.  The primary terms of interest in the regression are, 

b, and To.  The term, b, dictates the ‘steepness’ (or growth rate) of the change with 

respect to temperature near the inflection point.  To is the inflection point with respect to 
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temperature, and can be thought of as the critical transition temperature in a UCST or 

LCST hydrogel that demonstrates a sufficiently sigmoidal response.  The average 

temperature for the inflection point was 31.9 ºC +/- 2.4 in water, and 33.2 ºC +/- 1.7 in 

acidic solutions.  The growth rate term ‘b’ in Equation 5.4 can be used as a quantitative 

descriptor of the degree to which a particular formulation exhibits a sigmoidal 

temperature response.  Temperature responses that approach a more sigmoidal behavior 

have greater potential applicability in biomedical applications since their response occurs 

over a narrower temperature range.  The temperature response results for the 

formulations of PAAm / PAA IPNs examined show that the highest swelling response 

typically occurred in salt (1.5 mmol/L NaCl), and DI water solutions; however 

temperature transitions best approximated sigmoidal behavior in weak acid solutions.  

Since the overall swelling magnitude was dramatically reduced in weakly acidic batches, 

some formulations were examined in less acidic (HCl = 0.25 mmol/L, equivalent ionic 

strength) solutions to determine if a sigmoidal behavior could be retained, but with larger 

swelling degrees.  The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5-19.  In all 

instances, the overall swelling response did increase, however the shape of the transition 

with respect to temperature transitioned to linear or exponential.   

In most formulations, the RSM was slightly higher in a salt solution than in DI 

water.  This observation supports the explanation for ionic gel performance in electrolytic 

solutions discussed in Chapter 4.  As the network is swollen with counterions, repulsions 

between and within AA chains is reduced, resulting in a less rigid network where slightly 

charged chains can more easily approach one another in solution.[40]  This tends to expel 

aqueous solvent.  However, the increase in ions also reduces the pKa of the carboxylic 

acids along the AA chains, which liberates additional protons.  The increase in free 

protons within the network increases osmotic pressure relative to the hydrogel exterior, 
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and encourages greater solvent uptake.  Opposing secondary effects would also be 

relevant, specifically the decrease in electric field repulsion caused by charge screening 

with counterions allows for increased hydrogen bonding for AAm along the network.  

However, the excess of protons liberated as a result of the pKa change will offset this 

effect.  Finally, a net increase of ion concentration on both sides of the gel will reduce the 

osmotic pressure gradient, but only slightly.  The observation that with some 

formulations, a low concentration of salt actually increases gel swelling at the same 

temperature indicates that the trade-off exists between the effect of the pKa shift and the 

effect of charge screening.  Formulation specific factors dictate which effect is greater in 

driving the swelling behavior.   

The response variables for the fractional factorial design for IPN formulation as 

summarized in Table 5-2, and in Figure 5-20 to Figure 5-23.  Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21 

show the impact of synthesis factors on IPN swelling in DI water and HCl solutions 

respectively.  The pareto chart in Figure 5-20 for the effects regression model on the 

selected parameters indicates that C-value, ionic strength, and crosslinker all have a 

major impact on the overall relative swelling mass.  There is an interaction between terms 

AD as well that is indicated to be statistically significant in the analysis.  The main 

effects plot shows the C-value (relative concentration of AA) is inversely proportional to 

the relative swelling mass in water.  Both ionic strength and crosslinker amount vary 

directly with achieving maximum RSM.  The interaction term between ionic strength and 

C-value demonstrates that ionic strength has much less effect on the RSM at higher AA 

concentrations.  Thus maximizing the ultimate RSM in DI water for the IPN system 

would be achieved by maintaining C-value low and ionic strength high during 

polymerization.  The results of the IPN analysis for RSM in acidic solution show that 

only C–value is statistically significant in having a strong influence on swelling 
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magnitude.  This is expected since the overall magnitude of the response is lower, and 

thus any factors that change the total swelling will shift it less than in DI water, where the 

overall water content is much higher. 

The tendency for the temperature response to demonstrate a sigmoidal behavior is 

shown in Figure 5-22.  The main effects analysis illustrates the primary determining 

factors are initiator and ionic strength.  The most significant factor is an interaction 

between CD (or possibly AB due to confounding).  CD seems more probable due to the 

large effects noted in the main effects plots.  The interpretation based on this assumption 

is that ionic strength increases the response variable, b, at lower initiator values, but has 

the opposite effect at higher initiator values.  Since the main effects for C-value and 

crosslinker are low, the response in an acidic solution would be optimized by maximizing 

ionic strength and maintaining initiator concentration low.   

Polymerization of poly(acrylic acid) in the presence of high salt concentration has 

been shown to affect cyclization within gel networks.[41]  In a pure PAA hydrogel 

network, increased cyclization tends to result in higher swelling magnitudes due to a 

reduction in effective crosslinking.  In this work, IPNs polymerized in high ionic strength 

for the second network had higher overall swelling, but also appeared more sigmoidal in 

terms of their temperature response.  The larger degree of swelling could be due to this 

lower effective crosslinking, though the overall swelling is still limited by the limits of 

the crosslinked initial PAAm network, provided the two networks are effectively 

interpenetrated.  It has been shown that rapid polymerization of acrylic acid in seeded-

IPN microspheres caused by high polymerization temperatures resulted in a loss of the 

temperature response and maximum swelling volumes due to lack of interpenetration 

between PAAm and PAA networks.[42]   
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Figure 5-23 shows the main effects on determining overall temperature swelling 

ratio, which indicates the magnitude of the temperature response.  The main factor 

affecting swelling ratio is C-value, with a strong direct relationship.  There is an 

interaction AB, which may be significant, as well as factors B and C, as shown in the 

main effects plot.   

A recent analysis of the complexation between acrylamide and acrylic acid at the 

appropriate pH and ionic strength conditions for hydrogen bond complexation revealed 

that the complexation does not occur in a 1:1 molar ratio.[35]  In pure solutions of PAAm 

and PAA prior to mixing, PAA and PAAm are pre-complexed into multi-macroion 

cluster domains and hydrogen-bonded associates respectively, with the strength of 

interactions in complexed domains between polymer chains inversely proportional to ion 

presence in solution.  Upon mixing of PAAm and PAA in conditions conducive to 

hydrogen bond formation, PAA and PAAm complexation occurred primarily around 

PAA clusters, making it more critical to complexation and leaving out excess PAAm.  In 

a crosslinked IPN, the excess PAAm would result in both greater overall swelling and 

thus reduced temperature sensitivity.  This is observed in these experiments.   

Taking all swelling results together, designing the response for the PAAm / PAA 

IPN is possible by adjustment of specific synthesis variables.  Maximum PAAm swelling 

response is achieved by maintaining concentrations of acrylamide and crosslinker 

relatively low.  However maximum swelling response alone is not necessarily useful in 

potential biomedical applications since there may be an associated loss of temperature 

sensitivity.  In this case, reducing poly(acrylic acid) content relative to polyacrylamide in 

the IPN does reduce the temperature sensitivity, probably due in part to limited macroion 

clusters available as complexation sites for intermolecular interactions with 

polyacrylamide.  Since the concentration of acrylic acid is scaled from acrylamide 
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concentration in the initial network (C-value), an IPN with good temperature sensitivity 

and higher swelling potential would be interpenetrated into a PAAm network which 

exhibits a large RSM.  To maximize the temperature response, the acrylic acid content 

would be scaled up from the acrylamide content.  Narrowing the range of the temperature 

response, or increasing the magnitude of b from the curve fit to the sigmoidal function 

shown in Equation 5.4, is accomplished by polymerization of the acrylic acid portion of 

the IPN network with a relatively lower initiator level and higher ionic strength.  It should 

be noted, however, that thorough purification of IPNs polymerized in high ionic strength 

solutions is necessary since residual salts will have a major impact on the swelling of 

these gels.    

For biomedical applications, the triggering point for thermoresponsive gels should 

be slightly higher than 37 ºC, with pH around 7.4 for most physiological compartments.  

The actual transition temperature for the interaction between PAAm and PAA is a 

function of the pH relative to the pKa of the anionic portion of the hydrogel, and 

increases progressively as pH is reduced relative to the pKa.[43]  In addition to the pKa 

dependence on the ionic strength of the solution and its own ionization as discussed in 

Chapter 4, N-alkyl substitution of the anionic monomer component is a possible way to 

design to upshift the pH response region of the IPN to improve physiological 

relevance.[44]  For example, this can be accomplished by substitution of 

poly(propylacrylic acid) for poly(acrylic acid) in the PAAm / PAA IPN. 
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Figure 5-1 Hydrogel with iron oxide. A) UV-polymerized polyacrylamide hydrogel 

disc with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles embedded in gel network, giving it 

a rust-colored tint.  B.  IR image showing magnetic heating of PAAm hydrogels discs 

loaded with embedded iron oxide nanoparticle using an alternating magnetic field. 
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Figure 5-3 IPN Swelling behavior depicting hydrogen bonding and effect of swelling 

fronts. 
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Figure 5-4 Design for reaction vessel used in thermally-initiated film polymerizations.   
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Table 5-1 DOE table for PAAm hydrogel synthesis.  Two-level factors examined as 

synthesis variables included siliconization of glass plate surfaces used in the reactions, as 

well as levels of initiator, crosslinker, and acrylamide concentration.  Three response 

variables are shown in the table: the kinetic time constant τ, the RSM at equilibrium, and 

the dry weight of the discs after preparation.  Uncertainty for τ represents the standard 

error of the fit, and the uncertainty for RSM and dry weight is the standard deviation of 

repeated measures (n = 4 discs). 

 
  

Level Silination
Initiator / Monomer 

Mol Ratio
MBAAm 
mol %

AAm Conc. 
(g/mL)

Low (-1) No 0.0015 0.35 0.20

Center (0) 0.0025 0.50 0.27

High (+1) Yes 0.0035 0.65 0.33

Formulation Silination
Initiator / Monomer 

Mol Ratio
MBAAm 
mol %

AAm Conc. 
(g/mL) τ (time constant)

Relative Swelling Mass 
(RSM) at equilibrium Dry Weight

1 1 1 -1 -1 14.03 +/- 0.77 Min 13.15 +/- 0.18 0.012 +/- 0.000 g

2 -1 1 -1 1 13.48 +/- 0.45 Min 9.44 +/- 0.15 0.015 +/- 0.002 g

3 -1 1 1 -1 11.59 +/- 0.69 Min 10.85 +/- 0.14 0.014 +/- 0.001 g

4 -1 0 0 0 12.82 +/- 0.76 Min 10.54 +/- 0.58 0.015 +/- 0.000 g

5 1 0 0 0 13.97 +/- 0.65 Min 10.29 +/- 0.16 0.016 +/- 0.000 g

6 1 -1 1 -1 13.05 +/- 0.66 Min 12.06 +/- 1.21 0.014 +/- 0.000 g

7 -1 -1 -1 -1 17.21 +/- 1.15 Min 14.14 +/- 0.24 0.011 +/- 0.000 g

8 1 1 1 1 12.55 +/- 0.78 Min 7.85 +/- 0.06 0.020 +/- 0.000 g

9 1 -1 -1 1 12.42 +/- 0.54 Min 9.29 +/- 0.34 0.018 +/- 0.000 g

10 -1 -1 1 1 11.15 +/- 0.53 min 7.66 +/- 0.45 0.021 +/- 0.000 g
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Table 5-2 DOE table for IPN synthesis.  Two-level factors examined as synthesis 

variables included the relative concentration of AA monomer to AAm monomer in the 

discs (C-value), and the levels of crosslinker, initiator, and sodium chloride (ionic 

strength). Three response variables are shown in the table: the max RSM at equilibrium 

in 0.5 mmol/L HCl, the sigmoidal fit constant b, and RSM ratio of 50 ºC relative to 20 ºC 

in 0.5 mmol/L HCl.  Uncertainty for b represents the standard error of the fit, and the 

uncertainty for maximum RSM and RSM ratio (propagated uncertainty) is the standard 

deviation of repeated measures (n = 3 discs).  

 
  

Level C Value
MBAAm 
mol %

Initiator / Monomer 
Mol Ratio

Ionic Strength 
(mol/L)

Low (-1) 0.5 0.25 0.003 0.0

Center (0) 1.0 0.50 0.009 0.4

High (+1) 1.5 0.75 0.015 0.8

Formulation C Value
MBAAm 
mol %

Initiator / Monomer 
Mol Ratio

Ionic Strength 
(mol/L)

Max RSM in                                      
0.5 mMol HCl*

Fitted Sigmoid Coefficient 
(b) in 0.5 mMol HCl*

RSM Ratio in 0.5 mMol 
HCl* (RSM 50 C/RSM 20 C)

1 1 -1 -1 1 4.84 +/- 0.24 0.23 +/- 0.07 C-1 1.86 +/- 0.15

2 1 1 -1 -1 4.68 +/- 0.12 0.10 +/- 0.10 C-1 1.70 +/- 0.09

3 1 -1 1 -1 4.84 +/- 0.02 0.18 +/- 0.07 C-1 1.90 +/- 0.03

4 -1 -1 1 1 7.05 +/- 0.09 0.13 +/- 0.06 C-1 1.53 +/- 0.05

5 -1 1 1 -1 7.89 +/- 0.25 0.17 +/- 0.05 C-1 1.56 +/- 0.18

6 -1 -1 -1 -1 7.46 +/- 0.11 0.12 +/- 0.07 C-1 1.52 +/- 0.15

7 1 1 1 1 4.68 +/- 0.19 0.11 +/- 0.10 C-1 1.74 +/- 0.11

8 0 0 0 0 5.14 +/- 0.05 0.14 +/- 0.07 C-1 1.86 +/- 0.06

9 -1 1 -1 1 6.94 +/- 0.12 0.24 +/- 0.06 C-1 1.51 +/- 0.06

10 0 0 0 -1 4.93 +/- 0.13 0.26 +/- 0.08 C-1 1.56 +/- 0.15

*HCl solution is 0.5 mMol HCl and 1.0 mMol NaCl
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Figure 5-5 Swelling chamber for PAAm and PAAm/PAA IPN hydrogels.  Two C-

shaped sections of PVC (1 ¾” (dia.) x 1” (h) x 3/8” (wall thick.) were inserted into the 

bottom of the swelling jar to provide a support for a 1 7/8” (dia.) polypropylene mesh.  A 

small anchor ring of PVC is placed over the polypropylene mesh to prevent it from 

floating up in the aqueous solution.  The swelling jar is sealed with a PTFE gasket to 

prevent any fluid loss, or leakage in the from the water bath. 
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Figure 5-6 Temperature swelling response map of PAAm / PAA IPN hydrogel films.  

Color intensity indicates the ratio of RSM at 50 ºC to the RSM at 20 ºC for given 

solution conditions.  The graphs are plotted on a log scale for ionic strength on the 

ordinate axis, with pH from 1.5 to 12.5 along the abscissa.  A color map intensity key 

provides the absolute value for the swelling result along to the right of the chart.  The 

plots taper up on the bottom corners since minimum since dissociation of added acids and 

bases contributes to ionic strength.   
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Figure 5-7 Maximum equilibrium swelling response map for PAAm / PAA IPN 

hydrogel films.  Color intensity indicates the relative swelling mass at 50 ºC, which is 

referenced to the control disc swollen in DI water at room temperature.  The graphs are 

plotted on a log scale for ionic strength on the ordinate axis, with pH from 1.5 to 12.5 

along the abscissa.  A color map intensity key provides the absolute value for the 

swelling result along to the right of the chart.   
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Figure 5-8 Chart showing change in PAAm hydrogel RSM as a function of time for 

first 60 minutes of swelling.  Formulations are identified in Table 5-1.  Lines shown for 

each formulation are exponential curve fits.  Formulations are identified by marker as 

follows:  Color indicates siliconization (blue if not siliconized) and color intensity 

indicates the concentration of acrylamide (darker if more).  Amount of crosslinker is 

indicated by thickness of the outline (thicker if more).  Finally marker size indicates 

amount of initiator (larger if less).  Error bars shown represent standard deviation from 

repeated measures (n = 4 discs). 
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Figure 5-9 RSM changes in PAAm discs over several days I (formulations 1 – 6).  

Three swelling conditions are displayed, pH 1, pH 2.2, and pH 2.2 with high ionic 

strength (I = 0.8).  The bar color shows time of measurement.  Error bars shown represent 

standard deviation from repeated measures (n = 4 PAAm discs). 
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Figure 5-10 RSM changes in PAAm discs over several days II (formulations 7 – 10).  

Three swelling conditions are displayed, pH 1, pH 2.2, and pH 2.2 with high ionic 

strength (I = 0.8).  The bar color shows time of measurement.  Error bars shown represent 

standard deviation from repeated measures (n = 4 PAAm discs). 
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Figure 5-11 A.) RSM in water for 2 formulations of PAAm (Batch 2 and Batch 5) 

polymerized in DMSO and water.  Two initiators were tried in DMSO: benzoyl peroxide, 

and Luperox® TBEC.  All formulations were equimolar in terms of initiator used.  B.)  

RSM as a function of time for Batch 2 polymerized with BPO in DMSO and APS in 

water.   
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Figure 5-12 Pareto chart of effects for a fractional factorial design of PAAm evaluating 

the time constant, τ, based on the main effects and first order interactions.  Higher order 

interactions were neglected. 
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Figure 5-13 Pareto chart of effects, and main effects for a fractional factorial design of 

PAAm evaluating the relative swelling mass in an aqueous solution.  Higher order 

interactions were neglected. 
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Figure 5-14 Temperature response for PAAm / PAA IPNs as determined by RSM over a 

temperature change from 20 ºC to 50 ºC (part I) (formulations 1 – 6).  Three swelling 

conditions were studied, identified by color: deionized water (blue), 1.5 mmol/L NaCl 

(green), and 0.5 mmol/L HCl with 1.0 mmol/L NaCl.  Error bars shown represent 

standard deviation from repeated measurements (n = 3 IPN discs).  
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Figure 5-15 Temperature response for PAAm / PAA IPNs as determined by RSM over a 

temperature change from 20 ºC to 50 ºC (part II) (formulations 7 – 10).  Three swelling 

conditions were studied, identified by color: deionized water (blue), 1.5 mmol/L NaCl 

(green), and 0.5 mmol/L HCl with 1.0 mmol/L NaCl.  Error bars shown represent 

standard deviation from repeated measurements (n = 3 IPN discs). 
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Figure 5-16 Temperature response for interpenetrating polymer networks of PAAm / 

PAA in water for batch formulations described in Table 5-2.  Lines shown are sigmoidal 

curve fits to Equation 5.4.  Formulations are identified my marker as follows: Color 

indicates ionic strength (green is high, 0.8 mmol/L; grey is center point, 0.4 mmol/L; and 

blue is low 0 mmol/L).  Color intensity indicates C-value (darker indicates larger).  

Marker outline indicates amount of crosslinker (thicker indicates more).  Marker size 

indicates initiator (smaller indicates more).  Error bars are standard deviations of repeated 

measures (n = 3). 
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Figure 5-17 Temperature response for interpenetrating polymer networks of PAAm / 

PAA in salt solution (NaCl = 1.5 mmol/L).  Batch formulations are described in Table 

5-2.  Lines shown are sigmoidal curve fits to Equation 5.4.  Formulations are identified 

by markers as follows: Color indicates ionic strength (green is high, 0.8 mmol/L; grey is 

center point, 0.4 mmol/L; and blue is low 0 mmol/L).  Color intensity indicates C-value 

(darker indicates larger).  Marker outline indicates amount of crosslinker (thicker 

indicates more).  Marker size indicates initiator (smaller indicates more).  Error bars are 

standard deviations of repeated measures (n = 3).   
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Figure 5-18 Temperature response for interpenetrating polymer networks of PAAm / 

PAA in acidic solution (HCl = 0.5 mmol/L, NaCl = 1.0 mmol/L).  Batch formulations are 

described in Table 5-2.  Lines shown are sigmoidal curve fits to Equation 5.4.  

Formulations are identified by markers as follows: Color indicates ionic strength (green is 

high, 0.8 mmol/L; grey is center point, 0.4 mmol/L; and blue is low 0 mmol/L).  Color 

intensity indicates C-value (darker indicates larger).  Marker outline indicates amount of 

crosslinker (thicker indicates more).  Marker size indicates initiator (smaller indicates 

more).  Error bars are standard deviations of repeated measures (n = 3). 
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Figure 5-19 Temperature response for selected PAAm / PAA IPN batches in 0.25 

mmol/L HCl (1.25 mmol/L NaCl) shown with their swelling responses in 0.5 mmol/L 

HCl (1.5 mmol/L NaCl).  Circular markers indicate 0.5 mmol/L HCl solutions, and 

square markers indicate 0.25 mmol/L HCl solutions.  Error bars shown represent standard 

deviation from repeated measurements (n = 3). 
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Figure 5-20 Pareto chart of effects, and main effects for the impact of 2-level factors in 

the fractional factorial design on overall relative swelling mass of PAAm / PAA IPN 

hydrogels in deionized water.  Higher order interactions were neglected in the analysis.   
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Figure 5-21 Pareto chart of effects, and main effects for the impact of 2-level factors in 

the fractional factorial design on overall relative swelling mass of PAAm / PAA IPN 

hydrogels in 0.5 mmol/L HCl, 1.0 mmol/L NaCl.  Higher order interactions were 

neglected in the analysis.   
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Figure 5-22 Pareto chart of effects, and main effects for the impact of 2-level factors in 

the fractional factorial design on the transition steepness,  b, of the PAAm / PAA 

hydrogels in the 0.5 mmol/L HCl, 1.0 mmol/L NaCl solution.  Higher order interactions 

were neglected in the analysis.   
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Figure 5-23 Pareto chart of effects, and main effects for the impact of 2-level factors in 

the fractional factorial design on the temperature swelling ratio in 0.5 mmol/L HCl, 1.0 

mmol/L NaCl.  Higher order interactions were neglected in the analysis.   
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6 Chapter 6: Interpenetrating Network Nanoparticles for Biomedical 

Applications: Synthesis, Purification and Surface Modification 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The use of nanoparticles in biology and medicine is expanding into many new 

areas as the scientific toolbox for fabricating nanomaterials, and the knowledge of their 

biological interactions, continually evolves.[1-6]  Hydrogel nanoparticles are especially 

promising in drug delivery due to the inherent advantages of polymers, including 

stability, response mechanisms, flexible means of fabrication, ease of chemical 

modification, and well understood solute transport properties.  An important mechanism 

to produce hydrogel nanoparticles is through inverse emulsion polymerization, and many 

drug delivery nanoparticle platforms are synthesized using inverse emulsion 

chemistry.[7-12]  With inversion emulsion polymerization, the final particle morphology 

is highly dependent on the relative amounts of each phase, monomer loading content and 

relative composition, surfactant composition, and initiation scheme.[12-17] 

  In order to better tune the interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) hydrogel as an 

effective and adaptable nanoparticle drug delivery system, it is important to 

fundamentally understand the parameters that influence particle nucleation and growth 

throughout IPN synthesis.  Further, since large amounts of surfactant are used in 

stabilizing many inverse emulsion polymerizations, it is important to find effective ways 

to purify IPN nanoparticles to maximize their safety and response performance.  It should 

be noted that in the field, as well as in this work, inverse emulsions may be referred to by 

one of several equivalent names, including reverse emulsion, water-in-oil emulsion, and 

microemulsion. 

Poly(ethylene oxide) (or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) for smaller molecular 

weights) has been used extensively in biomedical applications and drug formulations, and 
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is renowned for its excellent biocompatibility and tendency to inhibit the adsorption of 

serum proteins on biomaterial surfaces.  With parenteral drug products, such as with 

interferon, PEG coupling directly to the drug (i.e. PEGylation) has led to significant 

increases in drug circulation half-life and vastly improved therapeutic effectiveness when 

compared to unmodified therapeutics.[18]  Properties determined to be important in 

surfaces that discourage protein adsorption are substantial hydrophilicity, neutral charge, 

and containing hydrogen-bond acceptors, but specifically not hydrogen bond donors.[19]  

PEG meets all of these criteria.   

Explanations for how the molecular properties of PEG reduce molecular 

interactions are based on a combination of the effects low interfacial free energy, steric 

stabilization due excluded volumes, and chain mobility which reduces interaction times 

between proteins and surfaces.[20]  Modification of nanoparticle surfaces with a 

poly(ethylene glycol) corona allows for improved colloidal stability of the therapeutic 

carriers at neutral or near-neutral surface charges, due to high degree of compatibility of 

the polymer corona with aqueous solvents.   

Several factors are important in determining PEG effectiveness in terms of 

resistance to protein binding in vivo, most importantly are molecular weight of PEG 

polymers and their surface density.[21]  The molecular weight range for surface-grafted 

polyethylene oxide which shows maximum effectiveness in blocking serum proteins has 

been found to be between 2000 – 5000 Da, without further improvement above 5 kDa; 

and the maximal inhibition of proteins and uptake by phagocytic immune cells has been 

shown to occur with as little as 5 wt % PEG loading.[22, 23] 

 In this work, the synthesis of IPN nanoparticles was carefully examined in terms 

of surfactant, oil, and water phase ratios.  Building on this analysis, IPN nanoparticle 

growth was characterized for each step during synthesis.  Additionally, several 
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purification techniques were screened and optimized to find the least destructive and 

most efficient means to remove stabilize surfactants and unreacted monomers from IPN 

nanoparticles.  Nanoparticles were modified with a PEG corona to reduce surface charge 

and enhance biocompatibility.  Finally, nanoparticles were examined for safety in vitro 

by cytotoxicity studies to ascertain safety as a function of particle concentration and 

purification methodology. 

 

6.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.2.1 Reagents and Chemicals for IPN Nanoparticles 

Preparation of interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) nanoparticles of 

polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic acid) were carried out with commercially available 

monomers, initiators, and reagents.  The monomers used in this work were acrylamide 

(AAm) (electrophoresis grade 99.9%, Fisher Bioreagents) and acrylic acid (AA) (99%, 

stabilized with 180 – 200 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone, Aldrich), with N’N’-

methylene-bisacrylamide (MBAAm) (99%, Sigma Aldrich) incorporated as a crosslinker.  

Initiator used for polymerization was lauroyl peroxide (Luperox® LP, 97%, Aldrich 

(Arkema)).  Aqueous phase solvent was pure water and the continuous phase solvent was 

cyclohexane (certified ACS, Fisher Chemical).  Surfactants used to stabilize the 

microemulsion were docusate sodium salt (AOT) (Sigma Ultra > 99%, Sigma Life 

Science) and poly(oxyethylene (4)-laurylether) (Brij 30) (Acros Organics, Belgium).  

Water used in all experiments was deionized (DI) with a Milli-Q Plus Ultrapure Water 

System (Millipore) equipped with a 0.22 μm in-line outlet filter.   

Solvents screened and utilized in IPN purification work included ethanol (200 

proof, USP), isopropyl alcohol (IPA), acetone, acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran (THF) (99%, 
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Acros Organics), dimethylformamide (DMF) (Acros Organics), dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO), ethyl ether, ethyl acetate, chloroform, and methylene chloride (DCM).  Unless 

otherwise stated, all organic solvents were ACS grade, and sourced from Fisher 

Chemical.  Adjustments made to pH as described in this work were made with 

hydrochloric acid (HCl) (standardized 1N, Fisher Chemical) and/or sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) (standardized 1N, Fisher Chemical). 

Surface modification of IPN nanoparticles as described used 1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) (Pierce Protein Biology Products, Thermo 

Scientific) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (Sulfo-NHS) (Pierce Protein Biology 

Products, Thermo Scientific) to attach a monofunctional amine (NH2) poly(ethylene 

glycol) to acrylic acid structures on the nanoparticle surface.  The monofunctional 

poly(ethylene glycol) PEG was methoxy poly(ethylene glycol) amine (MW 5000, 

>0.17% mmol/g NH2 loading, Fluka Analytical).  The reaction was conducted in a buffer 

as described made with 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid sodium salt (MES) 

(BioReagent 99%, Sigma Life Science). 

Cell studies to determine cytotoxicity for IPN nanoparticles used 3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)- 5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)- 2-(4-sulfophenyl)- 2H-tetrazolium 

(MTS) assay (CellTiter 96® Aqueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega) 

to quantify cell viability.  Two cell media formulations were used (with and without 

phenol red indicator): Dulbeccos’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (4500 mg/L 

glucose and sodium bicarbonate; with phenol red (D5671) and without phenol red 

(D1145); without L glutamine or sodium pyruvate, Sigma Life Science).  Cell media was 

modified with Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (HyClone™ Fetal Bovine Serum (U.S.), 

Characterized, Thermo Scientific), L-glutamine (200 mmol/L, cellgro®, Corning Life 
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Sciences), and Penicillin-Streptomycin Solution (100X, cellgro®, Corning Life 

Sciences).    

6.2.2 Synthesis of IPN Nanoparticles 

Interpenetrating polymer network nanoparticles were polymerized by sequential 

free-radical polymerization, adopted from procedures described in the literature.[10, 12, 

24]  Synthesis was carried out by a reverse emulsion consisting of approximately 81 wt 

% continuous (cyclohexane), 5.7 wt % aqueous, and 13.3 wt % surfactant (AOT & Brij 

30) phases.  The weight ratio of AOT to Brij 30 was 2:1.  The aqueous phase was added 

in two sequential steps, the first being acrylamide, and was typically 84% (wt. %) of the 

total aqueous phase.  The second sequential aqueous phase (acrylic acid) was typically 

16% by weight.   

The total monomer fraction in DI water (AAm & MBAAm or AA & MBAAm) 

was usually 7.7% for the AAm aqueous phase, and 44% for the AA aqueous phase.  The 

fraction of total monomer that was crosslinker (MBAAm) was usually 12.5% (mol. %) in 

each aqueous phase.  Typical batch size started with around 100 mL cyclohexane in a 250 

mL round bottom flask.  Based on this volume, the initiator (lauoryl peroxide) was 

typically 0.110 g dissolved in 2.3 g of cyclohexane, added once for each aqueous phase 

addition.  Thus, cyclohexane volume was increased by 5 – 6 % (vol. %) in total during 

the both sequential steps for the synthesis of IPN nanoparticles.  Figure 6-1 shows the 

chemical structure for surfactants and initiator used in to make IPN nanoparticles. 

Microemulsions were prepared by dissolving AOT and Brij 30 into cyclohexane 

while mixing with magnetic stirring.  The typical weight ratio of surfactant to 

cyclohexane was 0.164.  Upon dissolving, the dry micelle microemulsion was syringe 

filtered with 0.2 μm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter membrane (Whatman).  UV-
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Vis absorbance was used to ensure no change in surfactant concentration occurred due to 

filtering. 

  The aqueous phases were prepared by dissolving monomer and crosslinker in 

water under gentle mixing.  Both aqueous phases were filtered using 0.2 μm 

polyethersulfone (PES) syringe filters (VWR).  Initiator solutions were prepared in 

cyclohexane, and filtered with PTFE membrane filters.  All three solutions were prepared 

in sufficient excess to compensate for filtration loss, and added by mass to ensure relative 

mass fraction consistency between the three phases in all batches. 

The first aqueous phase (AAm) was drip added into the continuous phase while 

swirling, and then homogenized under very high shear (24,000 RPM) (Ultra-Turrax T25, 

IKA, Wilmington, NC) for 5 minutes in a room temperature water bath.  The batch was 

then needle purged with nitrogen for 30 minutes.  After the first 20 minutes of nitrogen 

purging, lauroyl peroxide dissolved in a small amount of cyclohexane was injected into 

the batch while stirring, and then purged for an additional 10 minutes to remove any 

additional dissolved O2 added with the initiator. 

Following completion of purging, the microemulsion was submerged in a 60 ºC 

water bath to initiate the reaction by thermal decomposition of the redox initiator, and 

carried out 2 hours to completion.  The batch was then cooled to room temperature while 

mixing.  After cooling, the batch was opened, and the second aqueous phase (AA) was 

drip added while swirling.  The process to complete the IPN synthesis was repeated 

identically to the AAm reaction from this point forward, and cooled then to room 

temperature while stirring once IPN polymerization was completed. 

Following synthesis of IPN nanoparticles, the continuous phase (cyclohexane) 

was removed by rotary vacuum distillation by equilibrating the sample at 43 ºC, and 

slowly reducing pressure to 22 in Hg vacuum under rotation at 220 RPM.  The distillate 
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was condensed at 9 ºC.  As the continuous phase was removed, the vacuum was steady 

increased to 27 in Hg, while the temperature was slowly increased to 50 ºC.  The feed 

progressively thickened, eventually becoming a completely opaque, white, and highly 

viscous nanoparticle / surfactant liquid.  The volume of the typical nanoparticle slurry 

residue was approximately 12 mL.  This solution was then dissolved in an initial solvent 

to begin purification. 

6.2.3 Inverse Emulsion Droplet Studies 

To characterize IPN nanoparticle synthesis, formulations of cyclohexane, water, 

and surfactant (AOT and Brij 30 in a 2:1 wt. ratio) were emulsified and examined with 

dynamic light scattering (DLS).  Figure 6-2 shows the formulations on a tertiary phase 

diagram for combinations examined.  All samples for dynamic light scattering were 

analyzed in quartz cuvettes.  Cuvettes were washed with acetone and water, followed by 

rinsing with filtered cyclohexane between samples to eliminate dust particles.  

Additionally, cuvettes were blown out with clean compressed gas and wiped with lens 

paper to dry between microemulsion sample additions.   

Cyclohexane and surfactant solutions, as well as water solutions were syringe 

filtered prior to use as described in Section 6.2.2.  Aqueous components were analyzed as 

pure water, and with dissolved AAm monomer at a weight fraction (Wf) of 0.08 in water.  

Dynamic light scattering experiments were performed on a Zetasizer ZS (Malvern 

Instruments). 

Characterization of microemulsion droplets included viscosity measurements.  All 

viscosity measurements were performed on an A&D SV-10 tuning fork vibrational 

viscometer (A&D Company, LTD) at room temperature, calibrated with a deionized 

water standard prior to each measurement.  The displayed dynamic viscosity was 
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converted to actual dynamic viscosity (mPa-S) by dividing the displayed value by the 

true specific gravity of the sample solution as determined during sample preparation. 

For particle growth experiments, depicted in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7, IPN 

nanoparticles were synthesized as described in Section 6.2.2, with 1 mL sample volumes 

removed for analysis at each step of the polymerization. 

6.2.4 IPN Nanoparticle Purification 

Following IPN particle synthesis as described in Section 6.2.2, several 

purification methods were examined.  After rotary vacuum evaporation to remove 

cyclohexane, particles and surfactants were dissolved in an initial solvent (alcohol or 

water) for further purification, depending on the specific purification sequence or 

method.  Purification methods screened included combinations of centrifugal 

sedimentation, batch dialysis, ionomer precipitation washing, liquid-liquid extraction 

(LLE), and tangential flow filtration (TFF). 

 For ionomer purification, the initial nanoparticle and surfactant slurry was 

dissolved in 150 mL water, with the pH adjusted to around pH 9 with NaOH to fully 

ionize the acrylic acid in the IPN nanoparticles.  Subsequently, an ionomer state was 

established in the particles by adding a low dielectric strength solvent (acetone) to the 

wash, which caused particles to precipitate out of the solution.[25]  An illustration of this 

is shown in Figure 6-8.  The ratio of acetone to NaOH solution was approximately 70% 

to 30%.  A pellet of nanoparticles was created by centrifuging at 3200 rcf (Centra CL3R, 

Thermo IEC, Waltham, MA) for 15 minutes. This wash procedure was repeated up to 15 

times in sequence until the pellet obtained a lightly opaque appearance.  Each subsequent 

pellet dissolution step was done using pH 12 sodium hydroxide solution.  Following the 

ionomer sequence, the pellet was dissolved in DI water and placed on dialysis (MWCO 
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12 – 14 kDa, RC membrane, Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.) for 10 dialysate changes over 5 

days. 

 Centrifugal sedimentation was carried out by dissolving the initial IPN particle 

slurry in 100 mL of ethanol.  Upon full solvation of the slurry into a turbid solution, IPN 

nanoparticles were pelleted from the ethanol wash solution by centrifuging at 3200 rcf for 

60 minutes.  The pellet was then redissolved in ethanol (100 mL total, between two 

tubes) by bath sonication for up to an hour, followed by rotary mixing for up to 24 hours.  

The process was repeated up to five times in sequence. 

 In order to screen other possible sedimentation wash solvents, solvents and 

solvent blends were screened as indicated in Table 6-1.  AOT and Brij 30 were combined 

in a 2:1 weight ratio for a total of 3 g, and dissolved in 20 mL of each test solvent.  

Additionally, polyacrylamide discs were swollen in each solvent to gauge solvent 

compatibility between the IPN particles and the solvent.  Swelling volume, ease of 

surfactant dissolution, and amount of foaming upon mixing were noted as shown in the 

table. 

 Solvent mixtures were also screened for suitability in surfactant removal by 

liquid-liquid extraction (LLE).  Examination was carried out with Brij 30 and AOT 

separately, in concentrations ranging from 1000:1 to 10:1 (solvent to surfactant by wt.).  

Solutions were examined for signs of phase separation or cloudiness at room temperature.  

Solvents examined included water, 75% IPA/25% water, n-butanol, ethyl acetate, ethyl 

ether, cyclohexane, heptane, toluene, methylene chloride, and chloroform.  The best 

performing solvents in terms of dissolving surfactants at all concentrations were diethyl 

ether, ethyl acetate, chloroform, and methylene chloride.   

These were selected to specifically examined in LLE by dissolving 2 g of 

surfactant (AOT and Brij 30 in a 2:1 wt. ratio) in three different volumes of organic 
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solvent (~8 mL, ~12 mL, ~16 mL).  To each sample, 0.7 mL of water was added, and 

then mixed repeatedly by inversion.  Methylene chloride and chloroform demonstrated 

the least tendency to emulsify at these ratios of organic solvent, surfactant, and water.  

Drop additions of ethanol to the upper phases tended to reduce emulsions in these 

extractions (chloroform and DCM).   

 In order to enhance phase separation in extractions, LLEs were carried out in 

PTFE centrifuge tubes, and separated under centrifugation.  IPN-surfactant slurry batches 

were dissolved in 150 mL of water (2X batch), or 300 mL of water (1X batch) following 

rotary evaporation, and an initial round of centrifugal sedimentation in an isopropanol-

ethanol blend (80% ethanol).  The aqueous IPN nanoparticle-surfactant suspensions were 

combined with ethanol and methylene chloride in ratios indicated in Figure 6-11.  Water 

in these samples is the IPN and surfactant solution described above.  Amount of 

centrifugation (shown) is 50 rcf for 5 minutes at the lowest level; an additional 10 

minutes at 50 rcf plus 15 minutes at 200 rcf for the middle level; and at the highest level, 

a cumulative of 500 rcf for 5 minutes, 1600 rcf for 10 minutes, and 3200 rcf for 90 

minutes on top of previous centrifugation done in sequence.  Since the highest levels of 

centrifugation would be the most significant, this can be simplified to level 1 (5 minutes 

at 50 rcf), level 2 (200 rcf for 15 minutes), and level 3 (3200 rcf for 90 minutes).  

Volumes were measured within centrifuge tubes using a Vernier caliper calibrated to 

volume for each centrifuge tube.  Tubes were affixed in a custom-made laboratory rig 

with alignment markings to ensure calibrated volume measurements made using calipers 

were consistent, and eliminated any possible parallax error.   

 Phases separated from LLEs were examined with mass spectroscopy for Brij 30 

and AOT.  Aqueous, foamy, and DCM phases were analyzed with high resolution 

electrospray mass spectroscopy, in both positive and negative mode (6530 Accurate Mass 
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QTofLC/MS, Agilent Technologies).  Solutions were diluted 1000 times in DCM for 

analysis.  A positive mode spectrum, with Brij 30 identified is shown in Figure 6-13. 

Aqueous solutions of IPN nanoparticles were purified using batch dialysis in 

either 12 – 14 kDa regenerated cellulose membrane (Spectrum Laboratories Inc.), or 100 

kDa cellulose ester membrane (Spectrum Laboratories Inc.).  Batches were dialyzed in 30 

– 50 mL volumes, against 1 to 4 L of DI water per wash, depending on membrane width.  

Sample volumes in dialysis membranes were weighted on bottom with glass beads to 

prevent floatation.   

Tangential flow filtration (TFF) was also used to wash, as well as concentrate 

aqueous IPN nanoparticle / surfactant suspensions.  TFF cartridges consisted of 

hydrophilic hallow fibers of modified polyethersulfone (mPES), with a total surface area 

of 20 cm
2
, and a pore size of 500 kDa (Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.). 

6.2.5 IPN Nanoparticle Drying and SEM Analysis 

IPN nanoparticles were dried for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis, 

as well as to determine particle mass concentrations.  Open air stage drying and 

lyophilization were used to dry IPN nanoparticles.  Nanoparticles were lyophilized by 

flash freezing aqueous particle suspensions in liquid nitrogen (LN2).  Upon equilibration 

in LN2, frozen particle solutions were opened to air, and covered with a Kimwipe® 

(Kimberly Clark Professional) folded over once and secured with an elastic band.  

Sufficient gas exchange was allowed through the cover to prevent any melting during 

freeze drying.  Lyophilization was carried out at vacuum pressure < 0.06 mbar, and with 

a condenser temperature < -40C.  (FreeZone 4.5L Benchtop, Labconco).   

Particles were prepared for SEM analysis by either adding particle solutions 

directly to carbon tape-covered SEM stages, and then evaporated dry in a flow hood over 
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about 2 hours; or by gently transferring small amounts of lyophilized particles to carbon 

tape-covered SEM stages in a flow hood.  Lyophilized particles were particularly 

susceptible to air currents and electrostatic repulsion, so flow hoods were temporarily 

shut off while working with freeze-dried particles. 

  A particulate respirator was worn any time while working with lyophilized 

nanoparticles in the open air (P100 particulate filter respirator, 3M).  After particles were 

affixed to carbon tape, stages were sputter-coated with platinum-palladium (Cressington 

208 Benchtop Sputter Coater, Cressington Scientific) to around 10 nm of surface 

coverage.  SEM images were taken on a Leo 1530 Gemini SEM with EDS detector 

(Zeiss), or a Supra 40VP (Zeiss) as indicated. 

6.2.6 Surface Modification of Nanoparticles 

IPN nanoparticles were modified with a surface corona of poly(ethylene glycol) 

using EDC-NHS chemistry.  The reaction mechanism is shown in Figure 6-15.  This 

reaction was prepared by combining 1.5 mL of IPN nanoparticles at a concentration of 

3.3 mg/mL in MES buffer (pH 5.07).  This was combined with 1.5 mL of 200 mg/mL 

poly(ethylene glycol) in MES buffer; 1.0 mL of 9.7 mg/mL S-NHS in MES buffer; and 

1.0 mL of 9.8 mg/mL EDC in MES buffer.  Poly(ethylene glycol) was MW 5000 with 

NH2 loading > 0.17 mmol/g for attachment by EDC-NHS to carboxylic acid functional 

groups on poly(acrylic acid) within the IPN.  MES buffer was syringe filtered with 0.2 

μm PES filters prior to use.   

IPN nanoparticles surface-modified with PEG were characterized using dynamic 

light scattering and Zeta potential analysis (Zetasizer ZS, Malvern Instruments).  

Automatic settings were used for measurement configuration and analysis models. 
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6.2.7 Cytotoxicity Studies 

Since therapeutic IPN nanoparticles are ultimately intended for use as an 

externally-actuated drug delivery platform, it was crucial to examine their safety in vitro.  

IPN nanoparticles purified using combinations of methods were screened for cytotoxicity 

in two cell lines, at a variety of concentrations.  The cell lines examined were Caco-2 

human colorectal adenocarcinoma (ATCC), and L929 murine fibroblasts (ATCC).  Caco-

2 cells were used at passage number 63, and L929 cells were used at passage number 24.  

Cells were cultured until appropriate passage number was reached.  Once ready, cells 

were seeded in cell-culture treated 96-well plates (Nunclon™ Delta Surface Microwell 

Plate, Thermo Scientific) at 10
5
 cells per well in 200 μL volumes, counted with an 

automated handheld cell counter (Specter, Millipore).  All cell media was modified with 

10% (vol %) fetal bovine serum, 1% (vol %) (200 mmol/L) L-glutamine, and 1% (vol %) 

penicillin-streptomycin (100x).  Volume percentages shown are additive to original 

media volume by convention.  Cells were cultured for 24-48 hours until 90% confluent.   

IPN nanoparticles were dissolved in DMEM media without phenol red, modified 

as described above.  Particle concentrations started at 1mg/mL, and were diluted serially 

to 0.008 mg/mL in phenol red-free DMEM cell culture media.  Culturing media (with 

phenol red indicator) was aspirated from cell culture wells with a glass pipette and 

replaced 200 μL of particle loaded media.  Cells were then incubated in a HEPA filtered 

CO2 Incubator (VWR) at 37 ºC for two hours with 5% CO2. Following incubation, media 

was aspirated, and replaced with MTS assay solution (CellTiter 96® Aqueous One 

Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega).  The cytotoxicity assay solution was 

prepared by 2 mL of MTS assay in 10 mL of phenol red-free cell culture media, and 

warmed to 37 ºC.  150 μL of MTS assay was added to each well, and the plate was then 

incubated for 90 minutes in the same conditions described above.   
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Plates were read on a UV-Vis spectrometer (Synergy HT multimode microplate 

spectrometer, BioTek Instruments, Inc.) at 490 and 690 nm.  All cell work was done in a 

laminar flow hood (SterilGARD III Advance, Baker Company) with standard cell culture 

protocols.  Cytotoxicity measurements were carried out in triplicate for each 

concentration of IPN nanoparticles, under all purification methods, and for both cell lines 

examined.  A media-only control (positive), as well as a 3% bleach solution control 

(negative), were included for comparison in each cell line examined.  Cytotoxicity, as 

determined by the absorbance of the MTS assay solution was normalized to the viability 

of the cells in positive control wells.   

 

6.3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.3.1 Light Scattering of IPN Microemulsion Polymerization 

Figure 6-3 shows the micelle size as measured by dynamic light scattering of 

surfactant-stabilized water droplets in cyclohexane.  Two different weight ratios of 

surfactant to cyclohexane ratios are examined, 0.163 and 0.110.  0.163 corresponds to the 

typical weight ratio used in the AOT/Brij 30 microemulsion.  The 0.163 ratio is 

represented by the red line in the tertiary phase diagram in Figure 6-2.  The DLS results 

show the surfactant to water weight ratio along the abscissa, and correspond to the blue 

dots along the red line in the phase diagram.  The results indicate that as the amount of 

surfactant added to disperse water droplets in cyclohexane results in larger water droplets 

as the ratio of water to surfactant is increased.   

Dynamic light scattering was used to characterize stabilized particles in 

cyclohexane.  In DLS, a correlator determines fluctuations in a speckle pattern due to 

light scattering of particles in solution as it changes with respect to time.[26]  Since 
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particle distribution within a static solution at a steady temperature is dictated by 

Brownian motion, the Stokes-Einstein equation is used in DLS to determine the size of 

diffusing spherical particles due to random particle motion.  Equation 6.1 shows this 

relationship.   

 

 
   

   

    ( )
 

Equation 6.1 

In this equation, D is the translational diffusion coefficient, d(H) is the hydrodynamic 

diameter of the particle, η is dynamic viscosity of the solution for which the particles are 

diffusion in, Kb is the Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute temperature.  In DLS, the 

translational diffusion coefficient, D, is determined from a correlation function of the 

measurement, and size can be determined by Equation 6.1.  It has been reported that 

monomer presence in the AOT/Brij 30 microemulsion causes dynamic viscosity to 

deviate from that of the pure solvent, or solvent-surfactant system.[13, 14]  Dynamic 

viscosity was analyzed in these microemulsions, based on monomer (AAm) presence, 

surfactant to oil ratio, and surfactant to water ratio.  The results are shown in Figure 6-4.  

According to the results, monomer presence has a significant effect on dynamic viscosity 

at lower surfactant to water ratios.  Also, samples with a lower surfactant to oil ratio 

showed lower dynamic viscosity overall, with similar monomer effects.  Other analysis 

was done to examine the effect of buffer (sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4), crosslinker, 

and a lower monomer weight fraction (Wf = 0.06), however no major deviations were 

noted due to these variables at the levels examined.  Correcting the DLS results for 

dynamic viscosity produces an interesting result, shown Figure 6-5.  Upon adjustment for 

viscosity, the micelle size is essentially steady regardless of surfactant to water ratio, and 
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is similar to the size recorded for dry micelles in these samples, whether or not monomer 

is present. 

Based on this observation, DLS studies were performed on IPN nanoparticles at 

each step synthesis.  In order for micelles in the microemulsion to be uniform in size 

regardless of water to surfactant ratio suggests that the majority of water added to the 

system is not dispersed into equally sized droplets prior to synthesis.  The results of this 

study are shown in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7.  Several interesting observations are 

apparent from the results.  The first is that particle size increases with each step of the 

polymerization.  Initial droplets of acrylamide solution stabilized cyclohexane with AOT 

and Brij 30 show an average Z-average micelle size of 12 nm.   

Once the initiator is added, and the particles are reacted into PAAm nanoparticles, 

size increased to 22 nm, despite no additional water or monomer being added between 

steps.  Figure 6-7 shows two intensity peaks in the first step, with a larger one positioned 

around 200 nm.  This is highly indicative of two particle populations, and would explain 

why the micelles appear dry (based on size) regardless of amount of water added to the 

tertiary phase system.  It should be noted that relative quantities of the two peaks do not 

represent abundance in intensity distributions.  This is illustrated in Equation 6.2, the 

Rayleigh scattering equation for small particles.[27] 
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Equation 6.2 

In this equation, Io is the incident light intensity, while I is the scattered intensity at 

distance R, and a scattering angle θ from the particle.  The wavelength of light is λ, and m 
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is the refractive index of the particle.  From this equation, it is apparent that intensity of 

scattered light varies to the 6
th

 power with particle diameter, d.   

 Accounting for the intensity of the much larger 200 nm particles, and assuming 

the scattering intensity from both populations is approximately equivalent,  then number 

ratio of in terms of total population of small micelles (~5 nm) to large water droplets 

(~200 nm) is roughly 40
6
.   

Throughout the polymerization, IPN particle size steadily increases, and the 

polydispersity steadily decreases.  The exception is when the acrylic acid phase is 

initially added, and a small intensity peak is observed around 5 μm.  It should be noted 

that the acrylic acid phase is added with much less volume (15% of the total aqueous 

phase is added with acrylic acid), and the dispersed, stabilized polyacrylamide spheres 

are larger due to first-step polymerization in the IPN, giving them more relative capacity 

to absorb the added acrylic acid monomer.   

Upon homogenizing after the addition of acrylic acid, the peak narrows 

significantly and the particle size grows as the reaction is completed.  It should be noted 

that DLS analysis was done on the droplets immediately following homogenization at 

24,000 RPM for PAAm as well.  Both peaks tended to narrow, but remained in place.  

The Z-average in this case could not be accurately determined due to the unusually 

narrow shape of the intensity peaks. 

A major change  done in this work from the established procedures was to switch 

from an aqueous phase initiator to a continuous phase initiator.[10]  The substitution was 

initially done to minimize premature initiation due to having ammonium persulfate mixed 

into the aqueous phase during emulsification, especially once oxygen was reduced.  

Nanoparticle preparations with ammonium persulfate were highly dependent on 

homogenization for achieving a low polydispersity, and produced polymer particles 
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around 240 nm in hydrodynamic diameter.[10]  Using continuous phase initiation with 

lauroyl peroxide, it was observed that every step of the microemulsion is optically clear, 

and the average particle size following purification has been found to be around 50 – 60 

nm in hydrodynamic diameter, which allows for additional physiological utility in manly 

applications.  This would include any applications for drug delivery to intracellular 

compartments, lymphatics, or to any organs/cells/tissues where uptake of smaller 

particles is preferential, or where prolonged circulation residence time is needed.[28-31]  

Additionally, increasing the size of smaller particles is achievable through surface 

grafting polymer tethers to IPN nanoparticle seeds as described in below. 

6.3.2 IPN Purification Results 

Purification of IPN nanoparticles was explored in several ways to optimize 

efficiency and effectiveness of mechanisms to separate reagents and microemulsion 

stabilizing surfactants from nanoparticles.   

As described in Section 6.2.4, IPN nanoparticle slurries were dissolved in an 

initial solvent to start the purification sequence.  The most successful initial solvent was 

ethanol if added in sufficient volume (100 mL ethanol added to 12 mL IPN slurry).  This 

consistently allowed for easy dissolution, as well as pellet formation during the first 

centrifuge run (3200 rcf for 60 minutes).  Sequential centrifugal sedimentation washes 

with ethanol, however, were progressively harder to dissolve, usually requiring at least an 

hour of ultrasonication, followed by 24 hours of rotary mixing.  Further, once dissolved, 

sedimentation by centrifugation became progressively more problematic as well.  

Successful sedimentation was indicated by well-formed pellets and clear supernatants.  

Ultracentrifugation at 20,000 RPM yielded a marginal improvement in separating 

particles during progressive wash cycles (3 – 5 cycles total).  Samples dissolved initially 
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in DI water or dilute HCl solution could not be separated by sedimentation regardless of 

centrifugation parameters.  Following sedimentation washing, batch dialysis in DI water 

using 12 kDa regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane was carried out for a minimum of 

5 days, with 10 wash solution changes.   

IPN nanoparticles purified using this sequence are shown in Figure 6-9 A.  It is 

clear from the micrograph that the nanoparticles are agglomerated and visibly 

contaminated.  Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) performed on this sample 

showed significant amounts of sulfur and sodium, indicating residual AOT 

contamination.  Additionally, there may be some effects on IPN nanoparticles due to 

several cycles of prolonged ultrasonication used to facilitate dissolution.[32] 

Alternative sedimentation solvents were screened to determine if a more 

appropriate combination could be selected.  Table 6-1 shows the results of solvent 

screening on polyacrylamide hydrogels, and on AOT / Brij 30 surfactant combinations.  

The solvents thought to be most promising were hypothesized to only partially swell the 

PAAm hydrogels, effectively dissolve surfactants, and foam minimally.  For dissolution, 

organic solutions with dissolved surfactants were centrifuged at high speed (20,000 

RPM) to ensure no separation of surfactants was possible after dissolution.  Only pure 

DMSO, all blends of THF, ethanol, pure acetonitrile, and water showed any signs of 

phase separation under high speed centrifugation, and it was usually very slight (except 

for water).   

Based on the results of the solvent study, 50% acetonitrile, 75% isopropanol, and 

acetone were attempted as sedimentation solvents.  75% isopropanol worked relatively 

well as an initial solvent, but tended to result in too rapid of precipitation, and wouldn’t 

dissolve particle solutions after the first wash.  Acetonitrile and acetone dissolved particle 

solutions, but could not separate particles from solvent under centrifugation.  When 
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sedimentation of particles from the wash solvent was incomplete or impossible, the 

organic solvent was separated from the IPN nanoparticle feed by rotary vacuum 

distillation. 

Figure 6-9 B shows IPN nanoparticles purified using the ionomer procedure 

described in 6.2.4.  This sequence, which used several rounds of ionomer washing, and 

was followed by batch dialysis in 12 kDa cellulose ester membrane, yielded particles 

which are visibly clean in SEM micrographs.  However, as discussed in Chapter 4, base-

catalyzed hydrolysis of polyacrylamide in carrying out this procedure is a risk.  The 

results from Chapter 4 indicate that the risk can be minimized by shortening exposure 

duration, maintaining the temperature low, and using the least basic solution possible to 

facilitate precipitation.  In that work, polyacrylamide hydrolysis was limited to < 5% over 

1 hour of exposure at 22 ºC to pH 13, which is 10 times more basic than this wash 

sequence. 

For purification sequences relying on water, it was noticed that dialysate tended to 

never be foamy upon agitation in 12 kDa regenerated cellulose membrane.  Due to the 

high levels of surfactant in the aqueous IPN nanoparticle solutions, this is most likely due 

to a coating of surfactant fouling the inner surface of the dialysis membrane.  To improve 

the aqueous component of purification, dialysis membrane was switched from 12 kDa 

regenerated cellulose, to 100 kDa cellulose ester membrane.  Wash solution was 

immediately noticed to foam upon agitation for every dialysate water change.  However, 

this was found to be exceeding time consuming, since foaming in the dialysate was noted 

for up to 15 sequential dialysate water changes.  Particles purified by a single round of 

sedimentation and 10 days of dialysis are shown in Figure 6-10 C.  IPN nanoparticle 

purity was improved over that achieved using 12 kDa regenerated cellulose dialysis 

membrane. 
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Liquid-liquid extraction was carried out with aqueous IPN nanoparticle solutions 

against methylene chloride, with ethanol added to destabilize emulsions.  This was 

investigated due to the extremely low solubility of Brij 30 in water.  Thus, separating Brij 

30 from nanoparticles was predominately achievable only during sedimentation washing.  

Liquid-liquid extraction allows for Brij 30 to partition into a more compatible solvent, but 

LLE formulations tended to foam, with lengthy settling times.  In order to speed up 

extractions, a method using centrifugation to better separate liquids in the LLE from each 

other was developed.  A variety of extraction combinations were examined under 

centrifugation as described in 6.2.4. 

The results shown in Figure 6-11 indicate that at both high and low polymer 

concentrations, the most ideal DCM, water (with particles), and ethanol combinations 

were formulations 5, 6, and 8.  Ethanol to water ratio (vol. to vol.) above around 0.3 

deviated from a 1:1 ratio between initial aqueous ethanol content, and final aqueous 

ethanol content as determined by refractive index.  Extraction combinations were 

regarded to be more successful if clarity in either or both phases was achieved more 

readily, and if the middle opaque phase was minimal in volume and easily diminished.  

These middle foamy phases were examined by cross-polarized microscopy (BX60 

brightfield with adjustable polarizers, Olympus) for birefringence.  None was noted.  

Characteristic micrographs are shown in Figure 6-12.   

Phases of the centrifuge LLE (CLLE) experiment were analyzed with mass 

spectroscopy as described in 6.2.4.  The results are shown in Figure 6-13 and Figure 

6-14.  Based on the results, AOT is disproportionately found with the aqueous phases, 

and Brij 30 tends to almost completely partition into DCM and DCM-foam phases.  Since 

low levels of AOT are water soluble, it can be effectively removed by other purification 
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steps.  Importantly, this shows that the CLLE method is highly effective at extracting Brij 

30 from the IPN nanoparticle solution in water. 

The purification of IPN nanoparticles by strategies developed in this work has 

been greatly enhanced.  In summary, the optimal purification sequence beginning from an 

IPN nanoparticle slurry following rotary distillation under vacuum starts with an initial 

sedimentation round in ethanol (~10:1 ratio v:v).  From here, the first option is to re-

dissolve the IPN particle pellet in water, raise the pH with NaOH, and shift the solvent 

dielectric constant by adding acetone to start the ionomer sequence.  The alternative is to 

dissolve the pellet in water and complete 1 to 2 rounds of liquid-liquid extraction against 

DCM as previously described.  Finally, batch dialysis in 100 kDa cellulose ester 

membrane completes the purification.  When this second route has been followed, the 

initial dialysate was foamy upon agitation, but stopped being foamy within 3 water 

changes, suggesting an endpoint for this wash sequence.  IPN nanoparticles purified in 

this manner are shown in Figure 6-10 A.  Tangential flow filtration (TFF) can be used as 

a much faster alternative to batch dialysis.  In this work, particles were purified with 500 

kDa TFF mPES cartridges in place of dialysis, or as a final step to all purification 

methods to concentrate purified particle solutions. 

It should be noted that lyophilization affects IPN nanoparticles as prepared for 

SEM analysis.  Figure 6-10 B and D show particles purified identically but dried with 

lyophilization.  The image on the upper left is the same particle batch as shown in B, but 

was stage dried rather than lyophilized.  Image C and D, were both from the same 

purified and lyophilized batch, but show how different regions of the sample vary under 

examination with scanning electron microscopy, which was frequently observed 

regardless of purification technique.  Various parameters specific to the freeze-drying 
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process and particle system are known to influence the impact of lyophilization on 

polymer nanoparticles.[33, 34] 

6.3.3 DLS and Zeta Potential of Surface Modifications to IPN Nanoparticles 

IPN nanoparticles were surface-modified with poly(ethylene glycol) as described 

in Section 6.2.6.  Shown in Table 6-2 are the DLS results for particles with and without 

poly(ethylene glycol) attached to the particle surface.  In naked particles, progressively 

higher acidity tends to cause particle size to increase, while narrowing in PDI.  This is 

shown directly in Figure 6-16.  Since acrylic acid protonates with decreasing pH, particle 

collapse will be favored, and colloidal stability will be reduced due to particles becoming 

more neutrally charged.  Interestingly, in slightly acidic aqueous solutions, IPN 

nanoparticles initially show a positive temperature response with increasing temperature, 

until around a critical point, at which particle size as determined by DLS falls off 

relatively rapidly with respect to temperature.   

This is associated with a turbidity change that is visible in heated particle 

solutions, Table 6-2 B.  IPN nanoparticles in weakly acidic solutions near the pKa of the 

polymer, cluster together into particle aggregates, but not to such an extent that 

precipitation out of the solution is observed.  The average size of the particles in non-

acidic solutions as indicated by DLS is in the range of 30 - 100 nm, charged stabilized in 

solution with a measured Zeta potential of –18.5 mV.  Following surface modification 

with poly(ethylene glycol), particle size increases dramatically due to the length of the 

added polymer added tethers in solution to about 250 nm, with Zeta potential measured to 

be  –2.5 mV. 
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6.3.4 Cytotoxicity Studies 

Cell viability for two distinct cell lines were examined to determine toxicity of 

IPN nanoparticles, particularly in regard to purification strategy.  The studies are 

described in Section 6.2.7, and the results are shown in Figure 6-17 and Figure 6-18.  

Particle concentrations ranged from 1 mg/mL to 0.008 mg/mL.  The three particle 

purification methods screened were dialysis, tangential flow filtration, and a multi-

method procedure consisting of liquid-liquid extraction and dialysis.  All three batches 

were initially purified with one round of sedimentation washing as described previously.  

It should be noted that the dialysis method employed here was extensive, with nearly 25 

dialysate changes in 100 kDa cellulose ester membrane over the course of several 

months.  TFF was carried out of the course of an hour by comparison. 

At all concentrations examined, and in both cell lines, only TFF-purified particles 

showed any significant toxicity relative to the media control.  The dialysis particle results 

suggest that, given sufficient time and effort, IPN nanoparticles can be purified 

predominately in aqueous solutions.  However, the multi-mode cleaning strategy, despite 

incorporating methylene chloride in the process, achieved identical viability in less than 

25% of the time spent dialyzing in 100 kDa cellulose ester membrane.  Of the two cell 

lines, the Caco-2 cells were more resilient to the bleach control, with over 40% viability 

in a 3% bleach solution.  However, these cells were more susceptible to toxicity due to 

high concentrations of IPN particles purified by TFF only.  Also, the viability of cells in 

response to a decreasing concentration of TFF-purified IPN nanoparticles increased 

steadily.  With L929 murine fibroblasts, the effect of particle quantity with TFF-purified 

IPN nanoparticles completely drops off at concentrations below 0.125 mg/mL, despite 

these cells being much more sensitive to the 3% bleach solution.  Overall if IPN 
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nanoparticles are purified sufficiently, regardless of purification techniques or sequence, 

they exhibit very low cellular toxicity as demonstrated in these experiments.  
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Figure 6-1 Surfactants and initiator used in the reverse emulsion polymerization of IPN 

nanoparticles.  AOT and Brij 30 were used in a 2:1 ratio to stabilize the microemulsion.  

Lauroyl peroxide was a continuous phase initiator for free radical inverse emulsion 

polymerization. 
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Figure 6-2 Tertiary phase diagram for surfactant, oil (continuous), and aqueous 

(dispersed) phases.  The continuous phase is cyclohexane and the aqueous phase is pure 

water.  The lower right corner of the diagram represents thermodynamic stability for the 

water-in-oil microemulsion with AOT and Brij 30 in a 2:1 ratio.  The colored lines guide 

constant ratios for any two phases, and intersect at the ‘normal’ formulation.  Phase 

fractions are by mass.  Points indicate examined formulations. 
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Figure 6-3 Dynamic light scattering results for micelle size as a function of surfactant 

to water ratio.  The surfactant to oil ratio is examined at two different levels.  The micelle 

size by DLS is shown for reference (~5 nm). 
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Figure 6-4 Dynamic viscosity at two surfactant to oil ratio levels, with and without 

acrylamide added to the aqueous phase.   The black bars show the higher surfactant to oil 

ratio.  For each surfactant to water ratio, the acrylamide loaded droplets are on the left. 
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Figure 6-5 DLS results for micelles as a function surfactant to water ratio, corrected for 

viscosity. 
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Figure 6-6 IPN nanoparticle growth during polymerization by DLS.  Blue bars are Z-

average.  Grey bars are PDI, and refer to secondary ordinate axis.  Uncertainty shown is 

standard deviation of repeated measurements (n = 3). 
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Figure 6-7 Intensity-weighted size distributions for IPN nanoparticles during 

polymerization by DLS.  Repeated measurement curves are shown overlapping (n = 3). 
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Figure 6-8 Ionized hydrogel and counterions in solution based on relative permittivity.  

The upper illustration shows the ion distribution within a gel in a high dielectric constant 

solvent (i.e. water).  The bottom illustration shows an ionomer gel state in a low dielectric 

constant solvent. 
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Figure 6-9 SEM micrographs of particles following purification.  A) Particles purified 

by centrifugal sedimentation in ethanol, followed by batch dialysis in regenerated 

cellulose membrane (MWCO = 12,000 Da) (SEM: Leo 1530, Zeiss).  B) Particles 

purified by ionomer precipitation washing, followed by batch dialysis (SEM: Supra 

40VP, Zeiss). 
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Table 6-1 Results of solvent screening on PAAm and AOT/Brij mixture. 

Solvent (% v/v) in 
Water 

PAAm Swelling 
Ratio 

Surfactant 
Dissolution 

Foaming 

        

    
Acetone 1.0 Medium Slight 

Acetonitrile (100%) 1.0 Slow None 

Acetonitrile (25%/75%) 18.2 Fast Yes 

Acetonitrile (40%/60%) 6.9 Medium Yes 

Acetonitrile (50%/50%) 3.2 Fast Yes 

Acetonitrile (60%/40%) 2.8 Medium Slight 

Acetonitrile (75%/25%) 2.2 Fast Slight 

Cyclohexane 1.0 Medium None 

DCM (100%) 1.0 Fast None 

Diethyl Ether (100%) 1.0 Fast Slight 

DMF (25%/75%) 18.5 Fast Yes 

DMF (50%/50%) 9.3 Fast Slight 

DMF (75%/25%) 2.0 Fast Slight 

DMSO (100%) 1.2 Medium Slight 

DMSO (25%/75%) 18.7 Slow Yes 

DMSO (50%/50%) 12.5 Slow Yes 

DMSO (75%/25%) 1.5 Slow Yes 

Ethanol (100%) 1.0 Slow Slight 

Ethyl Acetate (100%) 1.0 Medium None 

Isopropanol (75%/25%) 1.7 Slow None 

THF (100%) 1.2 Medium None 

THF (25%/75%) 17.9 Slow Slight 

THF (50%/50%) 9.8 Slow None 

THF (75%/25%) 2.3 Medium None 

Water 22.5 Slow Yes 
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Figure 6-10 SEM micrographs of IPN nanoparticles following purification and drying.  

a.) IPN nanoparticles multimode-purified and stage dried for SEM.  b.) IPN nanoparticle 

multimode-purified and lyophilized.  c.) and d.) IPN nanoparticles purified by centrifugal 

sedimentation, dialyzed in cellulose ester membrane (MWCO = 100,000 Da), and 

lyophilized.  All micrographs taken on a Supra 40VP SEM (Zeiss). 
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Figure 6-11 Centrifugal liquid-liquid extraction (CLLE) of IPN nanoparticles.  

Surfactants were extracted from IPNs in water using DCM, with ethanol to disrupt the 

emulsion.  Each stacked bar graph shows 9 extraction mixtures, where the DCM volume 

is shown in green, the aqueous volume is shown in blue, and a middle foamy phase is 

shown with gray-black.  The DCM fraction is shown on the bottom of the graphs, with 

the ethanol to water volume ratio shown on top.  Starting IPN concentration is sorted by 

column of graphs (lower on the left).  Rows of graphs illustrate degree of centrifugation, 

increasing down from A & D, to C & F.  Transparency of the bar indicates turbidity at 

each of the 3 depicted centrifugation steps.  
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Figure 6-12 Cross-polarized microscopy of foamy layer in CLLE samples.  A) 10X 

magnification.  B) 50X magnification.  C) 10X magnification, cross-polarized.  D) 50X 

magnification, cross-polarized. 
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Figure 6-13 Mass spectrum on DCM phase from CLLE, in positive mode.  The 

distribution of PEG units (44 amu part) in Brij 30 is shown.  Analysis was done at m/z 

ratio of 385.3. 
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Figure 6-14 Mass spectroscopy in positive mode and negative mode for water, foam, and 

DCM phases from CLLE experiment.  Brij 30 is detected in positive mode, while AOT is 

detected in negative mode. 
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Figure 6-15 EDC-NHS reaction mechanism to attach a monofunctional amine PEG to 

acrylic acid in the IPN nanoparticles. 
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Table 6-2 DLS & Zeta potential results showing effects of acid (HCl) on IPN 

nanoparticles in solution.  A) Table of DLS and Zeta potential results for IPN 

nanoparticles and without a PEG corona attached.  B) Vials of IPN nanoparticles in water 

and HCl solution at 20 ºC and 50 ºC.  Uncertainty is standard deviation of repeated 

measurements (n = 3). 

 

  

PEG 

Corona
Solution Conditions

DI Water 45.7 +/- 1.8 0.39 +/- 0.01

0.001 mmol/L HCl 131.0 +/- 7.8 0.36 +/- 0.06

0.0015 mmol/L HCl 131.2 +/- 5.1 0.12 +/- 0.01

0.0025 mmol/L HCl 194.3 +/- 5.6 0.06 +/- 0.01

0.1N MES Buffer (pH 5.07) 70.2 +/- 3.0 0.32 +/- 0.03

Yes 0.1N MES Buffer (pH 5.07) 244.8 +/- 12.8 0.43 +/- 0.01

PEG 

Corona
Solution Conditions

No 0.1N MES Buffer (pH 5.07) -18.5 +/- 0.2

Yes 0.1N MES Buffer (pH 5.07) -2.5 +/- 0.2

Zeta Potential (mV)

No

Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta Potential on Particle Solutions

Z-avg. Dia. (nm) PDI
A.

B.

25 C 50 C

0.001 mmol/L 
HCl

0.001 mmol/L 
HCl

DI 
Water

DI 
Water
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Figure 6-16 Intensity-weighted size distributions for IPN nanoparticles as a function of 

HCl concentration by DLS.  Repeated measurement curves are shown overlapping (n = 

3). 
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Figure 6-17 MTS assay results for cytotoxicity of purified IPN nanoparticles on CACO-

2 cells.  IPN nanoparticles were purified using one of three strategies as shown, with 

concentrations ranging from 1 to 0.008 mg/mL.  Uncertainty shown is the standard 

deviation of replicated samples (n = 3). 
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Figure 6-18 MTS assay results for cytotoxicity of purified nanoparticles on L929 murine 

fibroblasts.  IPN nanoparticles were purified with one of three strategies as shown, with 

concentrations ranging from 1 to 0.008 mg/mL.  Uncertainty shown is the standard 

deviation of replicated samples (n = 3).  
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7 Chapter 7: Conclusions 

In this work we prepared hydrogel nanoparticles and solution-polymerized films 

in the form of interpenetrating polymer networks comprising polyacrylamide (PAAm) 

and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and we characterized them for their responses to solution 

conditions.  The polyelectrolyte nature of these hydrogels was examined by viscometry, 

turbidity, and potentiometric titration.  Titration analysis was complimented by a pH 

titration simulation to determine pKa dependence on ionic strength, pH, temperature, and 

interactions between polymers.  Additionally, a variant of the titration simulator was used 

to examine polyacrylamide conversion to poly(acrylic acid-co-acrylamide) caused by 

acid and base catalyzed hydrolysis at elevated temperatures.  

This work showed that the pKa of acrylic acid within IPN networks varies in 

response to ionic strength and ionization as predicted.  In a unique contribution of this 

work, we showed that the variability in the acid dissociation constant as a function of 

total ionization explained observed temperature responses in deionized water with 

PAAm/PAA IPN networks.  The variable nature of the ionization was also shown to be 

independent of temperature, as well as relative feed ratios between PAAm and PAA in 

solution.   

These results confirmed that hydrogen bonding between the two polymer 

networks did not have a major impact on the ionization of acrylic acid in solution.  

Finally, pH simulation studies were shown to be predictive with excellent agreement to 

experimental potentiometric titration, thus allowing its use as a means to quantify 

hydrolysis of acrylamide without needing to purify samples first.  Hydrolysis under all a 

range of acid and base conditions typically experienced by PAAm during IPN synthesis, 

purification, and analysis was found to be less than 5% at most.  Turbidity analysis 
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showed that the ideal solution conditions for the temperature response in PAAm/PAA 

IPNs shifts from between 25 and 30 ºC in 0.5 mmol/L HCl to between 35 and 40 ºC in 

1.0 mmol/L HCl.  Thus, the overall temperature response region for a given solution can 

be shifted by incorporating an acrylic acid analog into the IPN with a sufficiently high 

initial pKa. 

Crosslinked solution-polymerized polyacrylamide and interpenetrating polymer 

network hydrogels, formulated by fractional factorial design, were studied in dynamic 

swelling behavior to isolate major effects on swelling responses.  Additionally, 

crosslinked PAAm was examined to determine any possible network changes brought on 

by hydrolysis or degradation due to interpenetration and polymerization of acrylic acid 

during IPN synthesis at elevated temperatures. 

As a resulting mapping the swelling response, the range of pH and ionic strength 

where the temperature response optimally occurs was shown to be at ionic strength 

values less than 0.04 mmol/L, and with pH between 3 and 4.  Network stability of PAAm 

against hydrolysis and/or degradation as determined by swelling responses additionally 

confirmed that conditions experienced during polymerization and analysis do not 

significantly impact PAAm structure.  Studying the responses for PAAm and IPN films 

gravimetrically indicated that maximum overall PAAm swelling response is achieved by 

maintaining concentrations of acrylamide and crosslinker low.  It was also confirmed that 

reducing poly(acrylic acid) content relative to polyacrylamide in the IPN reduces the 

temperature sensitivity.  To maximize the temperature response, the acrylic acid content 

must be scaled up relative to the acrylamide content in the monomer feed.  The sharpness 

of the temperature transition is maximized by polymerizing the acrylic acid portion of the 

IPN network with lower initiator levels and in higher ionic strength. 
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IPN nanoparticle growth by inverse emulsion free radical polymerization was 

examined with dynamic light scattering, and characterized for each step of the 

nanoparticle synthesis.  Several purification methods to separate IPN nanoparticles from 

surfactants were explored; and optimal strategies to purify IPN nanoparticles were 

identified.  IPN nanoparticles were surface-modified with poly(ethylene glycol), and 

characterized by light scattering and zeta potential analysis.  IPN nanoparticle solutions 

were screened for cellular compatibility by cytotoxicity studies. 

Results from this work show that size of dispersed aqueous droplets in reverse 

emulsions based on AOT and Brij 30 are independent of the relative ratio between 

surfactant and total aqueous phase.  By studying the polymerization of IPN nanoparticles 

at each step, the excess aqueous phase was identified to be in separate larger droplets that 

are consumed during polymerization.  Through each step, particle size grows, and 

polydispersity decreases.  This allowed a much smaller particle size to be achieved by 

incorporating a continuous phase initiator.  By transitioning to lauroyl peroxide, 

nanoparticle size was reduced from 240 nm to 60 nm in hydrodynamic diameter, which 

allows for greater physiological utility in many applications. 

Purification methods explored in this work to remove stabilizing surfactants 

included sedimentation, liquid-liquid extraction, ionomer washing, batch dialysis, and 

tangential flow filtration.  The most efficient method to purify particles was found to be a 

single sedimentation wash in ethanol, followed by one to two rounds of liquid-liquid 

extraction, and finally a few days of dialysis in cellulose ester membrane with a MWCO 

of 100 kDa.  An effective alternative sequence was also developed, which uses ionomer 

washing in place of the liquid-liquid extraction; and it was confirmed in this work that the 

chemical effects of doing so on acrylamide were minimal.  With either purification 

sequence, tangential flow filtration was found to be an efficient substitute for final 
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dialysis, or can be used to easily concentrate particle solutions without drying following 

any purification sequence.   

IPN nanoparticles were surface modified with poly(ethylene glycol) to enhance 

biocompatibility and colloidal stability.  Surface modification was confirmed with zeta 

potential analysis and dynamic light scattering.  Finally, IPN nanoparticles were shown to 

be safe by in vitro cyctotoxicity studies in two separate cell lines, provided IPN 

nanoparticles were sufficiently purified after synthesis. 

 

Recommended future work related to this thesis includes:  

 Comprehensive simulation of the thermodynamic polymer swelling parameters, 

including the ionic behavior simulation developed in this work;   

 Design of specific polymer structures for optimal temperature responses in 

physiological solutions; 

 Molecular and engineering design of novel platforms based on these systems for 

therapeutic nanoparticles as drug delivery carriers; 

 Design of temperature and pH-responsive parenteral drug delivery systems which 

accurately respond to pH and ionic strength conditions for better treatment in 

anticancer therapies.  

 

It is expected that these novel structures and methods will be used by other 

members of the laboratory in developing next generation drug delivery systems, 

specifically for anticancer chemotherapeutics, siRNA, antivirals, and/or proteins. 
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